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Cover photo:

KØBMAGERGADE POST OFFICE – COPENHAGEN
PFA has invested approx. DKK 550 million in one of Copenhagen’s best-known and oldest buildings – the Købmagergade Post Office. The oldest parts of the building date
from the years after the devastating Copenhagen Fire in 1728 and are thus almost
300 years old. The building complex measures a total of well over 16,000 m² and is
slated to be refurbished to house stores and office premises.
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Preface

PFA’s mission is to create financial security for

recorded a pre-tax return on their savings rang-

customers and their families - both when cus-

ing between 5.3 per cent and 12.3 per cent, and

tomers save up for their retirement, when

the pre-tax return on average interest rate plans,

they retire on a pension, and if they fall ill or

including market value adjustments, came to 3.9

die before reaching retirement age. We hold a

per cent. The financial markets were character-

position of trust and take the confidence that

ised by considerable market turmoil in 2015, and

customers show us seriously. Precisely therefore,

PFA’s excellent return was generated because

it is highly gratifying that the PFA Group ended

PFA had chosen to be exposed to more robust

the past financial year in a stronger position and

assets, while at the same time managed risks

could record a solid capital base and attractive

tightly. PFA recorded particularly high returns on

returns for its customers.

shares, unlisted investments and properties. The
return on PFA’s large bond portfolio was more

Wide customer base

modest, but the portfolio played a central role as

At the end of 2015, PFA was delivering pen-

a stabilising factor.

sion and insurance products to just above 1.1
million customers. More than 750,000 custom-

At year-end 2015, PFA’s capital base, which

ers have entrusted their pension savings to PFA,

is composed of equity and CustomerCapital,

more than 500,000 customers are ensured regu-

totalled DKK 30.1 billion. PFA’s capital strength

lar payouts if they are partly or fully disabled and

was bolstered even further in 2015, and at the

their occupational capacity is reduced, and more

end of the year the solvency ratio stood at 295

than 300,000 customers are guaranteed a lump

per cent. PFA is well-positioned with regards to

sum if they are diagnosed with critical illness. At

capital for future challenges and lives up to the

the same time, 80,000 retirees and 9,000 dis-

new capital requirement rules, Solvency II, which

ability pensioners receive monthly retirement

entered into force at the beginning of 2016.

pension or disability benefit from PFA. In 2015,
more than 2,900 customers were diagnosed with

Write-down of tax asset

critical illness or lost their occupational capacity,

PFA wants to ensure that the return on the equi-

and were thus covered by their insurance policies

ty is constantly high enough to add sufficient

with PFA. More than 3,500 customers died, and

capital strength to its operations, while also

their surviving relatives received a lump sum and/

ensuring that customers get maximum benefit

or regular monthly payouts via their insurance

from the value generated. This has entailed that

cover or savings with PFA.

in 2015, PFA has reassessed the future return
on equity requirements and adjusted projections

Sustained growth

downwards. When future earnings requirements

In 2015, PFA bid welcome to as many as 435 new

are reduced, it will impact the potential for real-

corporate customers, while also retaining almost

ising the tax asset that PFA has recorded in the

all existing ones. Total payments amounted to

balance sheet. For this reason, the tax asset was

DKK 28.7 billion, equal to 13.5 per cent growth.

in 2015 written down by a total of DKK 624 mil-

The robust growth reflects the strength of PFA’s

lion. This is the prime reason why PFA recorded

valuable offers to its customers.

a post-tax loss of DKK 469 million in 2015, while
the pre-tax profit amounted to DKK 378 million.

The total return on investments was DKK 13.6
billion in 2015. Customers with market rate plans

4
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CustomerCapital

transparent pricing structure, making it even

CustomerCapital is a key element in PFA’s unique

easier for a customer to choose precisely the

business model, with maximum value being gen-

product that meets his or her specific needs. The

erated for the benefit of customers. The concept

products are adjusted to the public benefit and

of CustomerCapital is that if you are a PFA cus-

the new regulations in the area.

tomer, whether new or old, and are willing to
contribute to boosting PFA’s capital base by

Flexibility and economies of scale

transferring 5 per cent of your annual pension

In 2015, PFA succeeded in reducing the level of

payments to your Individual CustomerCapital

expenses per customer by 1.8 per cent. A larger

account, then you will be repaid for your confi-

customer base has made it possible to utilise sys-

dence by receiving a particularly attractive return

tems and platforms more efficiently, thus ensuring

on the 5 per cent contributed. The particularly

strong value generation for customers. This trend

good return comes, among others, from the Col-

will continue as the inflow of customers grows and

lective CustomerCapital, which PFA established in

more automation programmes are implement-

2001 by transferring DKK 4.8 billion from equi-

ed. In 2015, PFA and Bankpension announced that

ty. Since then, the Collective CustomerCapital has

they will strive to complete a merger between the

grown to DKK 15 billion at year-end 2015. These

two companies, and as an element in the merg-

funds need to be distributed in full to customers

er, Bankpension will migrate its administration and

before the end of 2050. In 2015, the return on

customers to PFA’s systems.

Individual CustomerCapital was 20 per cent.
Mobility and transparency
The ownership structure supports PFA’s objective

PFA finds competition in the pension sector to

to create maximum value for its customers, as

be a crucial element, as this permits customers

PFA Holding may not distribute a dividend to its

to choose products that are specifically adapted

shareholders larger than DKK 50,000 per year.

to meet their needs at any time. For this reason,
PFA supports industry initiatives that contribute

Loss of occupational capacity

to mobility, better return and cost comparisons

Sickness and accident insurance results weak-

as well as a possibility of viewing all one’s insur-

ened further in 2015, which was unsatisfactory.

ance plans in one place.

Payouts in connection with loss of occupational capacity increased, and the illness pattern

At PFA we are aware that the intricacies of the

changed, as mental diseases such as stress and

pension area are not easy to grasp for the indi-

depression proved the most frequent cause

vidual customer. A good customer experience

in 2015 for customers losing their occupation-

hinges on a pension plan that customers can

al capacity. PFA focuses on prevention of loss

understand and is easy to get a quick overview

of occupational capacity among its customers.

of. This is why we continued the comprehensive

But the focus is also on ensuring that customers

development project in 2015, with the pur-

who lose their occupational capacity will become

pose of further enhancing customer experience.

able once more to undertake a job to the extent

The new version of our customer portal, ‘My

possible. In order to better balance the price of

PFA’, for PCs, tablets and mobiles was refined,

insurance policies against the anticipated illness

and we launched a new customer programme.

or disability, PFA has developed new solutions,

Increased digitisation makes it easier for custom-

offering a wider range of products and a more

ers to check their pension plans and get a quick
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overview of their savings, returns and insurance

As part of Strategy2020, PFA has emphasised

cover. Customers also have the option of making

that our values are firmly embedded in a profes-

changes to the plan themselves to suit their spe-

sional, fair and accountable approach. The most

cific needs.

important strategic focus areas are consolidation
of our market position as the leading supplier of

Strategy2020

company pension plans, ensuring profitable cus-

During summer 2015, PFA’s Board of Directors

tomer relationships, refining the investment area,

and the new Executive Management launched

increasing productivity and winning the position

a strategy programme intended to map out the

as the preferred long-term savings partner for

framework for PFA’s development in the years

PFA’s private customers.

ahead. In December, the Board of Directors
approved Strategy2020, which is a direct exten-

When Strategy2020 is executed, PFA will emerge

sion of PFA’s original mission dating from the

as an even more customer-focused and efficient

time it was established in 1917.

pension savings company.

Yours sincerely
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Svend Askær

Allan Polack

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Group CEO
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2015 in brief

• In 2015, regular payments to PFA rose to DKK 18.1 billion, equivalent to a 5.2 per cent increase on the
previous year. Total payments amounted to DKK 28.7 billion, equal to an increase of 13.5 per cent.

• The total return on investments was DKK 13.6 billion in 2015. Customers with market rate plans
received a return ranging between 5.3 per cent and 12.3 per cent, while the return on average
interest rate plans including market value adjustments was 3.9 per cent. In 2015, customers with
Individual CustomerCapital received a 20 per cent return on their Individual CustomerCapital.

• The pre-tax profit amounted to DKK 378 million in 2015 against DKK 1,216 million in 2014. After tax
and the share attributable to minority interests, the result for the year 2015 was a loss of DKK 469
million against a profit of DKK 470 million in 2014. The post-tax result for 2015 was impacted by an
extraordinary write-down of the tax asset of DKK 624 million.

• In 2015, the pension business yielded a pre-tax profit of DKK 1,132 million, while sickness and
accident insurance ended at a pre-tax loss of DKK 644 million.

• Expenses per insured dropped from DKK 779 in 2014 to DKK 765 in 2015, while expenses relative to
provisions decreased from 0.33 per cent in 2014 to 0.31 per cent in 2015.

• The capital base grew DKK 1.1 billion to DKK 30.1 billion at year-end 2015.

• The solvency ratio (Individual Solvency Need) was additionally bolstered and stood at 295 per cent at
year-end 2015, which reflects the PFA Group’s sound financial platform.

• In December 2015, PFA’s Board of Directors approved a new strategic plan (Strategy2020), which sets
out the framework for PFA’s development in coming years and is to contribute to ensure that PFA
retains its position as a market leader.

• The pre-tax result for 2016 is expected to be slightly higher than in 2015. The result will depend
on the financial market developments, and thus on whether a full operational risk charge for the
portfolio of average interest rate plans may be carried to income. PFA’s solvency ratio is expected to
remain at a high level.
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Selected PFA events in 2015

January

the two previous executive directors Jesper

Allan Polack becomes the new CEO of PFA

Langmack and Poul Kobberup announced that

PFA’s Board of Directors appoints 55-year-old

they would leave PFA.

Allan Polack new CEO of PFA to take office on 1
April 2015. Allan Polack comes from a position as

May

CEO at Nordea Asset Management.

Danske Fysioterapeuter (The Association
of Danish Physiotherapists) enters into an

February

agreement with PFA Pension

Record-high return of DKK 46.1 billion in 2014

The Association of Danish Physiotherapists con-

PFA Pension beats all previous records by deliv-

cludes an agreement with PFA Pension, and

ering a total return to its customers of DKK 46.1

2,000 of the Association’s independent members

billion for 2014. This successful result is due to

become PFA pension customers. In addition, fur-

high returns on shares and bonds plus unlisted

ther 2,500 self-employed and privately employed

investments and properties.

members get the opportunity to join the pension
plan agreement.

March
Healthy employees perform best

June

A survey conducted by PFA among 4,000 Danes

Investors bring an action against OW Bunker

shows a clear link between the health of the

A number of institutional investors, spearhead-

people in Denmark and how efficient they are at

ed by ATP and PFA, will bring a legal action

work. As much as 72 per cent of the respondents

against the bankrupt estate of OW Bunker. The

who are considered ‘healthy’ in the survey have

legal action will focus on liability of prospectuses

a ‘very high’ work capacity, while only 45 per

and failure to comply with disclosure require-

cent of the ‘unhealthy’ respondents think that

ments applicable to stock exchange rules and

their work capacity is ‘very high’. PFA has asked

regulations. The objective is to try to assign

employees at 33 Danish companies, all customers

responsibility and obtain financial compensation

with PFA, to take part in the survey.

for the benefit of members and customers.

April

Jørn Neergaard Larsen, Vice-Chairman,

Pensionskassen for Apotekere og Farmaceu-

retires from PFA’s Board of Directors

ter (PAF) becomes part of PFA

After 19 years on PFA’s Board of Directors – 16 of

PFA Pension publishes an agreement to take over

which as Vice-Chairman – Jørn Neergaard Larsen

the Pensionskassen for Apotekere og Farmaceu-

steps down from the Board of Directors as a

ter (PAF). Since 2013, the pension fund has been

result of being appointed Minister of Employment.

examining the potential for moving its members’
pension plans to another and larger company.

August

The choice fell on PFA, and we can thus welcome

PFA delivers good results for the first six

about 2,000 new pension customers.

months
PFA ended the first six months of 2015 in a

8

Temporary management of PFA Asset Man-

stronger position, delivering good returns to

agement

customers, and can also report a more robust

Christian Lindstrøm Lage, Henrik Henriksen and

solvency ratio and healthy growth in new pay-

Rasmus Bessing temporarily take over day-to-day

ments. In the first six months, PFA could deliver

management of PFA Asset Management after

a return to its customers totalling DKK 7.5 billion
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despite the high volatility seen in capital markets

PFA is awarded international prize as the

during the period.

best Danish pension company
PFA is awarded the international prize IPE Awards

New heads of PFA Asset Management

as Denmark’s best pension company. The prize

PFA Asset Management appoints Henrik Nøhr

is handed out by IPE, Investment and Pensions

Poulsen as the new Executive Director in charge

Europe, which is a magazine for institutional

of shares and unlisted investments. Henrik Nøhr

investors in Europe. It rewards companies in var-

Poulsen joins PFA from a position as Head of

ious categories which have been able to deliver

Investments at Industriens Pension and will take

good long-term results for their customers.

office at PFA Asset Management on 1 December.
In addition to Henrik Nøhr Poulsen, the manage-

December

ment of PFA Asset Management is composed of

PFA Brug Livet Fonden grants DKK 250,000

Christian Lindstrøm Lage and Rasmus Bessing,

to five causes

executive directors.

PFA Brug Livet Fonden hands out a total of DKK
250,000 in grants to five selected causes. The

October

five projects, each receiving DKK 50,000, are:

PFA and Bankpension agree on the frame-

SMILfonden and Foreningen Cancerramte Børn

work for a merger

- two projects for children who are hospitalised

Bankpension and PFA agree on the framework

or diagnosed with cancer, and the three projects

for a merger, and PFA will be the surviving com-

Projekt Husvild, Morgencafé for hjemløse and

pany. The common goal is to achieve positive

PROJEKT HJEMLØS which arrange food and shel-

synergies for the joint benefit of members and

ter for the homeless and socially vulnerable in

customers of both companies. In a dialogue with

Denmark.

the authorities, Bankpension and PFA will strive
to complete the merger in 2016.

PFA’s mutual fund is top-ranked by market-research company

November

The independent international investment

New Group CCO: Mads Kaagaard

research company, Morningstar, assigns five stars

PFA appoints Mads Kaagaard, who will join the

to the mutual fund Investeringsforeningen PFA

company on 1 February 2016 as new Group CCO

Invest for its products, Balance B and Globale

responsible for Private Customers & Business

Aktier, both offered by PFA Bank. Also, the five-

Support. Mads Kaagaard was previously in charge

star rating shows that PFA Asset Management, is

of Savings & Wealth Offerings for the Nordic

able to generate good returns for both pension

market in Nordea.

saving plans and savings in available funds.

Market-research company: PFA generates

Read more about the various events in 2015 at

good returns for its customers

english.pfa.dk/news-archive

PFA’s market rate product, PFA Plus, ends in the
top range in a survey conducted by the market-research company, Morningstar. In terms of
return, PFA ranks in the top three out of nine large
pension companies, both for the first nine months
of 2015 and viewed over the past three years.
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PFA Strategy2020

In 2015, PFA drafted a new strategy plan. The

Capital base 2015, DKK billion

new strategy is solidly anchored in PFA’s unique

Equity*

identity and business model and sets out the

5.2

Collective CustomerCapital

15.0

Individual CustomerCapital

10.8

The mission has remained intact since PFA’s

Other

(0.8)

establishment in 1917

Capital base

30.1

course towards 2020.

PFA was established with the goal of providing
financial security, family protection and pension.

* Minority interests’ share of PFA Kapitalforening and PFA
Soraarneq excluded

The focus was exclusively on customers and being

In the event that PFA suffers a loss, the equi-

of benefit to society, and PFA was therefore not

ty and CustomerCapital will cover the loss on a

intended to make money on its customers, but

pro rata basis. As long as there is Collective Cus-

exclusively to earn money for its customers.

tomerCapital left, it will cover any losses before
Individual CustomerCapital is affected.

Value creation that will benefit customers remains
a key focus of PFA’s business model even today.

The original transfer of DKK 4.8 billion from share-

This value creation for customers is ensured

holders is distributed by giving customers who

through PFA’s model for distribution of profit, Cus-

have paid to Individual CustomerCapital an extra

tomerCapital, as well as PFA Holding’s Articles of

return on their Individual CustomerCapital, trans-

Association regarding limitations on dividends.

ferred from the Collective CustomerCapital. Since
2004, the Individual CustomerCapital has generat-

Value creation via CustomerCapital

ed an average return of 20 per cent per year.

The concept of CustomerCapital was introduced
in 2001 when the Board of Directors decided to

Thus, over a number of years, the Collective Cus-

transfer DKK 4.8 billion from equity – i.e. funds

tomerCapital will have been fully distributed to

belonging to the shareholders – and distrib-

customers’ Individual CustomerCapital accounts.

ute this amount collectively to PFA’s existing and

The exact length of time depends on develop-

future customers. The transfer was branded Col-

ments in capital markets and PFA’s performance,

lective CustomerCapital, which forms part of PFA’s

and is currently expected to be somewhere

capital base the same way as equity. In the follow-

between 30 and 35 years.

ing years, PFA established a programme providing
existing and future customers with the option to

PFA’s values

transfer 5 per cent of their regular pension sav-

As part of its strategy efforts, PFA has worked

ings to an Individual CustomerCapital account,

on defining what its values really mean in prac-

which also forms part of PFA’s capital base.

tice. In future, PFA will base its activities on three
fundamental values: Professionalism, Fairness

PFA’s capital base is composed of three ele-

and Accountability.

ments: Equity, Collective CustomerCapital and

12

Individual CustomerCapital. All three elements

Professionalism: PFA is a highly qualified inves-

are ultimately used as security for the company’s

tor and insurance provider that focuses on

ongoing operations, including in the event that

maximising customers’ savings in the long term

PFA should suffer a loss. At year-end 2015, the

and ensuring financial security for its customers

capital base amounted to DKK 30.1 billion.

on their way towards retirement.
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Fairness: PFA treats all customers with respect
based on the same fundamental rules. This
means that there is a direct link between what
the customer pays and the advice and service

The most important strategic focus areas are to:
1. consolidate the market position as a leading
pension company and ensure profitable
customer relations.

provided. In addition, PFA channels back any
excess value it generates to its customers.

2. achieve the position as the preferred long-term
savings partner for PFA’s private customers.

Accountability: PFA is accountable both to the
outside world and the individual customer – be it

3. further develop the investment area by

a company, organisation or private customer. For

adjusting investment approaches and finding

instance, PFA does not have a higher cost level than

new sources for generating returns.

what is necessary to deliver its services. Accountability also extends to PFA’s investments, where
the goal is to secure a high, long-term investment

4. increase the productivity level, including the
degree of digitisation.

return for its customers while at the same time
take into consideration human rights, environmen-

PFA in 2020

tal issues and internationally recognised standards.

Executing Strategy2020 is intended to ensure

In addition, PFA ensures that customers have the

that PFA can retain its position as Denmark’s

possibility to get relevant advice in an easy-to-un-

leading pension company.

derstand and accessible way.
The strategy comprises a number of ambitious
These fundamental values form part of PFA’s

goals. PFA intends to be leading in delivering

identity. At the same time, they will be reflected

long-term returns and being one of Denmark’s

in customers’ perception of PFA as ‘My PFA’ – a

most efficient pension companies. Coupled with

reference to PFA’s policy of providing maximum

the development of new savings products, service

value back to the customers. ‘My PFA’ is also

and consultancy solutions, it is intended to boost

the name of the customers’ digital portal to PFA

customer loyalty among organisational and corpo-

through www.pfa.dk.

rate customers as well as private customers.

Strategic focus areas towards 2020
PFA’s new strategy further develops and specifies the former strategic course. This particularly
applies to the private customer area, in which
competition has intensified and the need for a
focused effort has increased. In addition, slow
economic growth and the low interest rates
make it more difficult to generate a return, and
consequently, there is a need for adjusting PFA’s
investment approach.
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The financial statements in brief

Key figures and financial ratios for the PFA Group
Key figures (DKK million)

2015

2014

28,742

25,318

Income statement
Total payments
Technical result of pension
Technical result of sickness and accident insurance

837

914

(644)

(196)

Investment return on equity etc.

184

499

Pre-tax profit

378

1,216

Tax

761

618

85

128

(469)

470

381,970

363,683

3,834

2,894

10,460

8,036

Minority interests’ share of the results of the period
Net profit or loss for the period

Balance sheet
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Technical provisions, sickness and accident insurance
Collective bonus potential
Total equity
CustomerCapital
Total assets

7,440

7,394

25,803

24,469

545,266

552,258

Key ratios
Yield before pension yield tax on market rate
Yield before pension yield tax on market rate profiles
Yield before pension yield tax on average interest rate
incl. market value adjustment

6.7%

10.0%

5.3-12.3%

9.0-12.8%

3.9%

6.6%

Expense ratio on premiums

3.2%

3.6%

Expense ratio on provisions

0.31%

0.33%

Expenses per insured

DKK 765

DKK 779

Bonus ratio

7.0%

4.9%

Equity ratio

5.0%

4.9%

Solvency ratio, (Individual Solvency Need)

295%

179%

Return on equity before tax

4.6%

16.2%

125%

104%

9%

9%

Sickness and accident insurance, key ratios
Gross claims ratio
Gross expense ratio

14
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Performance overview

PFA complies with the Danish Financial Superviso-

From a general perspective, 2015 was satisfac-

ry Authority’s longevity benchmark for calculating

tory, and PFA delivered an investment return of

provisions. The Danish Financial Supervisory

DKK 13.6 billion.

Authority’s update of the benchmark in September 2015 resulted in a DKK 1.6 billion increase of

Payments made to PFA increased by 13.5 per

provisions due to an increase in future life expec-

cent on 2014, which is extremely satisfactory.

tancy. An increase in provisions diminishes PFA’s

The solvency ratio was additionally boosted to

collective bonus potential, thus reducing the

295 per cent, which demonstrates that PFA has a

potential for recognising operational risk charge

solid financial foundation. However, the sickness

as income in 2015.

and accident insurance area recorded an unsatisfactory loss of DKK 644 million.

Pre-tax profit or loss by business area
(DKK million)

2015

2014

Pension

1,132

2,906

tax and deductions for the share attributable to

Sickness and accident insurance

(644)

(196)

minority interests, the result for the year was a

Total result on insurance business

488

2,709

Of this CustomerCapital’s share

393

2,101

Equity’s other income, net

197

479

85

128

378

1,216

Pre-tax profit for the year amounted to DKK 378
million against DKK 1,216 million in 2014. After

loss of DKK 469 million against a profit of DKK
470 million in 2014. The post-tax result for 2015
is affected by extraordinary writedowns of the
tax asset of DKK 624 million.
The result for the year is lower than expect-

Minority interests’ share
Pre-tax profit

ed in the 2014 Annual Report. The prime factors
were the inability to recognise a full operation-

The loss recorded for sickness and accident

al risk charge as income for 2015, the year’s

insurance amounted to DKK 644 million against

extraordinary impairment of a tax asset and the

a loss of DKK 196 million in 2014. Before invest-

unsatisfactory result reported from the sickness

ment return, the loss totalled DKK 574 million

and accident insurance area.

against a loss of DKK 204 million in 2014. The
result reported for sickness and accident insur-

The Board of Directors recommends a dividend

ance is unsatisfactory and is spurred by the

distribution of DKK 50,000 in PFA Holding.

competition on the market for corporate pension
plans and payouts of more and larger average

Performance by business areas

amounts of claims in 2015.

In the pension area, the profit for the year
amounted to DKK 1,132 million against DKK

Value generation for customers

2,906 million in 2014. The result for 2014 was

The majority of the value generated by PFA

heavily impacted by the revenue recognition

goes back to the customers’ pockets by way of

of operational risk charge for previous years of

a return on their funds. This will happen by way

DKK 1,042 million, while in 2015, DKK 532 million

of a direct addition to the customers’ depos-

related to interest rate group 4 was transferred

its, growth in unallocated reserves and return

to a shadow account. In 2015, it was possible to

on CustomerCapital. CustomerCapital is part of

recognise a full operational risk charge as income

the customers’ total savings at PFA. In 2015, cus-

for interest rate groups 1 to 3, and a partial

tomers received DKK 393 million out of PFA’s

operational risk charge for interest rate group 4.

insurance results of DKK 488 million.
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The total return on customers’ funds amounted

Investment return

to DKK 12.1 billion in 2015. The return fluctuates

The total return on investments was DKK 13.6 bil-

with market developments in the individual years.

lion in 2015.

The table below shows the development over the

Investment
return,
before tax

2015

2014

Average
annual
return
20132015

Market rate

6.7%

10.0%

8.8%

7.5%

Average
interest rate
incl. market
value adjustment

3.9%

6.6%

3.9%

4.5%

Average
interest rate

2.2%

15.3%

5.3%

7.5%

Shareholders’ equity
and CustomerCapital

0.8%

8.3%

3.4%

4.8%

20.0%

20.0%

20.0%

18.5%

past five years.

Return on customers’ funds
incl. CustomerCapital
DKK billion

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Total return

12.1

43.7

1.2

29.4

25.1

Payments
Regular payments to PFA amounted to DKK 18.1
billion against DKK 17.2 billion in 2014, equal to a
growth of 5.2 per cent.

Return on
Individual
CustomerCapital

Payments totalled DKK 28.7 billion against
DKK 25.3 billion in 2014. DKK 1.5 billion kept in

Average
annual
return
20112015

accounts owned by members of Pensionskassen
for Apotekere og Farmaceuter (PAF) was trans-

Customers with market rate plans (PFA Plus, PFA

ferred to PFA in April 2015.

Invests) saw returns of somewhere between 5.3
per cent and 12.3 per cent, including a 20 per cent

Payments into market rate plans represented 81

return on Individual CustomerCapital. The return

per cent of total payments in 2015. Thus, the

was highest for customers who had the largest

share of payments into market rate plans was 6

share of high-risk assets. The total return for mar-

percentage points up on 2014.

ket rate plans (N1M) amounted to 6.7 per cent.
The return on average interest rate plans adjust-

Payments

ed for changes in market value adjustments

DKK billion

2015

2014

Market rate

23.3

18.9

Average interest rate

3.7

5.0

Sickness and accident insurance

1.7

1.5

28.7

25.3

during the period amounted to 3.9 per cent in
2015. The total return on customer funds in aver-

Total payments

age interest rate plans (N1F) was 2.2 per cent.
The deposit interest rate was 2.0 per cent for average interest rate plans in 2015. Including the return
on Individual CustomerCapital of 20 per cent, this
corresponds to a total of up to 2.9 per cent return
on customers’ deposits before tax in 2015.

Payouts
Benefits paid out declined to DKK 20.0 billion in

As in 2014, all customers with CustomerCapital

2015 from DKK 22.1 billion in 2014. This decline

received 20 per cent interest on their Individu-

is primarily due to a larger amount of advance tax

al CustomerCapital in 2015. This applies to both

payments on endowment pension plans in 2014.

customers with market rate plans and average
interest rate plans.
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Cost development

PFA has invested DKK 3 billion in the Midgard

The PFA Group’s total expenses rose to DKK

Fixed Income Fund Limited. As PFA is the sole

1,974 million from DKK 1,914 million in 2014,

investor, Midgard is consolidated into the PFA

primarily due to a non-recurring adjustment of

Group. Midgard’s balance sheet total, essentially

expenses in 2014 caused by the reversal of provi-

composed of repo transactions, was DKK 87 bil-

sions in the amount of DKK 48 million.

lion at year-end 2015.

The insurance operating expenses, used for cal-

Provisions for insurance and investment

culating key expense ratios, declined to DKK 856

contracts

million, from DKK 860 million in 2014. Expenses

In the past few years, PFA has been experienc-

per insured declined to DKK 765 against DKK 779

ing a strong growth in provisions for market rate

in 2014.

plans. This trend continued in 2015.

Expense ratio on premiums dropped to 3.2 per

Provisions for market rate plans amounted to DKK

cent against 3.6 per cent in 2014. Expense ratio

138 billion against DKK 104 billion at year-end

on provisions dropped to 0.31 per cent against

2014. Throughout 2015, PFA also had a standing

0.33 per cent in 2014.

offer for its customers to move their savings from
average interest rate plans to market rate plans,

Expense ratio on provisions

while also receiving their share of reserves as a
transfer allowance. The internal transfers from

0.40%

average interest rate plans to market rate plans
0.30%

amounted to DKK 13.7 billion, of which transfer

0.20%

allowances represented DKK 3 billion.

0.10%

The Danish Government extended the period for
advance tax payment on endowment pensions to

0.00%
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2015. PFA offered its customers the opportunity to prepay tax in the period from 11 May to 30

Developments in balance sheet items

September 2015 and sent a letter with informa-

The balance sheet amounted to DKK 545 billion

tion about this option to about 35,000 pension

at year-end 2015 against DKK 552 billion at year-

customers. Customers with average interest

end 2014. This decline is primarily due to a fall

rate plans utilising this advance tax option then

in pending transactions at the reporting date,

moved their remaining endowment pension

as provisions for insurance and investment con-

deposit to an old age savings plan at market rate.

tracts rose in overall terms. Thus, provisions for
insurance and investment contracts amounted to

The extended period for advance tax payment

DKK 382 billion against DKK 364 billion at year-

resulted in a total of DKK 3.1 billion in savings

end 2014.

being moved from average interest rate plans
to market rate plans as a result of the advance

Debt to credit institutions related to repo trans-

tax payments. At the same time, tax amounting

actions, pending securities transactions and debt

to DKK 0.6 billion was paid in advance on exist-

regarding derivatives with a negative market

ing market rate plans. As a result, PFA has made

value amounted to DKK 151 billion against DKK

a tax payment of DKK 1.4 billion on behalf of its

173 billion at year-end 2014.

customers to the Danish tax authorities.
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Customers’ total savings in market rate plans

million was recognised in the capital base, which

amounted to 40 per cent of total provisions for

has now been eliminated as a result of the repay-

market rate plans and average interest rate plans

ment.

at year-end 2015.
The capital base increased by means of a partial
Thus, the share of savings in market rate plans rose

operational risk charge from the average inter-

8 percentage points compared with year-end 2014.

est rate plan portfolio and the net payments into

Customers with savings and transfer allowances

CustomerCapital.

totalling DKK 13.7 billion moved from average interest rate plans to market rate plans in 2015.

CustomerCapital grew by DKK 1.3 billion in 2015
and amounted to DKK 25.8 billion at year-end

Life insurance provisions for average interest rate

2015. The equity remained largely unchanged at

plans declined to DKK 203 billion compared with

DKK 7.4 billion.

DKK 224 billion at year-end 2014. This decline
should be viewed in the context of the internal

In 2013, the Danish Financial Supervisory Authori-

transfers to market rate plans, and the interest

ty decided that CustomerCapital may not be used

trends since year-end 2014 which resulted in a

for allocating discretionary rebates to select-

fall in market value adjustments to DKK 55 billion

ed customers. Erhvervsankenævnet (The Danish

against DKK 59 billion at year-end 2014.

Company Appeals Board) upheld the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s decision in December

Customer reserves

2014. The impact of the decision has been recog-

During 2015, the collective bonus potential

nised in the financial statements from the 2013

increased by DKK 2 billion, thus amounting to

Financial Statements. An amount of DKK 138

DKK 10 billion at the end of the year. The collec-

million was transferred from equity to Customer-

tive bonus potential increased even though many

Capital in the 2015 Financial Statements.

customers chose to move their savings from
average interest rate plans to market rate plans.

New Executive Order on the Presentation of

This is due to the positive investment return and

Financial Statements

interest trends in 2015, which reduced the mar-

The Annual Report has been prepared in compli-

ket value adjustment of average interest rate

ance with the Executive Order on Financial Report

plans. On the downside, there were larger provi-

for Insurance Companies and Multi-Employer

sions for anticipated increased future longevity

Occupational Pension Funds (regnskabsbekendt-

and an increase of the operational risk charge.

gørelsen). A new Executive Order has been issued

Viewed in isolation, these two issues reduced the

and will enter into force as at 1 January 2016.

collective bonus potential by a total of DKK 2.8

The Executive Order implements the accounting

billion in 2015.

concepts from the Solvency II regulatory instruments. PFA does not expect the implementation

Capital base

of the new Executive Order to impact the Compa-

The capital base grew by DKK 1.1 billion in 2015 to

ny’s capital base to any material extent.

DKK 30.1 billion, which is considered satisfactory.
The subordinate loan capital of DKK 600 million
was repaid in 2015. At year-end 2014, DKK 450
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The financial markets

In some ways, 2015 proved a year for records,

companies had excess capacity, which contrib-

but also a year with large fluctuations. In spring,

uted to pushing manufacturers’ prices down for

US share indices skyrocketed, reaching new

a wide range of products. Inflation rates in both

peaks, while European interest rates reached

the US and Europe were substantially below cen-

an all-time low. However, both European and US

tral banks’ target for price stability, which served

interest rates closed the year at a slightly higher

to underpin a more relaxed monetary policy than

level. Growth in Europe was moderate, and low

expected at the beginning of the year.

inflation caused the European Central Bank (ECB)
to launch a large-scale plan for buying govern-

Moderate growth in Europe

ment bonds. Growth was more robust in the US,

During the first three quarters of 2015, growth

and the US Federal Reserve (the Fed) increased

in Europe was 1.5 per cent compared with the

the interest rates for the first time in nine years.

same period the previous year and the high-

Declining commodity prices put pressure on

est growth rate since 2011. The growth was

Emerging Market bonds and credit bonds, where

broad-based, and several economies previous-

interest rates rose compared with interest rates

ly in recession began to show some signs of

on more secure investments.

expansion. Domestic demand supplemented the
export-driven growth of previous years, as low

Lower oil prices caused inflation

interest rates, cheap energy and rising growth in

to plummet towards zero

lending stimulated private consumption. Private

2015 saw oil prices that were reduced by 50

sector investments also contributed positively to

per cent compared with the previous year, and

growth, but the propensity to invest remained

thus, consumer prices remained very low in the

subdued as a result of uncertainty as to future

western world. Inflation rates that were close

growth prospects. However, growth in the Euro-

to and below zero per cent ensured a respect-

zone was nevertheless sufficiently high to create

able advance in real wages for consumers and

new jobs during the year, and unemployment

resulted in significant savings on energy-related

dropped 0.8 percentage point to 10.6 per cent in

costs. Moreover, commodity and manufacturing

November 2015.
European solidarity was tested in 2015 – first by

Oil price and inflation
USD/barrel

the crisis in Greece, and later on by the growInflation. % per year

ing refugee influx. The crisis in Greece and the

6

decision to introduce capital control had major
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political and social costs for the Greek economy, while the impact on the rest of Europe and
the financial markets was relatively modest. The
influx of refugees into Europe may push up public spending in the short term and thus stimulate
growth, but whether the long-term impact will

0

point upwards or downwards depends on wheth-

-1

er immigrants can be successfully integrated into

-2

the labour market. Late in the autumn, declining
growth in China triggered uncertainty about the

Eurozone inflation, r.a.

European growth, which has however been mod-

US inflation, r.a.

erately improving until now.
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Robust growth in the US

much due to ECB’s bond buying programme and

The US economy grew 2.4 per cent in 2015. This is

last winter’s ‘reverse’ Danish currency crisis.

in line with the previous year, but somewhat lower
than the growth seen in the period before the

In January 2015, the Swiss National Bank (SNB)

financial crisis. The underlying growth is relative-

surprised the market by announcing that it

ly robust, driven by an improvement on the labour

would no longer hold the Swiss franc at a fixed

market and the housing market. Unemployment

exchange rate with the euro, while at the same

dropped from 5.8 per cent to 5.0 per cent, the

time lowering the interest rate on sight deposit

lowest level since the beginning of 2008.

account balances to -0.75 per cent. The decision to unpeg the Swiss franc resulted in a 15

There are only tentative signs that the low unem-

per cent revaluation of the Swiss franc, and the

ployment rate is beginning to push up wages and

market began to test the pegging of the Danish

salaries in certain sectors. Above all, growth is

krone to the euro. As opposed to Switzerland,

driven by the job-creating service sector, where-

the Danish fixed exchange-rate policy has a firm

as there are clear signs that the strong dollar is

political rooting, and has been a cornerstone of

cutting into company earnings in the manufactur-

Danish monetary policy since 1982.

ing sector and dampening their competitiveness.
At the same time, the plunging oil prices put more

Danmarks Nationalbank intervened to protect the

pressure on the booming shale oil industry, which

krone’s peg against the euro by purchasing foreign

are, to a great extent, represented in credit bonds.

currency amounting to DKK 300 billion and lowered
the interest rate on certificates of deposit to -0.75

The Danish krone crisis pulls

per cent. At the same time, a temporary break of

down interest rates

new government bond issuances was introduced,

The moderate growth in Denmark seen in 2014

which pushed up bond prices and interest rates

continued in 2015. Private consumption, above

down, thus securing a stable krone rate.

all, was the main driver during the first three
quarters of the year. Danish consumers bene-

ECB eases monetary policy even further

fited from rising employment, higher housing

The very low inflation caused ECB to lower the

prices and rock bottom interest rates. Inflation

certificates of deposit rate to -0.2 per cent and

remained close to 0.5 per cent throughout the

launch a comprehensive bond buying programme

year, ensuring growth in real earnings despite

with a view to push long interest rates even fur-

generally moderate pay rises. Investment activ-

ther down and stimulate growth. Corresponding

ity in the private sector was moderate, which

bond buying programmes has been launched in

should probably be viewed in light of the uncer-

the USA and the UK in the past and are still run-

tainty regarding the momentum of the recovery

ning in Japan.

on export markets.
During the year, concerns mounted that a long

20

Despite moderate growth, the strength of the

term period with very low inflation could have a

Danish economy inspires relatively strong confi-

negative impact on manufacturers’ prices and

dence. This is reflected by the current very low

wage talks, thus having a self-fuelling impact on

interest rates with the Danish two-year govern-

economies. Consequently, interest rates were

ment yields remaining below -0.25 per cent for

lowered by a further 0.10 percentage point,

most of the year and lower than German yields.

and the bond buying programme was extend-

The record-low Danish interest rates are very

ed to March 2017. ECB’s very loose monetary
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policy pushed down European interest rates to

level since 2003. At the same time, ECB’s bond

an all-time low. Particularly in Germany, where

buying programme contributed to weakening

yields were negative for a short period of time

the euro by about 10 per cent against the most

for bonds with a term to maturity of up to nine

important trading partners, reaching the weakest

years. At the same time, the declining inter-

level since 2003. However, the currencies of the

est rates contributed to weakening the euro

largest global commodity exporters were hit the

exchange rate and bolstering stock markets.

hardest in 2015. The Canadian and Australian dollars lost 10 to 15 per cent of their value against

Government bond interest rates
in Denmark and Germany

US dollar, while the Brazilian real depreciated 30
%

per cent against US dollar.
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The Fed raises the interest rate for the first
time since 2006

70
2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014

Towards the end of 2015, the US central bank

EUR

USD

(the Fed) raised the interest rate after seven
years close to zero. This was the first time since

Tough year for Emerging Markets

2006 that the benchmark interest rate was lift-

2015 was a challenging year for Emerging Market

ed. The move was based on an assumption that

economies (EM). They were hit by both weakened

declining unemployment would gradually spur

global growth, declining commodity prices and

rising wages and salaries and push up inflation

rising US interest rates. In particular, commodity

rates. The Fed hopes that by moving now, it

exporting countries like Brazil and Russia entered

will be able to raise interest rates in the coming

a severe recession, and oil producers in the Mid-

period at a more graduate pace than seen at pre-

dle East had to draw on their financial reserves in

vious hiking cycles, thus maintaining momentum

order to make budget ends meet.

of the recovery.
China eased fiscal and monetary policies to lift
Strongest dollar since 2003

the economy and stabilise growth towards the

In light of persistently low inflation, leading central

political goal of 7 per cent. China still seems to

banks have generally eased their monetary poli-

have the means and the will to maintain the tar-

cy throughout the year. The Fed’s solitary move

geted growth of close to 7 per cent, but the

to raise its interest rate has contributed push-

rapidly mounting debt among companies and

ing up the value of the trade-weighted US dollar

a weak property market give cause for con-

by about 10 per cent during 2015 to its strongest

cern. Worries about the situation in China were
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reflected by a correction across the global share
markets in late summer after China’s indication
that it intended to loosen its long-time strong
peg to the US dollar.
Rising US interest rates and a strong US dollar
had a negative impact on growth in the EM countries, as loans in US dollars are often used as a
supplement to loans in local currency. However,
most EM countries are less dependent on dollar liquidity than they were during the Asian crisis
in 1997/1998, and the comparatively large fluctuations in foreign exchange rates seem to have
reduced a significant part of the imbalances of
the external balance sheets of the EM countries
without having caused economic collapse.
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Investment return

In 2015, PFA generated a positive investment

commodity prices and the recession in Brazil.

return of DKK 13.6 billion.
With a 12.6 per cent return, properties also conGenerally, the investment return was boosted by

tributed positively to the investment return in

fine returns on shares, unlisted investments and

2015. In addition, foreign bonds yielded respect-

properties. Bonds merely contributed moderately

able returns, supported by declining interest

to returns, but served as an important stabilising

rates in Spain and Italy. However, particularly the

factor during the year.

stronger US dollar and British pound contributed
to increase returns. The same applied to returns

Several factors made a positive contribution

on credit bonds, which were positively impact-

to returns on shares, above all the selection

ed by the stronger US dollar in particular, while

of individual shares, as share portfolio returns

wider credit spreads had the opposite effect

exceeded their respective benchmark indices.

towards the end of the year.

Thus, PFA Globale Aktier (Global Equity) delivered
an excess return of 6.8 percentage point com-

Unlisted investments

pared to return on global equity markets.

In 2015, unlisted investments generated an overall return of 18.9 per cent, which is higher than

Large returns on Danish shares

the return delivered by most equity markets, with

At the same time, PFA had an overweight of Dan-

all subcategories (capital funds, infrastructure,

ish shares, which yielded a market return of as

loan funds and direct investments) contributing

much as 34 per cent in 2015. Thus, the portfolio of

positively to the high return.

Danish shares continued the upward trend seen in
recent years, delivering very high returns despite

The year saw brisk activity in equity and bond

the prospect of interest rate increases in the USA

markets, including initial public offerings and

and lower growth rates in Asia – markets from

acquisitions, combined with a great demand for

which Danish businesses derive much of their value

stable infrastructure investments. Thus, PFA’s

creation. For a long period of time, PFA has had a

investments developed respectably on account

high exposure to Danish shares. During the first six

of positive developments in the value of the

months, the portfolio increased to a volume that

portfolio and substantial repayments to PFA after

involved a very high concentration risk – even for

divestment of the underlying investments.

a pension company of PFA’s size. Therefore, PFA
chose to reduce the portfolio. However, the hold-

PFA assesses that there will continue to be

ing of Danish shares is still significant.

potential for making good investments in unlisted
assets in 2016, and consequently, this asset class

European shares also contributed to the pos-

will remain a focus area for PFA. The low inter-

itive returns. This was also the case for US

est level generally makes unlisted investments

shares, even though returns were low in US dol-

interesting for investors with a long investment

lar terms. However, a sizeable share of the dollar

horizon, and there is still potential for securing

exposure was kept open, which meant that US

an additional return by way of the illiquidity pre-

shares made a positive contribution to returns

mium. However, it is all-important to be selective,

in Danish currency. Finally, PFA was underex-

as far from all unlisted investments have a qual-

posed to Emerging Market shares, particularly

ity that lives up to PFA’s requirement as to an

in Latin America where share prices plunged by

attractive balance between the expected return

more than 20 per cent, pulled down by declining

and the risk attaching to the investment.
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Difficult year for bonds

and a lower share of high-risk assets than for

Mortgage credit bonds were one of the assets

market rate plans. Shares, properties and foreign

that yielded negative returns in 2015. Generally,

bonds contributed positively to the return, while

2015 was a difficult year for Danish bonds, and

returns were negative on Danish government

particularly mortgage credit bonds were hit by

bonds and mortgage credit bonds.

rising interest rate levels and tighter regulation,
which contributed to pushing down bond prices.

The investment strategy includes interest and for-

Thus, mortgage credit bonds yielded a negative

eign currency hedging for the purpose of reducing

return of 1.7 per cent.

risk. In 2015, interest hedging made a positive
contribution to returns, while foreign currency

Sound return on market rate products

hedging made a negative contribution – particu-

Customers with market rate plans (PFA Plus)

larly due to the increasing dollar exchange rate.

gained a return on their savings ranging between
5.3 per cent and 12.3 per cent (before tax and

Interest rate groups 1-4 yielded investment

including the return on Individual CustomerCap-

returns between 1.2 per cent and 3.4 per cent.

ital), depending on the customer’s time horizon
and selected risk profile. As in 2014, the highest
returns went to the customers having the largest
share of high-risk assets.
Return in PFA Plus, PFA Invests 2015
Years to retirement

30

15

5

(5)

Profile D
- high risk

12.3%

9.5%

8.0%

7.6%

Profile C
- moderate risk

10.4%

8.4%

7.2%

6.9%

Profile B
- low risk

8.4%

7.2%

6.3%

6.1%

Profile A
- very low risk

6.5%

6.0%

5.4%

5.3%

The return includes 5% Individual CustomerCapital and a return
on Individual CustomerCapital of 20%

Overall, PFA delivered a return on market rate
plans that is among the very best in the market.
In accordance with its strategic objective, PFA has
thus retained its position as one of the compa-

Return and deposit interest rate
in PFA’s interest rate groups 2015
Interest
rate group

Return

Deposit
interest rate*

1

3.4%

2.9%

2

1.9%

2.9%

3

1.9%

2.9%

4

1.2%

2.9%

*Including 5% Individual CustomerCapital and a return on
Individual CustomerCapital of 20%

The deposit interest rate remained unchanged
at 2.0 per cent in 2015, which is in accordance
with the agreement between the Danish Ministry
of Business and Growth and the Danish Insurance Association – DIA regarding a cap on the
bonus allocation. Including the 20 per cent return
on Individual CustomerCapital, the total deposit
interest rate amounted to 2.9 per cent in 2015.

nies delivering the highest return to customers
with market rate plans in the past five years.

The table below shows the relation between
the investment return and the deposit interest

Reasonable return on average interest rate

added to average interest rate plans for custom-

products

ers in interest rate group 1. The investment return

Customers with average interest rate plans

amounted to 3.4 per cent for interest rate group 1

received a 2.2 per cent return. The return was

and exceeded the deposit interest rate, thus mak-

thus lower than on market rate plans, but in line

ing it possible to augment the unallocated bonus

with the investment strategy for average interest

reserves by 1.6 percentage points. Customers

rate plans, which means a higher share of bonds

transferring to PFA Plus qualified for a share of the
reserves in the form of a transfer allowance.
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From return to deposit interest rate in PFA Pension

Interest rate group 1
Customers’
deposits

Individual
CustomerCapital

Return before investment expenses

4.0%

0.9%

Investment expenses

(0.6%)

(0.7%)

Investment return for customers

3.4%

0.2%

Collective pension yield tax

0.1%

-

(0.4%)

Operational risk charge allocable to equity and CustomerCapital

3.0%

-

Results from other activities
Transfer allowance
Change in value of insurance liabilities

0.0%

(1.7%)

-

2.3%

-

Transfer from customers’ unallocated bonus reserves/Collective CustomerCapital

(1.6%)

16.8%

Deposit interest rate before tax/interest rate on Individual CustomerCapital

2.0%

20.0%

Deposit interest rate before tax, including 5% CustomerCapital

2.9%

The investment return on CustomerCapital was

worth in that the return was 1.9 per cent higher

moderate in 2015. The higher interest rate of

than for the fund’s benchmark index.

20 per cent on Individual CustomerCapital was
therefore due mainly to a transfer from Collective

Responsible investments

CustomerCapital of 16.8 per cent. This is in line

Throughout 2015, PFA continued its efforts to

with the idea underlying Collective CustomerCap-

strengthen the processes for making responsible

ital, the aim being to transfer it to the customers’

investments. These efforts are anchored in inter-

Individual CustomerCapital over a number of years.

national conventions and UN principles, including
the UN-backed Principles for Responsible Invest-

Savings products targeting available funds

ment (PRI) and the UN Global Compact’s Ten

also yielded respectable returns

Principles. The objective is to ensure that PFA’s

The mutual fund Investeringsforeningen PFA

investment return is achieved with respect for

Invest, which offers sub-funds for the place-

human rights, the environment and international-

ment of available funds and supplies PFA Bank

ly recognised standards. PFA has been a member

with products, also delivered respectable returns

of the UN Global Compact since 2009 and reports

in 2015. For example, the mixed funds, Balance

annually on its efforts to translate the Ten Princi-

A and Balance B, generated returns of 7.1 per

ples of the UN Global Compact into action.

cent and 10.3 per cent for the year, which was
1.5 percentage points and 2.6 percentage points

During 2015, PFA was in dialogue with a num-

more than their respective benchmark indices.

ber of customers and organisations regarding
its investments in individual companies. The aim

The return on Balance C, which was not estab-

is to discuss the principles used when making

lished until 5 May 2015 (following the very high

investments, screen the investees, and in some

share price increases in Q1 2015) was impacted

cases, initiate an engagement dialogue with a

by the turbulence on equity markets during the

company.

autumn, thus yielding a negative return of 0.9
per cent for the period until the reporting date.

Dialogue is also key to the work involved in active

However, the investment strategy proved its

ownership and responsible investments. Any
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such dialogue is confidential, but during the year,

in areas of conflict and dialogue with external

PFA made it a priority to inform the public about

asset managers.

ongoing dialogues – and their content – in a few
important instances. PFA took these initiatives

In 2015, the RI Board revised the guidelines for

as a consequence of adhering to the transparen-

responsible investments in government bonds. The

cy principle embedded in the UN guidelines for

guidelines were adopted in 2012, and the purpose

human rights and business activities.

of the revision was to ensure that they incorporated developments in this area since then.

Screening and active ownership
PFA cooperates with GES, the engagement and

Read more about responsible investments, the

investment management company. On behalf of

screening of investments and active ownership in

PFA, GES screens and enters into dialogue with

PFA’s CSR report, available at

investees. PFA’s Responsible Investment Board

english.pfa.dk/csr-report2015.

continuously assesses the screening results. During 2015, GES entered into engagement dialogue
with 56 companies in PFA’s portfolio. In addition, 181 cases with indications of violation of
international standards and conventions have
been evaluated. During the year, three cases of
confirmed non-compliance were solved by the
companies changing their practice in order to
comply with international conventions.
PFA screens and analyses countries according to
its own guidelines for responsible investments
in government bonds. PFA does not enter into
engagement dialogue with countries as this is
considered to be a foreign policy issue. At the
end of 2015, PFA invested in government bonds
in 66 countries. The list of countries in which
PFA has invested as well as a list of excluded
countries are available at
english.pfa.dk/responsible-investments.
Responsible Investment Board
Anders Damgaard, Group CFO, is the chairman of
PFA’s Responsible Investment Board (RI Board),
whose other members are the management of
PFA Asset Management and other executives in
the investment area and CSR. In addition to company and country screenings, the RI Board has
continuously focused on a number of issues,
such as climate and green investments, activities
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Customers and the market

The market for pension plans is characterised

Total payments

by keen competition and increased pressure

DKK billion

on prices. As the market for company pension

30

plans is saturated, competitive dynamics are
undergoing a gradual change, which means that

20

pension companies are increasingly focusing on
the private customer segment. Particularly the
competition to win over customers with paidup policies and policies that are being paid out,

10

0
2011

where the customer relationship is not depend-

2012

2013

2014

2015

ent on employment in a company, has become
PFA will offer the best advice in the sector

fiercer in recent years.

It is essential for customers to have access to
Private customers’ individual needs and require-

highly qualified advice when adapting their pen-

ments for good customer experience change

sion plans. PFA offers traditional face-to-face

continuously. This applies to both expenses and

advisory services and digital advice via online

returns and to the experience of accessibility, pro-

tools. In 2015, PFA developed a new compre-

activeness and transparency. In the past few years,

hensive advisory concept that includes the

PFA has made targeted efforts to improve the pri-

customer’s overall financial situation in the con-

vate customer experience and therefore has a

sultancy provided. Combined with a dialogue

strong platform for meeting the competition.

about the customers’ desires and dreams for
their retirement, this concept is used as a basis

PFA consolidates its position

for helping customers make the right choices of

PFA managed to retain all major corporate custom-

pension.

ers in 2015. With the addition of two newcomers,
Genmab A/S, a company in the C20 index, and

In 2015, PFA introduced the Pension Plan, an

Danske Fysioterapeuter, PFA has consolidated its

integral part of PFA’s online universe: My PFA.

position as the preferred supplier of pensions to

The Pension Plan enables customers to simulate

Denmark’s largest businesses and organisations.

their net wealth position and payment profile on
retirement. Customers have embraced the Pen-

Moreover, in 2015, PFA strengthened its sales

sion Plan and have paid more than 129,000 visits

efforts targeting small and medium-sized enter-

to the site since it was launched in October 2015.

prises, which has resulted in 435 new corporate
customers. PFA continues to develop solutions

About 130,000 customers joined the PFA Cus-

that will provide the best possible match for the

tomer Programme in 2015. In the Customer

needs of small and medium-sized enterprises.

Programme, the customer continuously receives
individually adapted information about such

28

Total payments to PFA rose from DKK 25.3 billion in

subjects as savings, returns and the Pension

2014 to DKK 28.7 billion in 2015, up 13.5 per cent.

Estimator. The Customer Programme also helps

This growth will benefit all PFA’s customers because

customers assess when it is relevant to seek

economies of scale result in lower unit costs – for

pension advice – for example in case of changes

the benefit of both existing and new customers.

in their life situation.
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In 2015, PFA received more than 600,000 cus-

customers to have direct access to one of the

tomer enquiries, which included more than

market’s very best pension and insurance solu-

70,000 consultancy sessions. On average, cus-

tions, both now and in the future. With Letpension,

tomers waited less than 81 seconds to get

customers experience the best of two worlds:

through to PFA’s Advisory Services Centre, which

Individual and personal advice in their local finan-

had a response rate of 96.3 per cent in 2015.

cial institution combined with PFA’s economies of
scale and high value creation. The customer expe-

PFA considers it a key issue to continue to improve

rience platform provides a combined pension and

its advisory services in order to retain its position

insurance package that is simple and up-to-date,

in the market. With the execution of Strategy2020,

providing customers with a good overview.

PFA will offer new advisory services within areas
such as wealth management, investment manage-

Letpension’s business volume continued its

ment and some types of general legal advice.

upward trend in 2015 with a growth of more than
27 per cent in total payments and 47 per cent in

PFA Bank

assets under management compared with 2014.

PFA Bank gives PFA’s customers an opportunity
to invest on attractive terms – also while dissa-

Digitisation

ving. At the same time, the bank supports the

PFA’s digital customer universe, My PFA, has

increased focus on comprehensive advisory ser-

proved an immense success. My PFA is a dynamic

vices and other services to retirees. PFA Bank

and user-friendly platform that has increased the

offers general advice, including about available

range of self-service options. Moreover, it can be

investment options in Investeringsforeningen

used as a common tool for customers and advis-

PFA Invest and PFA Kapitalforening. In 2015, the

ers during consultancy sessions. My PFA allows

Bank’s wealth management advisers contributed

customers to gain an overview of their existing

to boosting the net assets of PFA Invest by more

pension and insurance plans, as well as to seek

than 70 per cent to DKK 4.3 billion.

advice and make adaptations round the clock.

Letpension

A number of simple tools give customers an

Over a number of years, PFA has been cooperat-

opportunity to assess their own situation and for

ing with financial institutions regarding the sale

instance adjust their payment schedule, insur-

of PFA’s products. The cooperation takes place

ance cover or investment profile for their savings.

through the company Letpension, which is jointly

One of the tools at My PFA is a comparison func-

owned by PFA and about 40 financial institutions,

tion that makes it possible for customers to

including Jyske Bank, Ringkjøbing Landbobank

compare their pension plan with the plans of

and Spar Nord Bank. This cooperation enables

other similar customers.

PFA to sell pension products directly to the individual customer market.

My PFA adapts to all screen formats and devices, which means that the portal can be used

PFA considers the cooperation with Letpension

on computers, smartphones and tablets, pro-

to be strategically significant and has an ongo-

viding access to the same information and the

ing dialogue with the above-mentioned financial

same tools. In 2015, more than 790,000 log-ins

institutions about developing Letpension’s

were registered on My PFA compared with about

products and services. The aim is for Letpension

590,000 log-ins in 2014.
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The number of customers receiving advice
through PFA’s telephone and web consultancy
has increased significantly, now accounting for
more than half the consultancy sessions.
In 2015, 40,000 customers used the option of
telephone and web consultancy, an increase
close to 20 per cent on 2014. Web consultancy is
a flexible solution that makes it possible to offer
consultancy where and whenever it suits the
customer best. Using web consultancy, customers are able to see their plans by way of graphs
and pictures on their own computer screen while
on the phone with an adviser. Customers have
embraced telephone and web consultancy with
great enthusiasm, and satisfaction with this form
of consultancy is at the same high level as traditional consultancy sessions where the customer
and adviser meet face-to-face.
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Insurance

Insurance is an essential part of the combined

Among PFA’s insurance customers, the number of

pension solutions offered by PFA to its custom-

persons on sick leave in 2015 for three months or

ers. Insurance gives customers the option to get

more due to stress showed an upward tendency.

help in connection with illness or loss of occupational capacity, which supports PFA’s ambition to

Stress is increasingly a public health problem

provide financial security.

in Denmark, and long-term stress has major

As in previous years, all figures in the Annu-

ily and society as a whole. PFA has seen an

al Report showing customer volume, customer

increasing trend in the percentage of awarded

enquiries and payouts from insurance products

compensations for loss of occupational capacity

are exclusive of Mølholm Forsikring A/S.

attributable to mental disorders, including stress.

consequences for the individual, his or her fam-

Since 2014, mental disorders have accounted for
New products covering loss of occupational

a larger share than musculoskeletal disorders.

capacity

PFA is carefully monitoring this development and

More than 500,000 customers at PFA are today

makes continuous efforts to realign its treatment

guaranteed regular payouts if they become com-

offers and products.

pletely or partly disabled and their occupational
capacity is reduced. In 2015, PFA developed new
insurance solutions for loss of occupational capac-

Awards of compensation for loss of occupational
capacity by selected diagnoses

ity. The purpose of the new solutions is to offer a

Share in per cent

broader range of products with a more transparent

35

price structure that meets customer requirements
to a higher degree. The products have been devel-

30

oped with an individual customer focus and are
adapted more effectively to public benefits.
Active claims handling procedure
In 2015, PFA continued its efforts to assist cus-

25
20
15

tomers who had either lost their occupational
capacity, or who are at risk of losing it. PFA’s
active claims handling procedure ensures that
customers suffering from illness or disability

10
2011

2012

Mental disorders

2013

2014

2015

Musculoskeletal disorders

receive the necessary guidance and assistance
for treatment or activities that can help improve
their health and increase their prospect of

Many customers with stress benefit greatly

returning to the labour market.

from PFA’s health insurance
The health insurance claims received reflect a

Increased statistical significance of mental

great demand for psychological counselling.

and stress-related disorders

Many customers benefit from their health insur-

Previously, musculoskeletal disorders were the

ance, particularly those suffering from stress,

main reason for long-term absence from work,

because the Danish National Health Service does

but today, it is mental disorders – and in par-

not grant support for psychological counselling

ticular stress-related disorders – that cause

related to stress.

long-term sickness absence.
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Apart from psychological therapy, PFA’s health
insurance gives access to treatment by a chiropractor or physiotherapist, which reduces the risk
of being reported absent owing to illness. In case
of illness, customers are ensured a faster diagnosing, treatment and rehabilitation, enabling
them to return to work as soon as possible.
The majority of expenses are related
to surgery
In 2015, the expenses for treatment by a psychologist or psychiatrist accounted for 19 per
cent of total payouts under PFA’s health insurance. About 21 per cent of total payouts
consisted of expenses for physiotherapy and
treatment by a chiropractor, while 55 per cent of
expenses related to examinations, surgery and
rehabilitation.
Tax-free compensation in case
of critical illness
More than 300,000 of PFA’s customers are
secured a lump sum if they are diagnosed with
a critical illness. The payout is tax-free, and
the insured is free to decide how to spend the
money. Diagnoses such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases account for a large percentage of
the claims reported, representing 80 per cent of
all payouts made from PFA Critical Illness in 2015.
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Business operations

Intensified competition in the market for pen-

Since PFA Plus was launched in 2009, PFA has gen-

sion plans means that efficient operations and

erally recommended customers with a savings

adaptability are crucial competitive parameters.

product to transfer their savings from an average

To maintain and reinforce competitive power, PFA

interest rate plan to a market rate plan because

constantly focuses on improving these areas, e.g.

PFA anticipates that this will yield the best returns

by means of process improvements.

in the long term. As in previous years, a number of
customers chose to move from a traditional aver-

In recent years, PFA has implemented efficiency

age interest rate plan to the market rate plan PFA

enhancements and gained benefit from econo-

Plus in 2015. Overall, the number of customers

mies of scale, evident from the fact that payments

with PFA Plus increased by 19 per cent to just over

made by customers have increased relatively at a

528,000 at year-end 2015.

pace faster than expenses. Since 2011, total payments increased from index 100 to 156 in 2015,

In step with more customers choosing the mar-

while expenses only rose from index 100 to 109

ket rate product PFA Plus, efficiency has improved.

during the same period. The efficiency enhance-

This is due to PFA Plus being handled on a mod-

ments come from, among other things, process

ern technological platform with a higher degree of

optimisation, digitisation and transfers to the

automation and shorter process times.

market rate product PFA Plus.
Number of customers in PFA Plus

Development in payments and expenses

600,000

Index

500,000

160

400,000

140

300,000

120

200,000
100,000

100

0

80

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

60

Improved operations with Strategy2020

40
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Payments

Expenses

A central element of PFA’s business model is to create – and channel back – the greatest value possible
to customers and to keep the expenses for providing

PFA continues to focus on digitisation and process
automation to make more time for advising customers. With a view to further increasing efficiency,
efforts are also being made to improve the daily
production capacity. For example, a new time and
resource control system for planning and prioritising operational tasks was rolled out in 2015 along
with a quality assurance programme for the cases
to be handled manually. The quality assurance programme has improved customer experience and
created more efficient work routines.
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customer services at a minimum. In Strategy2020,
PFA has therefore identified potential efficiency
enhancements in relation to simplifying products,
systems and processes.
The aims of efficiency measures are:
a) Increased ability to adapt to future changes in the
pension market or in legislation.
b) Improved cost efficiency through increased digitisation and automation.
c) Implementation of new customer initiatives at a
faster pace.

Capital structure and solvency

PFA’s robust capital structure ensures that cus-

Based on the traditional solvency requirement,

tomers with an average interest rate plan can

the capital requirement amounted to DKK 9.8 bil-

obtain respectable returns and that PFA can

lion at year-end 2015, thus declining by DKK 0.6

meet the targets for guaranteed benefits to cus-

billion during the year.

tomers. PFA has the necessary capital resources
to honour these obligations.
Stronger capital base
The capital base grew by DKK 1.1 billion during

The PFA Group, Financial strength
(DKK billion)

2015

2014

29.5

28.5

(10.0)

(15.9)

Excess capital base

19.5

12.6

Collective bonus potential

10.5

8.0

Total reserves

30.0

20.6

Capital base after risk charge

2015, ending at DKK 30.1 billion. The capital base
consists primarily of CustomerCapital and equity. CustomerCapital increased by DKK 1.3 billion,

Individual solvency need

amounting to DKK 25.8 billion at year-end 2015.
Equity dropped by DKK 0.6 billion to DKK 5.2 billion
at year-end 2015. The equity is calculated excluding
of the share attributable to minority interests in
PFA Kapitalforening and PFA Soraarneq.
Solvency II
Individual solvency need

Solvency II came into effect on 1 January 2016.

The individual solvency need is an insurance

PFA Pension has applied for and received

company’s own calculation of the capital base

approval from the Danish Financial Supervisory

required. The calculation is a risk-based capi-

Authority to apply a partial internal model to cal-

tal requirement that depends on the company’s

culate the longevity risk under Solvency II in the

risk profile. PFA Pension uses the standardised

same way as calculating the existing individual

approach for calculating the individual solvency

solvency need.

need (see the Executive Order on Solvency and
Operating Plans for Insurance Companies), but

The discount curve for calculating the market

adjusted by a partial internal model for calculating

value of the liabilities will be changed upon tran-

the longevity risk. The partial internal model for

sition to Solvency II. PFA Pension has applied for

calculating the longevity risk results in a DKK 3.1

and received approval from the Danish Financial

billion reduction of the solvency need.

Supervisory Authority for using the yield curve
with volatility adjustments to calculate provisions.

The individual solvency need amounted to DKK

Viewed in isolation, the transition to the new dis-

10.0 billion at year-end 2015, whereas the tradi-

count curve involves a relaxation of the solvency

tional solvency requirement was DKK 9.8 billion.

requirement.

Representing the highest figure, the individual solvency need thus constitutes the capital

Solvency II operates with a transitional scheme

requirement at the end of 2015. At the end of

for equity stress, allowing the companies to

2014, the individual solvency need amounted to

apply lower equity stress to shares acquired

DKK 15.9 billion. This means that the individual

before 1 January 2016. The reduced equity stress

solvency need dropped by DKK 5.9 billion during

amounts to 22 per cent and involves a significant

the year. The solvency ratio calculated in relation

reduction compared to the current equity stress.

to the individual solvency need improved from
179 per cent at year-end 2014 to 295 per cent at

In addition, the principles for calculating life

year-end 2015.

insurance provisions in the balance sheet
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have been changed. The new rules introduce
the concept of profit margin, which expresses a capitalised value of future earnings for the
company’s owners. Today, the profit margin is
implicitly included in the life insurance provisions. Under the new rules, the profit margin will
be shown separately in the balance sheet and
attributed to the capital base (own funds) in the
solvency statement. This will result in an increase
in the capital base.
Overall, PFA Pension expects the solvency ratio
to rise on transition to Solvency II. The solvency
ratio is expected to exceed 300 per cent as of 1
January 2016.
Risk monitoring
The Board of Directors has determined an overall
objective and framework for the excess coverage of the capital base relative to the individual
solvency need. The individual solvency need
therefore provides the framework for the ongoing composition of investments and is actively
used in the daily risk monitoring. The PFA Group
met the objective and had a sufficient capital base to cover its individual solvency need
throughout 2015.
On a daily basis, PFA monitors customers’
reserves and the excess coverage of the capital base relative to the individual solvency
need. Developments in these figures over time
are reported to the Board of Directors and the
day-to-day management team. Ongoing internal stress tests are carried out and reported to
ensure that the company is sufficiently well capitalised to cover its individual solvency need in
the event of substantial losses on share and
credit exposures combined with major fluctuations in the interest rate level.
Please refer to note 35 in the financial statements for a description of the Group’s risk
management.
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Management and organisation

PFA acts in the fiduciary capacity of managing

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders and

and overseeing the pension savings of Danish

the Board of Directors

citizens. This is why PFA bases its business on

PFA’s supreme authority is the Annual General

the trust of its customers, employees and soci-

Meeting of Shareholders and the ordinary AGM

ety at large, and the integrity of our company is

of Shareholders is held every year before the end

deeply embedded in the business relationship.

of April.

Trust and integrity are of the primary concern of

The AGM elects the Board of Directors which is

all PFA staff members. This means that PFA is to

in charge of overall management of company’s

run its business fairly and responsibly towards its

affairs.

employees, its customers and society as a whole.
PFA acts according to Danish legislation, industri-

The PFA Pension Board of Directors and the PFA

al standards and the international CSR principles

Holding Board of Directors are identical. This

and sustainability standards under which PFA has

Board is composed of nine members elected by

chosen to run its operations. PFA’s work on cor-

the shareholders at the Annual General Meet-

porate social responsibility is covered in the 2015

ing, and five members elected by employees. 11

CSR Report, which can be found at

directors’ meetings were held in 2015 plus the

english.pfa.dk/csr-report2015.

annual strategy seminar.

PFA’s actions spring from the company’s strategy,

The Board of Directors’ duty is to oversee the

its business needs and internal values.

company’s business activities and ensure that
the company is run responsibly and in accord-

PFA’s business model

ance with statutory provisions and the Articles of

In 2015, the Board of Directors adopted an updat-

Association. The Board of Directors appoints and

ed business model that provides a detailed

dismisses the company’s Executive Management,

description of the company’s business areas, prod-

Chief Actuary and Internal Auditor. In consulta-

ucts, customer base, distribution, key activities, etc.

tion with Executive Management, the Board of

The business model focuses on value creation and

Directors decides on the company’s daily man-

the risks associated with PFA’s activities.

agement and operations. At all ordinary directors’
meetings, the Board of Directors receives a

The business model is rooted in PFA’s unique busi-

report on the company’s operations, financial

ness platform and governance structure, which

statements, investments, capital and risk issues

form the backdrop to PFA’s objective to create

and technical accounts.

maximum value for its customers and be their preferred company. The business model supports the

The chairmanship consists of the Chairman and

strategic measures that have been implemented

two Vice-Chairmen of the Board of Directors,

with respect to managing risks at all times while

who, together with Executive Management, pre-

at the same time keeping costs & expenses down

pare the Board of Directors’ meetings. The Board

so that the value generated in PFA first and fore-

of Directors has set up an audit committee, a

most is passed on to its customers.

group audit committee and a remuneration com-

An overview of the Group’s legal structure and

are elected for four years at a time, and retiring

units can be seen in the section Group Structure

members are eligible for re-election.

mittee. The members of the Board of Directors

on page 89 of this report.
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Evaluation by the Board of Directors

the efficiency of the company’s internal controls,

Taking PFA’s business model and associated risks

internal audit and risk management systems.

as a starting point, the Board of Directors per-

Furthermore, the Audit Committee must moni-

forms an evaluation at least once a year of the

tor and control auditors’ independence. In 2015,

work of the Board of Directors and that of Exec-

PFA’s Audit Committee held four meetings, and

utive Management with a view to generate more

both the internal and external auditors partici-

value and ensure that the Board of Directors’

pated in all meetings.

work is constantly optimised. The evaluation comprises an assessment of the Board of Directors’

PFA Holding’s Group Audit Committee was

results, how its work is organised and the Board

established in June 2015. One of its tasks is

of Directors’ composition and qualifications. An

to function as the monitoring function for the

assessment is made whether the members of the

financial reporting process at Group level and to

Board of Directors collectively possess the knowl-

oversee that the Group’s internal control systems

edge, professional qualifications and experience

and risk management systems function effective-

needed to fully capture the mechanics of the

ly and are dealt with accordingly at Group level.

company’s activities and the associated risks to
ensure the proper running of the business.

Remuneration Committee
PFA has developed a business model that focus-

The Board of Directors also undertakes an annual

es on creating value for customers. To achieve

assessment of Executive Management’s report-

this, efforts are focused at obtaining the maxi-

ing to and briefing of the Board of Directors,

mum investment return and keeping direct and

including the quality of the material submitted to

indirect expenses at a minimum, thus generating

the Board of Directors.

maximum value to customers.

Overall, the evaluation process in 2015 conclud-

Remuneration throughout the PFA Group’s com-

ed that, individually and combined, the Board of

panies is based on the principles of fairness and

Directors’ composition and the qualifications of

proper conduct. Employees are remunerated with

its members reflect what the company’s situation

due regard to PFA’s objective of generating maxi

and position require. Executive Management’s

mum value for its customers, both in the short

reporting was also assessed as satisfactory for

and long term. Accordingly, salaries are not to

the Board of Directors’ work.

include incentives that could induce staff members to assume unnecessary risks.

Audit Committee and Group Audit Committee
PFA’s Audit Committee and Group Audit Com-

At the same time, the PFA Group wishes to ensure

mittee are composed of three members of the

competitive remuneration throughout the organi-

Board of Directors:

sation to match the value generated. Remuneration
should conform to the market and be fixed in con-

• Jens Due Olsen, Chairman

sideration of PFA’s desire to be able to attract and

• Karsten Dybvad

retain qualified employees at all times. Togeth-

• Per Jørgensen

er with other employment terms, remuneration
should reflect the customers’ and the company’s

The Audit Committee was established in 2009,

interests and promote the long-term objective of

and its responsibilities include monitoring the

creating value for customers as well as promoting

financial reporting process and the statutory

sound and efficient risk management.

audit of the financial statements and overseeing
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PFA’s Remuneration Committee is composed of

Management’s remuneration to the Board of

four members of the Board of Directors, one of

Directors for its approval. In its preliminary work,

whom has been elected by the employees:

the Committee is attentive to the company’s
long-term interests. Furthermore, the Committee

• Svend Askær, Chairman

may discharge other tasks that might impact the

• Jens Due Olsen

Committee’s ability to assess remuneration.

• Mette Risom
• Laurits Rønn

The Remuneration Committee reports to the
Board of Directors on a regular basis and held

On behalf of the Board of Directors, the Remu-

four meetings in 2015.

neration Committee carries out the preliminary

For information about remuneration issues,

work in connection with determining a sala-

please refer to the 2015 remuneration report,

ry policy for the Board of Directors, Executive

which will be published in April 2016 and can be

Management and other major risk takers, includ-

found at pfa.dk/afloenningsrapport2015 (only

ing submitting the salary policy and Executive

available in Danish).

Directors’ and committee meetings at PFA Pension during the period 1 January - 31 December 2015
Directors’ meetings
Member of the Board of Directors

Participation

Svend Askær

11

Torben Dalby Larsen

11

Jørn Neergaard Larsen

(retired as at 28 June 2015)

7

Jens Due Olsen

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

4

Klavs Andreassen

(retired as at 29 April 2015)

5

Lars Christoffersen

11

Karsten Dybvad

8

Gita Grüning

10

Erik G. Hansen

(retired as at 29 April 2015)

5

Charlotte D. Hovgaard

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

6

Peter Ibsen

10

Hanne Jensen

11

Thomas P. Jensen

11

Per Jørgensen

11

Mette Risom

11

Laurits Rønn

11

Per Tønnesen

8

Number of meetings

11
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Chairmanship meetings
Members of the Board of Directors

Participation

Svend Askær

8

Torben Dalby Larsen

(elected as at 26 August 2015)

3

Jørn Neergaard Larsen

(retired as at 28 June 2015)

4

Jens Due Olsen

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

5

Number of meetings

8

Audit Committee meetings
Members of the Board of Directors

Participation

Jens Due Olsen

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

3

Svend Askær

(retired as at 29 April 2015)

1

Torben Dalby Larsen

(retired as at 29 April 2015)

1

Jørn Neergaard Larsen

(retired as at 28 June 2015)

2

Karsten Dybvad

(elected as at 26 August 2015)

0

Per Jørgensen

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

3

Number of meetings

4

Remuneration Committee
meetings
Members of the Board of Directors

Participation

Svend Askær

4

Jens Due Olsen

(elected as at 29 April 2015)

2

Karsten Dybvad

(retired as at 26 August 2015)

2

Erik G. Hansen

(retired as at 29 April 2015)

2

Mette Risom

4

Laurits Rønn

(elected as at 26 August 2015)

Number of meetings
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Executive Management

bonus models, and bonuses are thus affected by

PFA’s Executive Management consists of four per-

PFA’s overall performance.

sons: Allan Polack, Group CEO, Anders Damgaard,
Group CFO, Jon Johnsen, Group COO, and Mads

Together with the overall goals, a development

Kaagaard, Group CCO. Mads Kaagaard took office

plan has been drafted for each key area, spelling

on 1 February 2016.

out the central initiatives that are to be implemented to make it possible to adhere to the

The directorships of the Executive

strategy. Structured work on development plans

Management and Board of Directors

is in process with ongoing reporting and adjust-

A list of the directorships of the Board of Direc-

ments depending on needs and momentum.

tors and Executive Management is shown on
page 92 of this Report.

PFA’s Management communicates the overall strategic course up to 2020. Executives and

Customer Board

employees are currently briefed via the intranet

PFA has set up a Customer Board with up to 70

and at dialogue meetings on the status for over-

key decision-makers from our largest corporate

all goals and development plans. In addition,

and organisational customers. Torben Dalby

PFA’s management system and the ongoing pro-

Larsen, who is a member of the Board of Direc-

cessing of strategic developments will ultimately

tors, is Chairman of the Customer Board. The

cause the policy to be firmly rooted at all of PFA’s

Customer Board serves as a liaison between cus-

organisational levels.

tomers and PFA Management and ensures close
relations with our customers.

Target for female representation at
management level

The Customer Board held four meetings in 2015,

PFA has set targets for the so-called underrep-

during which it discussed pension policy issues,

resented gender on the management team – in

new products and services. The Board was

practice, this means the share of women – and

briefed about the company’s progress as well as

adopted a policy to increase the share of women

new pension rules and terms and conditions.

at all levels of management.

New strategy successfully embedded

The Board of Directors and the executive levels

In 2015, PFA developed a new strategy, Strate-

with few participants are perceptible to occasion-

gy2020, covering the next five-year period. The

al changes. PFA’s focus is on attracting qualified

strategy sets out a number of strategic objec-

female candidates for both Board of Directors

tives for PFA, divided into five key areas, each

posts and managerial posts in general, and over

having its own aspiration. The key areas are:

time attaining the envisaged target figures.

identity, corporate and organisational customers,
private customers, investment and efficiency.

The work on gender diversity is described in
PFA’s CSR Report, which also contains a state-

The key areas are broken down into overall tar-

ment of compliance with the PFA Group’s targets

gets (KPIs). The KPIs are followed up quarterly

and policy for the underrepresented gender at

so that the Board of Directors and Executive

management level. In addition, a statement on

Management, plus executive staff members and

this subject can be seen at

other employees get to know how well PFA is

english.pfa.dk/responsible-corporate-culture.

performing. The KPIs are also incorporated into
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A breakdown by gender, shown by PFA’s executive levels, is as follows for 2015: 44 per cent
female managers, 37 per cent female senior
managers and 13 per cent female representation
in the top levels of management.
The organisation
In 2015, employee satisfaction and commitment
were at a satisfactory level, with a score of 75.9
on a scale from 0 to 100 with 100 being the top
score.
Staff turnover measured over the year for all
types of staff departures was 11.6 per cent compared with 11.8 per cent in 2014. The turnover
rate for staff members who chose to resign was
5.9 per cent on average. In total, PFA took on 150
new employees in 2015 compared with 156 in
2014. The average number of full-time employees
at PFA was 1,299 in 2015 against 1,277 in 2014.
Whistleblower scheme
PFA’s whistleblower scheme is intended to provide an extra option for uncovering illegal or
inappropriate issues that violate PFA’s set of
values or rules, and to improve employees’
opportunity to call attention to objectionable
activities.
Employees may report cases or pass on information about violation of the law, unethical conduct
or human rights violations.
The cases may be reported confidentially or
anonymously to the Chairman of the Audit
Committee and a Compliance Officer, who will
examine the issues in further detail and report to
the Audit Committee. The scheme was launched
and implemented in 2012. A whistleblower portal
was launched in 2014, so reporting can be made
electronically. No reports were filed in 2015.
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Outlook for 2016

Anticipated moderate growth in

tools introduced to better balance the customer’s

the pension market

insurance cover with the price that the customer

PFA anticipates a continued moderate market

pays for such cover.

growth in the years to come, driven by rising
employment and an upward trend of wages and sal-

Improved customer experience

aries. Employment is expected to rise in the years to

PFA will continue to develop customer experi-

come, particularly in the service trades, which have a

ence strategies based on customers’ individual

relatively high share of salaried employees.

needs. Customers are increasingly seeking to
make use of digital self-service, and therefore PFA

Customers are increasingly focused on personal

will offer solutions that provide customers with a

savings as a means to ensure a good standard of

good overview and thus a sense of security and

living after retirement. Combined with the increas-

overview. However, digital services cannot stand

ing retirement age, this will result in general growth

alone. Traditional advisory services must be devel-

in pension plan payments. Overall, PFA expects

oped continuously to ensure the closest possible

moderately positive growth in payments in 2016.

match with customer requirements. PFA will focus
on offering advice that includes the customer’s

Strategy2020

overall financial situation with scenarios for plan-

This strategy was approved by PFA’s Board of

ning the financial latitude during retirement.

Directors in December 2015. Already in 2016,
customers will experience the initial effects of

Investment climate in 2016

the new strategy in step with the introduction of

We expect the Fed to gradually increase the inter-

a range of new advisory service initiatives. More-

est rate during 2016, after a number of years with

over, PFA will launch new initiatives aimed at

a very loose global monetary policy. Global growth

lifting productivity. In the investment area, PFA

is expected to continue at a moderate pace, sup-

will initiate the implementation of a new invest-

ported by the developed economies, while a

ment approach – which includes an increased

number of emerging market economies will expe-

focus on unlisted investments.

rience declining growth rates. The expected higher
interest rates will remove liquidity from the market

Merger with Bankpension

and cause greater fluctuations in financial mar-

In October 2015, PFA and Bankpension agreed on

kets. In addition, the upward trend of recent years

the framework for a merger with PFA as the con-

in equity markets will be more moderate. For the

tinuing company. The common aim is to achieve

year as a whole, we expect a positive investment

positive synergies for the twin benefit of members

return with high-risk assets yielding moderately

and customers of both companies. In consultation

higher returns than bonds. However, total returns

with the public authorities, PFA and Bankpension

for 2016 are expected to be lower than in 2015,

will work towards implementation of the merg-

and the turbulent start of 2016 heightens uncer-

er in 2016. Bankpension has 17,000 members and

tainty in the market.

manages assets worth about DKK 21 billion. The
50 member companies make annual payments to

Results for the year

Bankpension in the amount of DKK 800 million.

The year’s pre-tax results for 2016 are expected
to end at a slightly higher level than in 2015. The

More balanced insurance products

results will depend on developments in the finan-

In 2016, new insurance solutions for loss of occu-

cial markets, and thus whether a full operational

pational capacity will be rolled out and offered to

risk charge can be carried to income on the port-

customers. The new insurance solutions will offer

folio of average interest rate plans. The solvency

a broader range of products with a more trans-

ratio is expected to remain at a high level.

parent price structure, and is one of numerous
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Subsequent events

In Management’s opinion, no events that significantly impacted the company’s financial position
have occurred from 31 December 2015 until the
signing of the financial statements.
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5-year summary

5-year
summary
The PFA Group
Key figures (DKK million)
Income statement
Premiums
Insurance benefits 1)
Investment return
Total insurance operating expenses
Profit/(loss) on ceded business
Technical result
Technical result of sickness and accident insurance
Pre-tax profit/(loss)
Profit/(loss) for the year
Balance sheet
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts
Collective bonus potential
Total equity
CustomerCapital
Capital base
Total assets

2)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

17,684
(15,198)
27,200
(814)
36
183
81
617
460

21,464
(14,694)
31,144
(854)
25
446
99
922
383

24,773
(16,608)
2,439
(926)
1
216
57
359
215

23,820
(22,037)
46,082
(860)
54
914
(196)
1,216
470

27,001
(20,042)
13,616
(856)
101
837
(644)
378
(469)

282,741
5,824
5,409
15,891
19,538
374,343

315,069
10,358
6,101
18,969
22,908
450,976

324,213
9,301
6,249
20,668
24,318
553,602

363,683
8,036
7,394
24,469
29,022
552,258

381,970
10,460
7,440
25,803
30,120
545,266

11.1 %
7.1 %

10.5 %
6.7 %

(0.9) %
1.4 %

15.1 %
8.3 %

2.2 %
0.8 %

11.2 %
(0.8) %

10.5 %
12.6 %

(0.9) %
9.6 %

15.3 %
10.0 %

2.2 %
6.7 %

4.6 %
0.37 %
1,052
(0.00) %

4.0 %
0.37 %
812
(0.01) %

3.8 %
0.37 %
852
(0.08) %

3.6 %
0.33 %
779
(0.03) %

3.2 %
0.31 %
765
(0.03) %

(0.10) %

(0.04) %

(0.02) %

(0.08) %

(0.04) %

2.8
7.8
3.2
4.6
190

5.2
9.5
3.5
6.0
210

4.9
10.8
3.6
7.4
240

4.9
14.9
4.9
11.3
278

7.0
17.3
5.0
13.7
308

Financial ratios (in per cent)
3)

Yield ratios
Yield before pension yield tax
Yield before pension yield tax on equity and CustomerCapital
Yield before pension yield tax on customer funds in average
interest rate products
Yield before pension yield tax on market rate products
Expense ratios
Expense ratio on premiums
Expense ratio on provisions
Expenses per insured (in DKK)
Balance on the cost account

4)

Insurance risk ratio
Balance on the insurance risk account
Consolidation ratios
Bonus ratio
CustomerCapital ratio
Equity ratio
Excess solvency ratio (Solvency I)
2)
Solvency ratio (Solvency I)

2)

Return ratios 3)
Return on equity before tax
Return on equity after tax
Pre-tax return on customer funds excl.
CustomerCapital after expenses
Pre-tax return on subordinate loan capital
Pre-tax return on CustomerCapital
Pre-tax return on customer funds incl. CustomerCapital
after expenses
1)
2)

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

11.3 %
8.6 %

15.0 %
6.9 %

5.3 %
3.8 %

16.2 %
8.0 %

4.6 %
(4.7) %

10.7 %
5.7 %
12.6 %

9.7 %
5.6 %
15.9 %

(1.7) %
5.5 %
5.0 %

14.2 %
5.6 %
18.4 %

1.7 %
5.4 %
2.2 %

10.8 %

10.1 %

(1.3) %

14.5 %

1.7 %

In 2014 and 2015, insurance benefits were affected by the advanced tax payment on endowment pensions
The capital base is determined by consolidation, and the solvency requirement is determined as the sum of the life insurance
companies’ solvency requirements

3)

The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s enforcement order does not change the contribution (allocation of profit or loss),
for which reason yield and return ratios have not been affected

4)

As at 1 January 2012, a customer group with group term life insurance has been changed to pension plans
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Management’s statement on the Annual Report
We have today presented the Annual Report of

of the Group’s and the Parent Company’s assets,

PFA Holding A/S for the financial year 1 January –

liabilities, financial position and results.

31 December 2015.

In our opinion, the Management’s Review gives
a fair presentation of the development in the

The consolidated financial statements and the

Group’s and Parent Company’s activities and

parent company’s financial statements have been

financial position as well as a description of

presented in accordance with the Danish Finan-

material risks and elements of uncertainty that

cial Business Act.

may affect the Group and the Parent Company.

We consider the consolidated financial state-

We recommend that the Annual Report be

ments of the Group and the Parent Company’s

approved by the Annual General Meeting of

financial statements to give a true and fair view

shareholders.

Copenhagen, 29 February 2016

Executive Management:
Allan Polack

Anders Damgaard

Jon Johnsen

Mads Kaagaard

Group CEO

Group CFO

Group COO

Group CCO

Svend Askær

Torben Dalby Larsen

Jens Due Olsen

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Lars Christoffersen

Karsten Dybvad

Gita Grüning

Charlotte D. Hovgaard

Peter Ibsen

Hanne S. Jensen

Thomas P. Jensen

Per Jørgensen

Mette Risom

Laurits Rønn

Per Tønnesen

Board of Directors:
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The independent auditors’ reports
To the owners of PFA Holding A/S

internal controls relevant to the entity’s prepa-

Report on the financial statements

ration of consolidated financial statements and

We have audited the consolidated financial state-

parent financial statements that give a true

ments and parent financial statements of PFA

and fair view in order to design audit proce-

Holding A/S for the financial year 1 January –

dures that are appropriate in the circumstances,

31 December 2015, which comprise the income

but not for the purpose of expressing an opin-

statement, statement of comprehensive income,

ion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal

balance sheet, statement of changes in equi-

control. An audit also includes evaluating the

ty and notes, including accounting policies, for

appropriateness of accounting policies used and

the Group as well as for the parent. The consol-

the reasonableness of the accounting estimates

idated financial statements and parent financial

made by Management, as well as the overall

statements are prepared in accordance with the

presentation of the consolidated financial state-

Danish Financial Statements Act.

ments and parent financial statements.

Management’s responsibility for the con-

We believe that the audit evidence we have

solidated financial statements and parent

obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide

financial statements

a basis for our audit opinion.

Management is responsible for the preparation of
consolidated financial statements and parent finan-

Our audit has not resulted in any qualification.

cial statements that give a true and fair view in
accordance with the Danish Financial Statements

Opinion

Act and for such internal controls as Management

In our opinion, the consolidated financial state-

determines are necessary to enable the preparation

ments and parent financial statements give a

of consolidated financial statements and parent

true and fair view of the Group’s and the par-

financial statements that are free from material

ent’s assets, liabilities and financial position as

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

at 31 December 2015 and of the results of their
operations for the financial year 1 January - 31

Auditors’ responsibility

December 2015 in accordance with the Danish

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on

Financial Statements Act.

the consolidated financial statements and parent financial statements based on our audit. We

Statement on the Management Review

conducted our audit in accordance with Inter-

Pursuant to the Danish Financial Statements Act,

national Standards on Auditing and additional

we have read the Management’s Review. We

requirements under Danish audit regulation. This

have not performed any further procedures in

requires that we comply with ethical require-

addition to the audit of the consolidated financial

ments and plan and perform our audit to obtain

statements and parent financial statements.

reasonable assurance whether the consolidated
financial statements and parent financial state-

On this basis, it is our opinion that the informa-

ments are free from material misstatement.

tion provided in the Management’s Review is
consistent with the consolidated financial state-

An audit involves performing audit procedures

ments and parent financial statements.

to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial state-

Copenhagen, 29 February 2016

ments and parent financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s

Deloitte

judgement, including the assessment of the risks

Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab

of material misstatement of the consolidated

CVR No.: 33 96 35 56

financial statements and parent financial state-
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ments, whether due to fraud or error. In making

Anders O. Gjelstrup

Kasper Bruhn Udam

those risk assessments, the auditor considers

State-Authorised 		

State-Authorised

Public Accountant		

Public Accountant
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1)
2)

In 2014 and 2015, insurance benefits were affected by the advanced tax payment on endowment pensions
The capital base is determined by consolidation, and the solvency requirement is determined as the sum of the life insurance
companies’ solvency requirements

3)

The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s enforcement order does not change the contribution (allocation of profit or loss),
for which reason yield and return ratios have not been affected

As at 1 January 2012, a customer group with group term life insurance has been changed to pension plans
Income
statement
4)

Income statement

Note (DKK million)

1

2
3
6
4

5

Group
2015

2014

PFA Holding
2015
2014

Gross premiums
Ceded insurance premiums
Total premiums, net of reinsurance

27,001
(127)
26,875

23,820
(94)
23,725

-

Income from group enterprises
Income from associates
Income from investment properties
Interest income and dividends, etc.
Value adjustments
Interest expenses
Administrative expenses of investment business
Total investment return
Pension yield tax
Investment return after pension yield tax

943
554
12,541
597
(88)
(931)
13,616
(1,696)
11,921

698
540
12,906
33,180
(360)
(882)
46,082
(6,690)
39,392

Benefits disbursed
Reinsurance cover received
Change in provisions for claims
Total insurance benefits, net of reinsurance

(20,041)
227
(2)
(19,815)

(22,145)
148
108
(21,889)

-

-

(457)
1
(1)
(0)
(457)
(457)

478
0
478
478

23

Change in life insurance provisions

20,228

4,272

-

-

25
26

Change in collective bonus potential
Change in CustomerCapital
Total bonus

(2,380)
(1,217)
(3,597)

1,199
(3,649)
(2,450)

-

-

27

Change in provisions for unit-linked contracts

(33,815)

(40,584)

-

-

6

Acquisition costs
Administrative expenses
Total insurance operating expences, net of reinsurance

(319)
(537)
(856)

(307)
(553)
(860)

7

Transferred investment return

(102)

(693)

TECHNICAL RESULT
Technical result of sickness and accident insurance
Investment return on equity
Other income
Other expenses

837
(644)
181
32
(28)

914
(196)
513
16
(31)

(469)
-

467
-

9 PRE-TAX PROFIT/(LOSS)
10 Tax
Net profit/(loss) for the year before minority interests
Minority interests' share

378
(761)
(384)
(85)

1,216
(618)
598
(128)

(469)
2
(467)
-

467
3
469
-

(469)

470

(467)

469

45
9

(11)
0

-

-

(52)
1

11
(1)

-

-

(467)

469

8
7

NET PROFIT/(LOSS) FOR THE YEAR
Value adjustment of owner-occupied property
Exchange differences in connection with foreign currency translations
Other comprehensive income transferred to bonus-eligible
insurance contracts
Total other comprehensive income
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Recommended distribution of the profit/(loss):
Dividend
Transfer to equity
Comprehensive income for the year
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(12)
(12)

-

-

(467)

469

0
(467)
(467)

0
469
469
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2

Balance sheet

Balance sheet

Note (DKK million)

Group
2015

2014

PFA Holding
2015
2014

ASSETS
Intangible assets

492

585

30

31

11
12

Equipment
Owner-occupied properties
Total property, plant and equipment

45
467
512

59
421
480

-

-

13

Investment properties

7,798

7,829

-

-

Investments in group enterprises and associates
Equity investments in group enterprises
Equity investments in associates
Loans to associates
Total investments in group enterprises and associates

5,049
59
5,108

3,866
515
4,382

4,978
4,978

Other financial investment assets
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Total other financial investment assets

24,230
234,203
21
11
18,198
276,663

25,768
237,580
225
913
27,100
291,586

133
133

TOTAL INVESTMENT ASSETS

289,569

303,797

5,111

Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts

237,640

215,296

-

-

1

-

-

14
15

16
17
18
19

20

Total reinsurer's share of technical provisions
Receivables
Receivables from policyholders
Receivables from insurance companies
Receivables from group enterprises
Other receivables
Total receivables

10

Other assets
Current tax assets
Deferred tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total other assets
Prepayments and accrued income
Interest receivable and accumulated rent
Other prepayments and accrued income
Total prepayments and accrued income
TOTAL ASSETS
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5,641
5,641

5,641

225
50
233
508

315
26
193
534

43
43

40
40

981
11,365
12,346

1,081
26,006
27,087

3
9
5
16

3
9
31
42

3,790
410
4,200

4,043
435
4,478

3
3

-

545,266

552,258

5,203

5,755

3

Balance sheet
Note (DKK million)

Group
2015

2014

PFA Holding
2015
2014

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

21

22

Equity
Share capital
Contingency fund
Revaluation reserve, owner-occupied properties
Retained earnings
Proposed dividend
Equity, PFA Holding
Equity, minority interests
Total equity
Subordinate loan capital

24
25
26
27

10

1
5,181
0
5,182
5,182

1
5,754
0
5,755
5,755

-

-

246

256

-

-

Guaranteed benefits
Bonus potential on future premiums
Bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits
Total life insurance provisions

200,620
1,750
976
203,346

220,457
2,293
824
223,574

-

-

Provisions for claims
Collective bonus potential
Provisions for bonuses and premium rebates
CustomerCapital
Provisions for unit-linked contracts
Total provisions for insurance and investment contracts

4,211
10,460
0
25,803
137,904
381,970

3,268
8,036
24,469
104,080
363,683

-

-

0
0

0
0

-

-

36
131,898
2,541
20,569
155,044

57
16
134,828
5,595
39,399
179,895

21
21

0
0

812

685

-

-

545,266

552,258

Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Total provisions

-

1
1,245
1
4,508
0
5,755
1,639
7,394
600

Provisions for insurance and investments contracts
Provisions for unearned premiums

23

1
1,245
2
3,934
0
5,182
2,259
7,440

Liabilities other than provisions

28

29

Payables, direct insurance operations
Payables, reinsurance
Payables to credit institutions
Payables to group enterprises
Current tax liabilities
Other payables
Total liabilities other than provisions
Accruals and deferred income
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

30
31
32
33
34
35

5,203

5,755

Collateral and contingent assets received
Collateral and contingent liabilities
Related parties
Breakdown of assets and returns
Percentage breakdown and equity investments on industries and regions
Risk management and sensititivity information
5-year summary, see page 46
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Statement of changes in equity and capital structure
(DKK million)

Group

Share capital

Contingency
fund

Retained
earnings

Equity,
PFA Pension

Equity,
minority
interests

Total equity

Equity 1 January 2014

1

1,245

4,153

5,399

851

6,250

Profit/(loss) for the year
Transfer to CustomerCapital
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
Distributed dividend
Cash capital increase and capital
outflow
Equity 31 December 2014

-

588
(114)
(1)
473
(0)

588
(114)
(1)
473
(0)

128
128
-

716
(114)
(1)
602
(0)

4,627

5,872

661
1,639

661
7,512

Correction of corporation tax errors
Equity 31 December 2014
after correction

-

(118)

(118)

4,509

5,755

1,639

7,394

Profit/(loss) for the year
Transfer to CustomerCapital
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
Distributed dividend
Cash capital increase and capital
outflow
Equity 31 December 2015

-

(469)
(106)
1
(573)
(0)

(469)
(106)
1
(573)
(0)

85
85
-

(384)
(106)
1
(488)
(0)

3,936

5,182

534
2,259

534
7,440

2015

2014

1

1

1

1,245
1,245
1,245

Operational risk charge receivable, expected to be recognised as income in future
Operational risk charge, equity
Operational risk charge, CustomerCapital

-

105
427

(DKK million)

(118)

-

PFA Holding

Share capital

Contingency
fund

Retained
earnings

Equity,
PFA Pension

Equity,
minority
interests

Total equity

Equity 1 January 2014

1

-

5,398

5,399

-

5,399

Profit/(loss) for the year
Transfer to CustomerCapital
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
Distributed dividend
Equity 31 December 2014

1

-

469
(114)
356
(0)
5,754

469
(114)
356
(0)
5,755

-

469
(114)
356
(0)
5,755

Profit/(loss) for the year
(467)
(467)
Transfer to CustomerCapital
(106)
(106)
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
(573)
(573)
Distributed dividend
(0)
(0)
Equity 31 December 2015
1
5,181
5,182
Of which proposed dividend
0
The potential distribution of dividend by PFA Holding A/S is impacted by a tied-up contingency fund in PFA Pension of
DKK 1,245 million. The proposed dividend for 2015 in PFA Holding is DKK 50,000
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(467)
(106)
(573)
(0)
5,182
0

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comprehensive income

-

-

(573)

(573)

-

(573)

Distributed dividend

-

-

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

Equity 31 December 2015

1

-

5,181

5,182

-

5,182

Of which proposed dividend

0

0

The potential distribution of dividend by PFA Holding A/S is impacted by a tied-up contingency fund in PFA Pension of
DKK 1,245 million. The proposed dividend for 2015 in PFA Holding is DKK 50,000

(DKK million)

PFA Holding

Capital base and capital requirement
Equity
CustomerCapital
Core capital
Proposed dividend
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Capital base
Capital requirement
Excess capital base

2015

2014

5,182
9,885
15,067
(0)
(30)
(9)
15,028
(10,142)
4,886

5,755
15,843
21,597
(0)
(31)
(9)
21,557
(16,069)
5,488

The capital base and capital requirement are determined in accordance with the rules applicable to insurance holding companies.
The capital base must at any time exceed the largest of the solvency requirement calculated in accordance with the Danish Financial
Business Act and the individual solvency needs.
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Notes to the income statement and balance sheet

Accounting policies

With effect from 1 January 2015, the 100 per
cent-owned subsidiary of PFA Pension, PFA Invest

General information

International A/S, merged with its subsidiaries

The Annual Report is presented in accordance with

31-47 Victoria Street London A/S, Great Minster

the Danish Financial Business Act and the Executive

East London A/S and 125 Wood Street London

Order on Financial Reports for Insurance Compa-

A/S. In this connection, the continuing company,

nies and Lateral Pension Funds (Danish Executive

125 Wood Street London A/S, changed its name

Order on the Presentation of Financial State-

to PFA Property Investment A/S. The intercom-

ments). All amounts in the consolidated financial

pany merger has been treated according to the

statements and the Parent Company’s finan-

uniting-of-interests method and has no impact

cial statements are presented in Danish kroner,

on the comparative figures.

rounded to nearest million. Every figure is rounded off separately and for that reason, minor

Accounting estimates

differences between the stated totals and the

The preparation of the consolidated financial

sum of underlying figures may occur.

statements requires that Management undertakes
a range of estimates and judgements regarding

The accounting policies are unchanged from 2014.

future conditions which have a material impact on
the carrying amount of assets and liabilities. The

Other matters

areas in which Management’s critical estimates

In connection with the preparation of the

and assessments have the most significant impact

2014 tax return, PFA observed an error in the

on the consolidated financial statements are:

assessment of the deferred tax in the Group’s
consolidated financial statements and the Par-

• Liabilities regarding insurance contracts

ent Company’s financial statements for 2014. The

• Fair value of financial instruments

error concerns the accounting year 2014 only and

• Fair value of properties

has been corrected with retroactive effect from
31 December 2014. This means that the com-

Liabilities regarding insurance contracts

parative figures as at 31 December 2014 and the

The calculation of liabilities regarding insur-

5-year summary have been changed. The follow-

ance contracts is based on a range of actuarial

ing items and financial ratios are affected:

calculations. In these calculations, assumptions regarding a range of variables concerning

• Tax on profit for the year is increased by DKK 118
million from DKK 500 million to DKK 618 million.
• The profit for the year is reduced by DKK 118
million from DKK 588 million to DKK 470 million.
• Deferred tax assets are reduced by DKK 118 mil-

mortality and disability etc. are applied. The
assumptions are based on the Danish Financial
Supervisory Authority’s longevity benchmark and
empirical data from the existing insurance portfolio and are updated on an ongoing basis.

lion from DKK 1,199 million to DKK 1,081 million.
• Total assets are reduced by DKK 118 million from
DKK 552,375 million to DKK 552,258 million.
• Equity, retained earnings, are reduced by DKK

Insurance obligations as at 31 December 2015 have
been calculated on the basis of the Danish interest
rate curve for discounting of liabilities, which is pub-

118 million from DKK 4,626 million to DKK

lished by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority.

4,508 million.

The applied discount rate curve came into force on

• The financial ratio Return on equity before tax

13 June 2012, cf. the agreement between the Dan-

is changed from 16.0 per cent to 16.2 per cent,

ish Ministry of Business & Growth and the Danish

and the financial ratio Return on equity after tax

Insurance Association.

is changed from 9.4 per cent to 8.0 per cent.
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The agreement means that the discount rate curve

present mortality and the expected future mor-

for terms over 20 years is based on long-term

tality improvements were updated compared

expectations for growth and inflation. For terms

to the 2014 assumptions. PFA’s model of mor-

of up to 20 years, the curve is calculated based

tality is lower than the benchmark mortality for

on euro swap zero coupon interest rates with the

men under the age of 80, while the mortality for

addition of a 12-month moving average of the

men over the age of 80 and for women match-

spread between Danish and German government

es the benchmark mortality. With the update of

bonds and an option-adjusted spread concerning

the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority’s lon-

Danish mortgage credit bonds. However, discount

gevity benchmark, the life expectancy model has

rates with very short terms of 0-2 years are cal-

resulted in increases in life expectancy of, for

culated on the basis of effective interest rates on

example, approximately 0.6 year for 60-year-old

adjustable-rate bonds.

men and 0.4 year for 60-year-old women compared to the assumptions previously used, which

Insurance liabilities for sickness and accident

were based on the Danish Financial Supervisory

insurance are determined in consideration of

Authority’s benchmark from 2014. A 60-year-old

expectations to the number of future recoveries

man is therefore expected to live another 25.7

and reopening of old cases. The expectations are

years, while a 60-year-old woman is expected to

based on empirical data from the Group’s existing

live another 28.0 years. In addition, a risk charge

insurance portfolio and are updated on an ongo-

is included. The risk charge increases the remain-

ing basis.

ing life expectancy for 60-year-old men by an
additional approximately 0.6 year and 60-year-old

Fair value of financial instruments

women by an additional approximately 0.7 year.

For financial instruments where the valuation

The update means an overall increase in life insur-

is based on observable market data to a minor

ance provisions of approximately DKK 1.6 billion as

extent only, the valuation is impacted by estimates.

at 30 September 2015 compared with the previ-

For instance, this is the case for unlisted equity

ously reported longevity assumptions.

investments as well as certain derivative financial instruments. The basis for making estimates is

The Danish Financial Supervisory Authori-

described under Investment assets below.

ty’s decision of 18 June 2013 ordered PFA to
cease financing so-called discretionary rebates

Fair value of properties

out of Collective CustomerCapital and to recti-

The fair value of properties is calculated using

fy this matter retroactively. Consequently, PFA

the return method based on the properties’

Pension has transferred amounts from equi-

expected operating return and a required rate

ty to Collective CustomerCapital in the 2013

of return fixed individually for each property in

and 2014 financial statements. The method of

accordance with Appendix 7 in the Danish Exec-

transferring amounts from equity in the form of

utive Order on the Presentation of Financial

discretionary rebates was defined by the Danish

Statements.

Financial Supervisory Authority in 2015. It was,

Changes in accounting estimates

ty to Collective CustomerCapital can be reversed

for instance, specified that transfers from equi-

56

For measurement of the life insurance provi-

to equity at the time when the customer rela-

sions at the end of 2015, the Danish Financial

tionship becomes profitable. The transfer in 2015

Supervisory Authority’s updated longevity bench-

is thus regarded as a payout from equity and is

mark was used. In 2015, both the observed

described in the financial statements under the
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note Contingent assets. The adjustments of the

Base. CustomerCapital is liable in the same

total net payout have been made in the balance

manner as equity and is divided into Collective

sheet between the items Equity, CustomerCapi-

CustomerCapital and Individual CustomerCapital.

tal and Deferred tax assets. The specification of
the method implies that Equity increases by DKK

Sickness and accident insurance results, results

13 million, CustomerCapital decreases by DKK

from unit-linked contracts and other income and

38 million and Deferred tax assets increase by

expenses are allocated proportionately to equi-

DKK 25 million relative to the previously applied

ty and Collective CustomerCapital.

method. In 2016, the accounting treatment
will be adjusted according to the new Danish

The notified principle for equity’s share of real-

Executive Order on Presentation of Financial

ised results may be deviated from in any one

Statements following discussions with the Dan-

year for the benefit of CustomerCapital and/or

ish Financial Supervisory Authority.

collective bonus potential.

Profit or loss for the year and contribution

Interest rate groups

The company has notified the Danish Financial

If the group’s realised results are positive, an

Supervisory Authority of the principles used for

operational risk charge receivable is allocated

the distribution of the realised results in accord-

to equity and CustomerCapital. If the realised

ance with the Danish Executive Order on the

results are insufficient to cover the targeted

Contribution Principle.

operational risk charge allocable to equity and
CustomerCapital, the outstanding amount will

The total portfolio of average interest rate

be recorded as a receivable outside the balance

insurance policies is divided into homogeneous

sheet. Any operational risk charge receivable

groups based on the calculation elements of

will be shown in the statement of changes in

interest rate, risk and costs. A collective bonus

equity. The note regarding pre-tax profit or loss

potential is allocated to each group. PFA Pension

provides a detailed account of the determina-

has divided the customers with average inter-

tion and distribution of the realised results in

est rate products into four interest rate groups

the current year. The balance of the realised

according to the basic interest rate and into a

results accrues to the policyholders in the form

number of risks and cost groups.

of bonus, etc., and any excess amount is transferred to the group’s collective bonus potential.

The share of the realised result before tax
attributed to equity and CustomerCapital for

If the remaining realised results are negative,

insurance plans subject to contribution con-

the amount will primarily be deducted from

sists of the investment return on their separate

the group’s collective bonus potential and sub-

assets with the addition of operational risk

sequently from the policyholders’ total bonus

charge and deduction of any losses. The remain-

potential on paid-up policy benefits within the

ing part of the realised partial results is split

group. If the bonus potential on paid-up poli-

among the contribution groups (interest, risk

cy benefits is insufficient, the remaining amount

and cost groups).

will be covered by equity and CustomerCapital
on a pro-rata basis. Such a loss is recorded as a

CustomerCapital consists of special bonus pro-

receivable off the balance sheet. Any receivable

visions, type B, in accordance with § 34 of the

is shown in the statement of changes in equity.

Danish Executive Order on Calculation of Capital
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Risk and cost groups

on the acquisition of the company is recognised

In the risk and cost groups, the realised results

in the balance sheet, while negative goodwill is

are first reduced by the amount that has been

recognised as income in the income statement.

allocated in advance to customers in the form of

The uniting-of-interests method is used in the

bonus, etc.

case of a merger between companies in the PFA
Group, meaning that the financial statements

If the group’s remaining realised result is pos-

are prepared for the period in which the merger

itive, it is reduced by the targeted operational

occurred, as if the companies had been merged

risk charge allocable to equity and CustomerCap-

as from the earliest accounting period covered by

ital. If the remaining realised result is positive,

the financial statements.

it is transferred to the group’s collective bonus
Intercompany transactions

potential.

Intercompany transactions in the PFA Group are
If the realised result is negative, it is covered

entered into on an arm’s length basis or accord-

by the group’s collective bonus potential. If the

ing to a cost recovery principle and follow a

group’s collective bonus potential is insuffi-

contractual agreement between the companies.

cient to cover the negative amount, the negative
balance will be covered by equity and Customer-

Foreign currency translation

Capital on a pro-rata basis. Shadow accounts are

The Group’s and Parent Company’s function-

not kept for amounts covered by equity and Cus-

al and presentation currency is Danish kroner

tomerCapital.

(DKK). Transactions in foreign currencies are
translated using the exchange rate at the date of

Group structure and related parties

transaction. Monetary balance sheet items in for-

The consolidated financial statements of the

eign currencies are translated using the exchange

Group and the Parent Company’s financial state-

rates of the Bank of England (GMT 1600) pre-

ments include companies and assets in which the

vailing on the balance sheet date. Any exchange

Parent Company has direct or indirect control.

differences in connection with foreign curren-

PFA’s activities mainly relate to life and pension

cy translations are recognised in the income

insurance.

statement. The fair value of forward exchange
transactions is calculated by discounting the

Associates are companies in which the Group

value to the balance sheet date based on the rel-

holds equity investments and exerts significant

evant money market interest rate.

influence, but has no control. Companies are, as
a rule, classified as associates if a company in the

Foreign entitiy translations

Group directly or indirectly holds between 20 and

Assets and liabilities in foreign entities are

50 per cent of the voting rights.

translated into Danish kroner at the rate at the
balance sheet date. Revenue and expenses are

Jointly controlled enterprises are recognised in

translated into the exchange rate prevailing at

one line under the item Equity investments in

the date of the transaction. Gains and losses on

associates.

foreign entity translation on conversion of the
net investment in a foreign entity are recognised

58

When a company is acquired, the acquired assets

in other comprehensive income. The part of the

and liabilities are recognised and measured at fair

amount which is distributed to bonus-eligible

value at the date of acquisition. Goodwill arising

insurance and investment contracts is included in
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other comprehensive income and is then trans-

Financial Supervisory Authority’s Executive Order

ferred to the relevant balance sheet items.

regarding calculation of the financial value of
a policyholder’s product in case of a switch to

Insurance and investment contracts

another plan.

Life insurance policies are divided into insurance
and investment contracts. Insurance contracts

Investment return

are contracts with significant insurance risks or

Income from group enterprises and associates

which entitle the policyholder to a bonus. Invest-

comprises the Group’s and the Parent Company’s

ment contracts are contracts with insignificant

share of the relevant companies’ results after tax

insurance risks and form part of unit-linked

including value adjustments.

contracts where the policyholder bears the
investment risks.

Income from investment properties comprises
the results on the operation of investment prop-

General principles of recognition

erties after deduction of expenses for property

and measurement

management and before mortgage interest.

In the income statement, all income is recognised
as it is earned, and all expenses – including insur-

Interest income and dividends, etc. comprises the

ance benefits, changes in provisions and changes

year’s interest revenue on securities and loans,

in the bonus – as they are defrayed.

as well as dividends from equity investments
after dividend tax.

Assets are recognised in the balance sheet when
it is probable that future benefits will flow to the

Value adjustments consists of the year’s value

company, and when the value of the asset can

adjustment of equity investments, investment

be measured reliably. Liabilities are recognised in

properties, owner-occupied properties, bonds,

the balance sheet when it is probable that future

loans and derivative financial instruments.

financial benefits will flow from the company, and
when the value of the liability can be measured

Interest expenses comprises interest payable on

reliably.

subordinate loan capital and other payables.

Income statement

Administrative expenses of investment activities

Premiums

comprise portfolio management fees payable to

Premiums and single premiums are recognised

asset managers, direct transaction and custo-

in the income statement at the recorded due

dy costs as well as own administrative expenses

date. Transfers between the company’s individu-

related to investment activities.

al insurance portfolios are not recognised in the
premium revenue unless tax has been paid on the

Pension yield tax covers personal pension yield

transfer in accordance with the Danish Pension

tax, which is calculated on the periodic crediting

Taxation Act. Reinsurers’ shares of premiums are

of interest to customers’ deposits and Individu-

deducted. Premiums from investment contracts

al CustomerCapital, as well as collective pension

are recognised directly in the balance sheet.

yield tax, which is calculated on market-value
adjustments, transfers to collective bonus poten-

Transfer allowances granted on the transfer from

tial and Collective CustomerCapital. The pension

guaranteed plans to unit-linked contracts have

yield tax rate is 15.3 per cent.

been calculated in accordance with the Danish
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Insurance benefits, net of reinsurance, compris-

The distribution of costs not directly attribut-

es payouts for the year including adjustment for

able to either acquisitions or administration is

the year’s change in the provisions for claims

undertaken in accordance with a cost allocation

outstanding and after deduction of reinsurers’

method based on activities.

shares. Insurance benefits relating to investment
contracts are recognised directly in the balance

The Group’s contributions to the defined contri-

sheet.

bution plans for employees are recognised in the
income statement in step with the contribution

The change in life insurance provisions, net of

being earned by the employees.

reinsurance, covers the year’s change in life
insurance provisions.

Bonus to employees is recognised in the income

The change in life insurance provisions is speci-

statement in the year during which the bonus

fied in the notes regarding guaranteed benefits,

entitlement is earned.

bonus potential on future premiums and bonus
potential on paid-up policy benefits.

A share of the total operating expenses, based
on direct and estimated resource consumption,

Bonus

is recognised under Administrative expenses of

Change in collective bonus potential is the por-

investment business and Technical result of sick-

tion of the realised results accruing to the

ness and accident insurance.

insurance portfolio in excess of the bonus
already allocated. Any transfers from equity must

Transferred investment return

be added to this. If the insurance portfolio’s

Transferred investment return comprises the

realised results are negative after deduction of

share of investment return related to equity as

bonus already allocated, the entry includes the

well as sickness and accident insurance. Invest-

use of provisions created in previous years.

ment return on equity constitutes the return
on investment assets allocated to equity. The

Change in CustomerCapital partly comprises

investment return on sickness and accident

the return on assets allocated to CustomerCap-

insurance is calculated as described in the sec-

ital, and partly the net amount contributed by

tion regarding sickness and accident insurance.

customers during the year as well as the year’s
added operational risk charge, the share of the

Technical result of sickness

results of other activities and any transfers from

and accident insurance

equity.

Earned premiums, net of reinsurance, are recog-

The change in provisions for unit-linked contracts

nised in the income statement on the due date.

covers the year’s change in unit-linked provisions

Earned premiums are stated on an accrued basis.

except for premiums and benefits that relate to
investment contracts.

Technical interest, which is a calculated interest yield on the average technical provisions,

Insurance operating expenses

net of reinsurance, is transferred from invest-

Acquisition costs comprises expenses associated

ment return. The amount is calculated using the

with the acquisition and renewal of the insurance

term-dependent discount rate fixed by the Dan-

portfolio. Administrative expenses comprises other

ish Financial Supervisory Authority. The portion

expenses relating to insurance operations.

of the increase in premium and claims provisions attributable to discounting is transferred
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from the premiums/claims incurred to be set off

that at least 90 per cent of the individual prop-

against the technical interest. Value adjustments

erty company’s assets consists of real property.

are comprised in investment return.

In that case, provisions for both current and
deferred taxes are made in the owning company.

Claims incurred, net of reinsurance, comprise the
year’s payout of claims following adjustment for

Current tax is distributed among the profit-yielding

the year’s change in provisions for claims, includ-

jointly taxed companies, which also refunds the

ing gains or losses on previous years’ provisions

tax base of losses to the loss-making companies.

(run-off profit or loss). Furthermore, this item
includes expenses in connection with the assess-

Deferred tax is recognised on the basis of tempo-

ment of claims, claims control expenses and an

rary differences between the carrying amounts

estimate of expected expenses in connection

and tax bases of assets and liabilities on the bal-

with the administration and claims processing of

ance sheet date.

the insurance contracts entered into by the company. The reinsurers’ share is set off against the

Other comprehensive income

total gross claims.

Other comprehensive income is listed separately
at the bottom of the income statement. More-

The transferred investment return is calculat-

over, changes attributable to the item Other

ed as a proportionate share of the investment

comprehensive income are shown in the state-

return from a special asset portfolio which is

ment of changes in equity.

equal to the sickness and accident provisions as
well as other provisions of a marginal size relative

Other comprehensive income comprises items

to the company’s total balance sheet.

which are carried directly to equity, including
value adjustments of owner-occupied properties.

Other income comprises income from the administration of other companies as well as other

Balance sheet

income not attributable to the company’s insur-

Assets

ance portfolio or investment assets.

Intangible assets

Other expenses comprises costs in connection with

tion of equity investments in group enterprises is

the administration of other companies as well as

determined as the positive difference between the

other expenses not attributable to the company’s

total cost and the fair value of the net assets at the

insurance portfolio and investment assets.

date of acquisition. Annual impairment tests are

Goodwill occurred in connection with the acquisi-

performed, and any write-downs for such impairTaxation

ment are recognised in the income statement.

The PFA Group’s Danish companies are taxed
jointly in accordance with the applicable tax rules.

Acquired and self-developed software is rec-

PFA has opted not to include the companies’ for-

ognised in the balance sheet at cost after the

eign properties, PFA Soraarneq and Midgard in

deduction of accumulated amortisation and

the Group’s joint taxation.

accumulated impairment losses. The cost of
self-developed software consists of direct

The Danish taxable income of the PFA Group’s

and internal project development expenses.

property companies forms part of the owning life

Amortisation is made in accordance with the

insurance company’s taxable income, provided

straight-line method over the expected useful
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life, which is between zero and eight years. Any

the individual property’s operating income and

impairment losses are estimated on the basis of

a return requirement related to the property

impairment tests. The costs attributable to main-

(required rate of return). The operating return

taining intangible assets are expensed in the year

is based on the coming year’s expected return

that they are defrayed.

adjusted for exceptional circumstances.

Property, plant and equipment

Properties that have been scheduled for sale

Equipment mainly consists of cars. Equipment

have been measured at the expected selling price

is recognised in the balance sheet at cost after

in consideration of the timeframe. The required

the deduction of accumulated depreciation and

rate of return has been determined on a best

accumulated impairment losses. Depreciation

estimate basis, taking into account the special

is calculated on a straight-line basis over the

characteristics of the relevant property so as to

expected useful life, typically four years.

correspond to the return requirements reflected by transactions in the property market in the

Owner-occupied properties are properties which

period leading up to the date of valuation. The

the PFA Group uses for administration etc. Own-

required rate of return is determined assuming

er-occupied properties are initially recognised at

that the property will be sold at the calculated

cost. Subsequently, the owner-occupied proper-

value after sales efforts have been ongoing for a

ties are measured at fair value. Increases in the

period not exceeding six months.

revalued amount are recognised under Other

comprehensive income unless the increase is

Investments in group enterprises and associates

equal to a decrease in value which has previ-

are recognised at cost at the date of acquisition

ously been recognised in the income statement.

and subsequently measured at the equity value

Decreases in the revalued amount are recognised

most recently known. The proportionate ownership

in the income statement unless the decrease is

shares of the companies’ equity are included under

equal to an increase in value which has previous-

Equity investments in group enterprises and Equity

ly been recognised under Other comprehensive

investments in associates, and the proportionate

income.

shares of the individual companies’ results after tax
are included under Income from group enterprises

Depreciation on owner-occupied properties is

and Income from associates.

undertaken on a straight-line basis based on the
property’s residual value along with an estimated

Other financial investment assets

useful life of 100 years.

Financial instruments are recognised in the balance sheet at cost at the trade date, excluding

Investment assets

expenses, corresponding to the fair value, and are

Investment properties are properties that have

subsequently measured at the fair value after ini-

been acquired to obtain rental income and/or

tial recognition. Information about prices etc. which

capital gains. Investment properties are initial-

comes to light after the closing of the accounts

ly recognised at cost. Subsequently, investment

will only be included if deemed significant for the

properties are measured at fair value. The fair

assessment of the financial statements.

value is calculated according to the returns

62

method in accordance with the principles in the

Unit trust certificates are included in the individ-

Danish Executive Order on the Presentation of

ual items of the balance sheet corresponding to

Financial Statements. The method is based on

the basis of the underlying assets.
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Derivative financial investment assets are includ-

the fair value of the underlying net assets.

ed under Other financial investment assets if the
market value of the asset is positive. If the market

The fair value of unlisted derivative financial

value is negative, the asset is included under Other

instruments is recognised on the basis of the fair

payables. If a netting agreement has been made

value determined by external parties, with the

with counterparties in connection with the settle-

exception of OTC derivatives.

ment of one type of derivative investment assets,
the net value of the total transactions under the

The fair value of other unlisted securities and

agreement is included under Other financial invest-

OTC derivatives is measured in accordance

ment assets in case of a combined positive market

with recognised methods, including stand-

value or under Other payables in case of a com-

ards determined by the European Private E
 quity

bined negative market value.

and Venture Capital Association (EVCA) and
the Danish Venture Capital Association (DVCA).

The fair value of listed financial assets is calculat-

Investments in unlisted shares are valued indi-

ed on the basis of the closing price at the balance

vidually at fair value using recognised valuation

sheet date. In the event that there is no relevant

methods. The valuation is based on a combina-

closing price on the balance sheet date, another

tion of a Discounted Cash Flow analysis, a listed

relevant price on the balance sheet date is used

peer group analysis and an analysis of previous

or, alternatively, the price on one of the imme-

M&A transactions for comparable companies.

diately preceding days. In the event that there is

The fair value of unlisted investments is calcu-

no other relevant price, the fair value can be esti-

lated based on the reports, financial statements

mated based on the closing prices of comparable

and other information most recently received for

financial instruments on the balance sheet date.

the individual company.

Upon the purchase and sale of financial assets, the

Loans to associates and Loans are initially recog-

trade date is used as the recognition date. When

nised at fair value. Subsequently, they are also

the trade date is used, a liability corresponding to

measured at fair value. Changes in the fair value

the agreed price is recognised – at the same time

are recognised in the income statement on an

as the purchase of a financial asset is recognised.

ongoing basis.

Likewise, an asset corresponding to the agreed
price is recognised in connection with the sale of

Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts

a financial asset. The liability or asset ceases to be

comprises assets under unit-linked contracts.

recognised in the balance sheet at the settlement

Investment assets related to unit-linked con-

date. As a consequence of using the trade date as

tracts are measured using the same principles as

a recognition criterion, coupon interest and draw-

for the above-mentioned investment assets.

ings are included in cash and cash equivalents from
the time when information about completion of the

Receivables

transaction has been received.

Receivables are measured at amortised cost,
which usually corresponds to the nominal value

Listed bonds which have been drawn are meas-

less any write-down to provide for losses.

ured at the present value of the amount drawn
by discounting them at the money market rate.

Other assets

Unlisted unit trust certificates are measured at

determined in accordance with applicable tax law.

Current tax assets and Deferred tax assets are
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Tax assets relating to losses carried forward are

the case of liquidation or bankruptcy, the sub-

only recognised in deferred tax if it is probable

ordinate loan capital ranks after the ordinary

that they can be used.

unsecured creditors’ claims. Subordinate loan
capital is measured at amortised cost.

Equity and liabilities
Equity

Provisions for insurance and

The contingency fund can only be used to cover

investment contracts

losses incurred to pay the insurance obligations

Life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance, is

or otherwise for the benefit of the insureds.

measured on every insurance plan by determining

The entire contingency fund results after taxed

the market value of expected future cash flows.

reserves

The market value is calculated by discounting
the individual payments on the basis of the yield

Proposed dividend comprises dividend that the

curve published by the Danish Financial Supervi-

Supervisory Board recommends for adoption by

sory Authority, reduced by pension yield tax for

the Annual General Meeting of shareholders.

relevant policy parts. Expected future cash flows

The amount is recognised as a separate reserve

are calculated on the basis of present life expec-

under equity. When the Annual General Meeting

tancy, expected future mortality improvements

of shareholders has adopted a resolution to dis-

and a disability intensity on the basis of own

tribute dividend, the amount is recognised as a

analyses of PFA’s insurance portfolios.

liability.
Life insurance provisions are determined in con-

The revaluation reserve owner-occupied prop-

sideration of an age-dependent probability that

erties, comprises the value adjustment of

the individual insured will surrender his/her pol-

owner-occupied properties to fair value after

icy or change it into a paid-up policy. The life

the deduction of accumulated depreciation. The

insurance provisions include a risk charge. The

portion of the value adjustment attributable to

recognition of the risk charge is based on the

insurance and investment contracts eligible for

determination of age-dependent probabilities

bonus is transferred to collective bonus potential.

of policies being surrendered or being changed
to paid-up policies, reactivation and disability as

Transfer to CustomerCapital includes e xpenses

well as expected future mortality improvements.

in connection with discretionary rebates, which

64

according to the Danish Financial Supervisory

Guaranteed benefits represents the market value

Authority’s rules must not be financed by Cus-

of benefits guaranteed to the individual insured,

tomerCapital. PFA adjusts the payouts for the

with the addition of expected future admin-

year by way of a transfer from equity to Collec-

istrative expenses and less the agreed future

tive CustomerCapital. The transfer is made as a

premiums. Guaranteed benefits include an esti-

balance sheet entry between the items Equity,

mated amount to cover future insurance benefits

CustomerCapital and Deferred tax assets. The

pertaining to insurance events which occurred

total payouts from equity to Collective Customer-

during the financial year, but had not been

Capital are stated under Contingent assets.

reported at the balance sheet date.

Subordinate loan capital

Bonus potential on future premiums consists of

Subordinate loan capital is subordinated debt. In

commitments to pay a future bonus on agreed
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premiums that have not yet fallen due. Bonus

CustomerCapital forms part of the capital base

potential on future premiums is determined as

on a par with equity, but accrues to the insureds

the difference between the value of guaranteed

over time. CustomerCapital is included in the item

paid-up policy benefits and the value of guar-

technical provisions.

anteed benefits, provided that this difference is
positive. Guaranteed paid-up policy benefits are

CustomerCapital consists of a collective part,

the present values of the benefits guaranteed

Collective CustomerCapital, and an individual-

to the policyholder on conversion to a paid-up

ised part, Individual CustomerCapital. Collective

policy less the present value of expected future

CustomerCapital was established by means of a

expenses to administer the paid-up policy.

transfer from equity in 2001, and customers have
since 2004 had the option of paying 5 per cent

Bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits com-

of their premiums to Individual CustomerCapital.

prises commitments to pay bonus on premiums

PFA has notified the Danish Financial Superviso-

etc. which have already been paid. Bonus poten-

ry Authority that the Collective CustomerCapital

tial on paid-up policies is determined as the

is allocated to the customers’ Individual Custom-

difference between the value of retrospective

erCapital by way of the continuous addition of

provisions and the value of guaranteed paid-up

interim interest, currently amounting to 10 per

policy benefits, provided that this difference is

cent p.a., and extraordinary interest added in

positive. Retrospective provisions are paid premi-

connection with the Annual General Meeting in

ums after the deduction of benefits paid out and

the spring. PFA’s Supervisory Board has decid-

expenses and the addition of accrued interest.

ed to add extraordinary interest at the rate of 10
per cent p.a. 2016. Depending on the assump-

Provisions for claims are estimates of expect-

tions as to developments in the financial markets,

ed payouts and past due, but not paid, insurance

PFA’s risk profile and the amount of extraordinary

benefits. Provisions for claims concerning sick-

interest, it is at present expected that it will take

ness and accident insurance comprises provisions

between 30 and 35 years before Collective Cus-

for administrative expenses in connection with

tomerCapital has been distributed in full to the

the settlement of claims and are determined as

customers.

the present value of expected future payments,
including estimated expenses to settle claims lia-

Provisions for unit-linked insurance contracts

bilities.

generally represent the market value of the
underlying assets. If the policies in question

Collective bonus potential is the insurance port-

include a stipulation to the effect that, at the

folio’s share of the realised results included in

time of maturity, benefits will be calculated on

collective provisions for bonus-eligible insurance

the basis of a value that is higher than the cur-

plans over and above life insurance provisions

rent market value of the relevant assets, then

and provisions for claims.

the provisions will be measured with due allowance for this.

Provisions for bonus and premium rebates are
amounts accruing to the policyholders due to

Payables and provisions

favourable claims experience in the present or

Payables and provisions are measured at amor-

previous years.

tised cost, which usually corresponds to the
nominal value.
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Payables to credit institutions
Payables to credit institutions include repo transactions.
Repo transactions
Securities sold are recognised in the balance
sheet as if the securities were still part of the
Group’s portfolio if the sale is made subject to a
right of repurchase. The amount received is recognised under Payables to credit institutions.
Repo transactions are recognised and measured
at fair value.

Current and deferred tax liabilities are determined in accordance with applicable tax law.
Contingent liabilities means a possible obligation
that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or
non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future
events which are not wholly within the control of
the company, or a present obligation that arises
from past events, but is not recognised because
it is not probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required
to settle the obligation or the amount of the
obligation cannot be measured with sufficient
reliability.
Financial ratios and returns table
Yield ratios in the 5-year summary are calculated
for all assets and liabilities according to a money-weighted method, whereas returns broken
down by asset type in the returns table are calculated for investment assets (i.e. excl. liabilities
and various assets) according to a time-weighted method.
Currency hedging is included in the returns table
under Other financial investment assets.
Interest receivable is included in the value of the
individual bond classes in the returns table.
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Notes to the income statement and balance sheet
Note (DKK million)

1

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

12

8

-

-

16,226
77
10,686
26,989
27,001

15,416
238
8,158
23,812
23,820

-

-

25,249
1,664
77
26,989

22,072
1,502
238
23,812

-

-

3,269
402
23,319
26,989

4,531
414
18,867
23,812

-

-

734,486
379,784
54,332

716,015
382,133
105,065

-

-

Interest income and dividends, etc.
Interest income
Interest on intercompany balances
Dividends
Total interest income and dividends, etc.

10,764
1,778
12,541

11,518
1,388
12,906

0
0
1

0
0

Value adjustments
Investment properties
Owner-occupied properties
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Derivative financial instruments
Total value adjustments

658
8
10,205
(2,556)
29
(7,746)
597

262
1
9,360
18,037
(31)
5,551
33,180

(1)
(1)

-

Pension yield tax
Collective pension yield tax
Individual pension yield tax
Adjustment of pension yield tax for previous year(s)
Total pension yield tax

617
(2,360)
47
(1,696)

(3,904)
(2,784)
(2)
(6,690)

-

-

(772)
(32)
(1,657)
(6,585)
(8,268)
(270)
(1,382)
(18,966)
(1,074)
(20,041)

(786)
(51)
(3,617)
(6,416)
(6,439)
(326)
(4,450)
(22,085)
(60)
(22,145)

-

-

Gross premiums
Total indirect insurance
Direct:
Premiums
Group term life premiums
Single premiums and transfers
Total insurance
Total premiums related to insurance and investment contracts
Breakdown of premiums, direct insurance and investment contracts
Insurance taken out through employers
Insurance taken out by individuals
Group term life insurance
Total

2015

2014

All premium income is from Danish direct insurance
Insurance with bonus plans
Insurance without bonus plans
Unit-linked contracts
Total
Number of insureds, direct insurance
Insurance taken out through employers
Insurance taken out by individuals
Group term life insurance
2

3

4

5

Benefits disbursed
Death benefits
Disability benefits, etc.
Benefits at maturity
Retirement and annuity benefits
Surrender
Bonuses disbursed in cash
Advance taxation on endowment pensions
Total direct insurance contracts
Expenses, indirect insurance
TOTAL BENEFITS DISBURSED

7
68
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Insurance
Insuranceoperating
operatingexpenses,
expenses,net
netof
ofreinsurance
reinsurance
Total
expenses
include
Total expenses include
Salaries
Salaries
Pension
Pensioncontributions
contributions
Other
Othersocial
socialsecurity
securitycosts
costsand
andtaxes
taxes
Total
Totalstaff
staffexpenses
expenses

Group
Group

PFA
PFAHolding
Holding

2015
2015

2014
2014

(790)
(790)
(147)
(147)
(113)
(113)
(1,050)
(1,050)

(754)
(754)
(142)
(142)
(105)
(105)
(1,001)
(1,001)

2015
2015

2014
2014

-----

-----

Salary
remuneration
to
the
Executive
Board
Salaryand
andremuneration
remunerationto
tothe
the
Executive
Board
Salary
and
Executive
Board
Group
Group

Group

Allan

Anders

Jon

Salary
Pension
Pensioncontributions
contributions
Pension
contributions
Fixed
components
Fixedsalary
salarycomponents
components
Fixed
salary

Allan
Allan
Polack
Polack
Polack
4.466
4.466
4.466
0.830
0.830
0.830
5.296
5.296
5.296

Anders
Anders
Damgaard
Damgaard
Damgaard
3.764
3.764
3.764
0.707
0.707
0.707
4.471
4.471
4.471

Jon
Jon
Johnsen
Johnsen
Johnsen
3.998
3.998
3.998
0.753
0.753
0.753
4.751
4.751
4.751

Total
Total
12.228
12.228
12.228
2.291
2.291
2.291
14.519
14.519
14.519

Maximum
Maximumbonus
bonusfor
2015(cf.
(cf.below)
below)
Maximum
bonus
for2015
2015
(cf.
below)
Variable
Variablesalary
salarycomponents
components
Variable
salary
components
Total
and
remuneration
Totalsalary
salaryand
andremuneration
remuneration
Total
salary

0.990
0.990
0.990
0.990
0.990
0.990
6.286
6.286
6.286

0.800
0.800
0.800
0.800
0.800
0.800
5.271
5.271
5.271

0.885
0.885
0.885
0.885
0.885
0.885
5.637
5.637
5.637

2.675
2.675
2.675
2.675
2.675
2.675
17.194
17.194
17.194

Anders
Anders
Anders
Damgaard
Damgaard
Damgaard
0.314
0.314
0.314
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.373
0.373
0.373

Jon
Jon
Jon
Johnsen
Johnsen
Johnsen
3.052
3.052
3.052
0.569
0.569
0.569
3.621
3.621
3.621

Total
Total
Total
3.365
3.365
3.365
0.628
0.628
0.628
3.994
3.994
3.994

0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.443
0.443
0.443

0.666
0.666
0.666
0.666
0.666
0.666
4.287
4.287
4.287

0.736
0.736
0.736
0.736
0.736
0.736
4.730
4.730
4.730

2015
2015
2015
Salary
Salary

2014
2014
2014
Salary
Salary
Salary
Pension
Pension
contributions
Pensioncontributions
contributions
Fixed
components
Fixed
salary
Fixedsalary
salarycomponents
components
Maximum
Maximum
bonus
for
2014
(cf.
below)
Maximumbonus
bonusfor
for2014
2014(cf.
(cf.below)
below)
Variable
salary
components
Variable
Variablesalary
salarycomponents
components
Total
salary
Total
and
remuneration
Totalsalary
salaryand
andremuneration
remuneration

Total

Comments
Comments
Allan
AllanPolack
Polacktook
tookup
uphis
hisposition
positionas
asat
at11April
April2015.
2015.
Mads
MadsKaagaard
Kaagaardjoined
joinedthe
theExecutive
ExecutiveBoard
Boardas
asat
at11February
February2016.
2016.
Lars
LarsEllehave-Andersen
Ellehave-Andersenleft
leftthe
theExecutive
ExecutiveManagement
Managementon
on77August
August2015.
2015.InIn2015,
2015,Lars
LarsEllehave-Andersen
Ellehave-Andersenreceived
receivedsalary
salary
amounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK2.070
2.070million,
million,pension
pensionamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK0.372
0.372million
millionand
andisiseligible
eligiblefor
forbonus
bonusof
ofup
upto
toDKK
DKK0.437
0.437million.
million.
Severance
Severancepay
payamounted
amountedto
toDKK
DKK1.666
1.666million.
million.InIn2014,
2014,Lars
LarsEllehave-Andersen
Ellehave-Andersenreceived
receivedsalary
salaryamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK2.935
2.935million,
million,
pension
pensionamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK0.538
0.538million
millionand
andwas
waseligible
eligiblefor
forbonus
bonusof
ofup
upto
toDKK
DKK0.638
0.638million.
million.
Anne
AnneBroeng
Broengand
andHenrik
HenrikHeideby
Heidebyresigned
resignedfrom
fromthe
theExecutive
ExecutiveBoard
Boardinin2014.
2014.Anne
AnneBroeng
Broengreceived
receivedsalary
salaryamounting
amountingto
to
DKK
DKK2.256
2.256million,
million,pension
pensionamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK0.383
0.383million
millionand
andwas
waseligible
eligiblefor
forbonus
bonusof
ofup
upto
toDKK
DKK0.454
0.454million.
million.InInaddition,
addition,
Anne
AnneBroeng
Broengreceived
receivedDKK
DKK1.704
1.704million
millionby
byway
wayof
ofseverance
severancepay
payand
andcompensation
compensationamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK3.408
3.408million
millionfor
forbeing
being
bound
boundby
byaanon-competition
non-competitionclause.
clause.InIn2014,
2014,Henrik
HenrikHeideby
Heidebyreceived
receivedsalary
salaryamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK5.818
5.818million,
million,pension
pensionamounting
amounting
to
toDKK
DKK1.080
1.080million
millionand
andwas
waseligible
eligiblefor
forbonus
bonusof
ofup
upto
toDKK
DKK1.296
1.296million.
million.InInaddition,
addition,Henrik
HenrikHeideby
Heidebywas
wasentitled
entitledto
to
compensation
compensationamounting
amountingto
toDKK
DKK5.400
5.400million
milliondue
dueto
tothe
thecompany’s
company’snotice
noticeof
oftermination
terminationbeing
beingchanged
changedfrom
from24
24to
to12
12months,
months,
as
well
as
pension
contributions
of
DKK
1.080
million.
Moreover,
in
connection
with
the
termination
of
Henrik
Heideby’s
as well as pension contributions of DKK 1.080 million. Moreover, in connection with the termination of Henrik Heideby’s
employment
employmentinin2014,
2014,ititwas
wasagreed
agreedand
andrecognised
recognisedininthe
thefinancial
financialstatements
statementsthat
thatHenrik
HenrikHeideby
Heidebywas
wasto
toreceive
receiveone
oneyear’s
year’s
salary,
salary,pension
pensionand
andbonus
bonuspayments
paymentsaccording
accordingto
tothe
theapplicable
applicablecontractual
contractualprovisions
provisionsfor
formaking
makinghis
hisservices
servicesavailable
availableinin
connection
connectionwith
withspecial
specialduties
dutiesinin2015.
2015.
As
Asfrom
from2011,
2011,the
theBoard
Boardof
ofDirectors
Directorsdecided
decidedthat
thatall
allexecutive
executivevice
vicepresidents
presidentsshould
shouldhave
haveuniform
uniformperformance-related
performance-relatedbonus
bonus
schemes,
schemes,providing
providingfor
foraamaximum
maximumpayment
paymentof
of20
20%%of
oftheir
theirfixed
fixedsalaries,
salaries,cf.
cf.the
thecompany’s
company’sremuneration
remunerationpolicy.
policy.Bonus
Bonusisisgranted
granted
based
basedon
onan
anassessment
assessmentof
ofoverall
overallperformance
performance––both
bothon
oncompany
companylevel
leveland
andpersonal
personallevel.
level.Both
Bothfinancial
financialand
andnon-financial
non-financial
goals
goalsare
arepart
partof
ofthe
theassessment.
assessment.The
Thebonus
bonusentitlement
entitlementfor
for2015
2015isisdetermined
determinedafter
afterthe
thepresentation
presentationof
ofthe
the2015
2015financial
financial
statements,
statements,for
forwhich
whichreason
reasonthe
themaximum
maximumbonus
bonusamount
amounthas
hasbeen
beenrecognised.
recognised.The
Thebonus
bonusallocated
allocatedisispaid
paidover
overaa5-year
5-yearperiod
period
(cf.
(cf.Section
Section77a
77aof
ofthe
theDanish
DanishFinancial
FinancialBusiness
BusinessAct).
Act).
The
Thecompany
companycan
canterminate
terminatethe
theemployment
employmentof
ofexecutive
executivevice
vicepresidents
presidentsat
ataanotice
noticebetween
between66and
and12
12months,
months,with
with66to
to12
12
months’
months’severance
severancepay.
pay.All
Allexecutive
executivevice
vicepresidents
presidentsmay
mayterminate
terminatetheir
theiremployment
employmentat
at55to
to66months’
months’notice.
notice.
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Note (DKK million)

6

Insurance operating expenses, net of reinsurance (continued)

Remuneration, the Board of Directors
Group

Board of
Directors

Audit
Comittee

Remuneration
Comittee

2015

2014

0.720
0.320
0.320
0.240

0.040
0.040
0.100
0.040

0.080
0.040
0.040

0.840
0.360
0.460
0.320

0.920
0.360
0.300

0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.160
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.080
0.080
0.240
4.320

0.080
0.090
0.390

0.020
0.060
0.020
0.260

0.240
0.240
0.320
0.260
0.240
0.240
0.160
0.240
0.240
0.300
0.080
0.100
0.330
4.970

0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.240
0.280
0.240
0.300
0.660
4.980

2015

2014

Salary
Pension contributions
Fixed salary components

31.455
5.800
37.255

26.073
4.839
30.912

Maximum variable salary components
Total salary and remuneration

3.289
40.544

2.516
33.428

19.5

16.2

1,167
57
75
1,299

1,159
53
65
1,277

(6)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(8)

(4)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(5)

Svend Askær (Chairman)
Torben Dalby Larsen (Vice-Chairman)
Jens Due Olsen (Vice-Chairman)
Karsten Dybvad
Gita Grüning (disbursed to Teknisk Landsforbund
until 30 April 2015)
Peter Ibsen
Per Jørgensen
Laurits Rønn
Per Tønnesen (disbursed to HK Retail and Wholesale)
Lars Christoffersen
Charlotte Dahlstrøm Hovgaard
Thomas P. Jensen
Hanne Sneholm Jensen
Mette Risom
Klavs Andreassen, retired as at 29 April 2015
Erik G. Hansen, retired as at 29 April 2015
Jørn Neergaard Larsen, retired as at 28 June 2015
Total remuneration

The Board of Directors is not paid any variable remuneration
Salary and remuneration, including pensions contributions, to employees whose activities have
a significant impact on the company's risk profile
Group

Number of persons
Furthermore, we refer to: PFA’s 2015 remuneration report at
www.pfa.dk/afloenningsrapport2015 (only available in Danish)
Average number of employees (full-time) for the year
PFA Pension
PFA Asset Management
Other business activities
Total average number of employees (full-time) for the year
Fees to auditors appointed by the Annual General meeting of shareholders
Deloitte
Fees for statutory audit of the financial statements
Fees for other assurance engagements
Fees for tax consultancy
Fees for other services
Total auditor's fees, Deloitte
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7

8

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

Transferred investment return
Investment return transferred to equity
Investment return transferred to sickness and accident insurance
Total transferred investment return

(181)
78
(102)

(513)
(179)
(693)

-

-

Technical result of sickness and accident insurance
Gross premiums
Change in provisions for unearned premiums
Total earned premiums, net of reinsurance

1,741
7
1,748

1,498
70
1,568

-

-

23

3

-

-

(1,215)
(941)
26
(57)
(2,186)

(1,068)
(734)
18
150
(1,634)

-

-

Bonus and premium rebates
Acquisition costs
Administrative expenses
Total insurance operating expenses, net of reinsurance

(0)
(116)
(43)
(158)

(0)
(99)
(42)
(141)

-

-

Technical result

(574)

(204)

Investment return
Return on technical provisions
Total technical result of sickness and accident insurance

(21)
(48)
(644)

29
(21)
(196)

-

-

Premium income from Danish insurance

1,741

1,498

-

-

1,232,444
144,578
15,122
11.7 %

1,079,733
125,716
12,997
11.6 %

-

-

35

41

-

-

48
(26)
23

21
(18)
3

-

-

Technical interest, net of reinsurance
Gross claims disbursed
Change in provisions for claims
Discounting - reduction in term
Discounting - change in yield curve
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance

Claims, sickness and accident insurance
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency
Run-off profit/(loss), net of reinsurance

2015

2014

The run-off profit/(loss) reflects the profit/(loss) on the
provisions for claims made in previous years(s).
Return on technical provisions
Discounting - reduction in term
Total technical interest, net of reinsurance
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Note (DKK million)

8

Group

Technical result of sickness and accident insurance (continued)
2015
Gross premiums
Gross premiums earned
Gross claims incurred
Gross operating expenses
Technical interest, net of reinsurance
Technical result
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency

Sickness and
accident insurance
1,062
1,079
(1,566)
(63)
22
(528)
622,680
2,902
539,648
0.5 %

Health
insurance
679
669
(620)
(95)
0
(46)
609,764
141,676
4,378
23.2 %

Total
1,741
1,748
(2,186)
(158)
23
(574)
1,232,444
144,578
15,122
11.7 %

2014
Gross premiums
Gross premiums earned
Gross claims incurred
Gross operating expenses
Technical interest, net of reinsurance
Technical result
Number of policies
Number of claims
Average compensation for claims incurred, in DKK
Claims frequency

878
950
(1,078)
(55)
3
(180)
537,529
2,220
485,559
0.4 %

620
618
(556)
(86)
0
(24)
542,204
123,496
4,502
22.8 %

1,498
1,568
(1,634)
(141)
3
(204)
1,079,733
125,716
12,997
11.6 %

2012
808
(601)
(139)
73
27
249
1,977

2013
1,208
(1,057)
(106)
59
(2)
150
2,256

2014
1,568
(1,634)
(141)
(204)
8
41
3,143

2015
1,748
(2,186)
(158)
(574)
(70)
35
4,077

74.4 %
17.2 %
91.6 %
90.9 %
4.0 %

87.5 %
8.8 %
96.3 %
95.2 %
8.0 %

104.2 %
9.0 %
113.2 %
113.0 %
2.0 %

125.1 %
9.1 %
134.1 %
132.4 %
1.2 %

Sickness and accident insurance, key figures
Key figures (DKK million)
Gross premiums earned
Gross claims incurred
Total insurance operating expenses
Technical result
Investment return after technical interest
Run-off profit/(loss)
Total technical provisions
Key ratios
Gross claims ratio
Gross expense ratio
Combined ratio
Operating ratio
Comparative run-off profit/(loss)
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730
(570)
(140)
20
61
78
1,847

78.1
19.1
97.2
96.9
4.3

%
%
%
%
%

2015

11

Note (DKK million)

9

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

Pre-tax profit/(loss) (sum of insurance companies)
Realised results
Balance on the interest account before bonus from the income statement
Balance on the cost account before bonus
Balance on the claims experience account before bonus
Change in accumulated value adjustment
Realised results for PFA Plus, market rate
Total realised results

2015

2014

754
277
337
4,268
1,228
6,864

31,922
365
403
(21,275)
1,294
12,709

-

-

Distribution to customers
Allocation to policyholders' savings during the years
Transfer to the customers' reserves from the income statement
Total distribution to customers

2,573
2,010
4,583

4,759
2,371
7,131

-

-

Distribution to CustomerCapital
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital
Return for the years before pension yield tax
Operational risk charge for the year before pension yield tax,
incl. risk and expenses
Cover of losses, CustomerCapital
Total distribution to CustomerCapital

1,313
48

1,094
1,653

-

-

724
2,085

1,840
(6)
4,582

-

-

Total customers' share

6,668

11,712

-

-

Distribution to equity via the income statement
Return for the year before tax
Operational risk charge for the year before tax, incl. risk and expenses
Cover of losses, equity
Equity's share of the realised results

12
184
0
196

451
546
(1)
997

-

-

Operational risk charge receivable, equity
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
Total operational risk charge receivable, equity

105
105

-

-

-

Operational risk charge receivable, CustomerCapital
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
Total operational risk charge receivable, CustomerCapital

427
427

-

-

-

The principles for allocating the realised results are described in Accounting policies in the section "Profit or loss for the year
and contribution"
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10

Group
2015

2014

2015

2014

(43)
(36)
6
(65)
(624)
(761)

(33)
(219)
46
(11)
(400)
(618)

3
(0)
(0)
(1)
2

3
0
(0)
3

23.5 %
0.0 %
(145.8) %
143.2 %
180.7 %
201.6 %
165.2 %

24.5 %
0.0 %
(38.5) %
35.2 %
29.6 %
50.8 %
32.9 %

23.5 %
(22.9) %
0.0 %
0.0 %
(0.2) %
0.4 %
0.0 %

24.5 %
(25.0) %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
(0.5) %
0.0 %

58
(249)
32
592
522
26
981

36
(251)
251
1,025
20
1,081

9
9

9
9

0
0
981

0
0
0
1,081

9

9

Equipment
Cost, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Cost, end of year

205
12
(112)
105

206
10
(11)
205

-

-

Impairment and depreciation, beginning of year
Depreciation for the year
Reversal of depreciation on disposals during the year
Impairment and depreciation, end of year
Equipment, end of year

(146)
(21)
107
(60)
45

(134)
(19)
7
(146)
59

-

-

421
1
(8)
45
8
467

433
1
(2)
(2)
(11)
1
421

-

-

5.4 %

5.4 %

-

-

Tax
Current corporation tax
Change in deferred tax for the year
Adjustment, current corporation tax related to previous year(s)
Change in deferred tax related to previous year(s)
Impairment loss on tax asset for the year
Total tax
Effective tax rate
Current tax rate
Share of the results after tax, group enterprises
Non-taxable income
Non-deductible expenses
Adjustment of taxes related to previous year(s)*
Total effective tax rate
*Of which impairment loss on tax asset
Deferred tax
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Tax on transfer from equity to CustomerCapital
Collective pension yield tax receivable
Tax loss
Miscellaneous
Deferred tax assets
Property, plant and equipment, PFA Bank
Property, plant and equipment, Danske Hus Hamburg
Deferred tax liabilities
Total deferred tax

11

12

PFA Holding

Owner-occupied properties
Revaluation value, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Depreciation
Value adjustment via other comprehensive income
Value adjustment via income statement
Owner-occupied properties, end of year
The weighted average of the rates of return applied in determining the fair
value of owner-occupied properties amounts to

For the purpose of measuring properties, valuations have been obtained from external valuers
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13

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

13,334
505
(139)
662
14,363

11,890
1,673
(444)
216
13,334

-

-

Of which placed under Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts in
the balance sheet

6,565

5,505

-

-

The wighted average of the rates of return applied in determining the fair
value of individual properties amounts to:
Office properties
Retail properties
Foreign office properties
Other business properties
Residential properties

5.0 %
4.0 %
5.0 %
4.3 %

5.4 %
6.0 %
5.0 %
4.2 %

-

-

Investment properties
Fair value, beginning of year
Additions during the year
Disposals during the year
Value adjustment to fair value for the year
Investment properties, end of year

2015

2014

For the purpose of measuring properties, valuations have been obtained from external valuers
14

Equity investments in group enterprises
Holding
PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
PFA Asset Management A/S
PFA Bank A/S

15

Registered
Activity

Ownership

(loss)

Equity

Copenhagen

100.0 %

(587)

4,437

Asset management company

Copenhagen

100.0 %

123

435

Credit institution

Copenhagen

100.0 %

7

105

Ownership

Profit/

office

interest

(loss)

Equity

Luxembourg

55.6 %

0

1,016

Management company

Copenhagen

50.0 %

-

0

SE Blue Renewables K/S *

Investment company

Copenhagen

50.0 %

(216)

335

Grosvenor London Office Fund

Investment company

Group
TS Q205 Holdings SCSp
SE Blue Renewables GP ApS *

ATPFA K/S *
Letpension A/S

Registered

interest

Profit/

Life insurance company

Equity investments in associates

office

Activity
Property company

London

49.8 %

798

4,308

Property company

Copenhagen

49.7 %

448

5,271

Service business

Copenhagen

49.0 %

0

30

NREP Logistics AB

Property company

Stockholm

47.5 %

576

141

Borgen Shopping P/S

Property company

Sønderborg

40.0 %

22

302

General partner company

Sønderborg

40.0 %

(0)

0

Copenhagen

40.0 %

248

2,571

Komplementarselskabet Borgen Sønderborg
ApS
PF I A/S

Holding company

LogiReal Holding AB

Holding company

Stockholm

38.0 %

8

9

Irish Forestry Investments Holding A/S

Property company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

22

117

Ejendomsselskabet Axeltorv 2 P/S

Property company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

(10)

251

General partner company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

0

0

Property company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

59

450

General partner company

Copenhagen

33.3 %

(0)

0

Property company

Copenhagen

32.4 %

(8)

251

Property company

Copenhagen

32.4 %

(2)

0

Vejle

32.2 %

52

204
375

Ejendomsselskabet Axeltorv 2 Komplementar
ApS
Ejendomsselskabet Portland Towers P/S
Ejendomsselskabet Portland Towers
Komplementar ApS
Ejendomsselskabet Norden IV K/S
Ejendomsselskabet Norden VIII K/S
Kirk & Thorsen Invest A/S

Investment company

SE Blue Equity I K/S

Investment company

Kolding

24.0 %

72

Ejendomsselskabet Norden I K/S

Property company

Copenhagen

22.2 %

3

143

Moorfield Audley Real Estate Fund "B" L.P.

Property company

London

35.8 %

(26)

1,326

The stated results and equity amounts are the carrying equity values most recently determined
Of which placed under Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts in the balance sheet

2,699

* Jointly controlled enterprises
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16

17

18

19
19

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

2015

Bonds
Total bonds*
Of which bonds sold as part of repo transactions

398,781
131,032

394,260
131,615

133
-

* Of which placed under Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts in
the balance sheet

164,578

156,681

-

-

Loans
Secured loans
Other Loans*
Total loans

2
732
734

3
761
763

-

-

* Of which placed under Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts in
the balance sheet

713

538

-

-

Deposits with credit institutions
Total deposits with credit institutions*
Of which reverse transations

857
857

1,727
1,727

-

-

* Of which placed under Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts in
the balance sheet

846

814

-

-

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Type of
of instrument
instrument
Type
Share
Share options
options
Caps
Caps and
and Floors
Floors
Credit
Credit Default
Default Swaps
Swaps
Futures
Futures
Swaps
Swaps
Swaptions
Swaptions
Currency options
Forward exchange contracts

Positive
Positive

2014
-

Negative
Negative

Expiry
Expiry

Principal
Principal

marketvalue
value
market

marketvalue
value
market

2016
2016
2023-2029
2023-2029
2016-2021
2016-2021
2016-2019
2016-2019
2016-2052
2016-2052
2025-2057
2025-2057
2016
2016
2016-2025
2016-2025

-19,179
19,179
29,036
29,036
1,381
1,381
530,994
530,994
48,167
48,167
15
15
54
54

757
757
-774
774
-10,393
10,393
9,180
9,180
33
966
966
22,073
22,073

(182)
(182)
(87)
(87)
(1,247)
(1,247)
-(7,805)
(7,805)
(3,557)
(3,557)
(69)
(69)
(1,060)
(1,060)
(14,007)
(14,007)

Total derivate
derivate financial
financialinstruments
instruments
Of which
which placed under Investment
Investment assets
assets related
relatedto
tounit-linked
unit-linked contracts
contracts in
in
the balance sheet

3,876
3,876

Agreements regarding
regarding derivative
derivative financial
financial instruments have been made
made on
on the
the basis
basis of
of ISDA
ISDA agreements.
agreements.
Collateral agreements have been made in
in respect
respect of
of derivative
derivativefinancial
financial instruments.
instruments.

connection, collateral
In this connection,
collateral in
in the
theamount
amountof
ofDKK
DKK10,939
10,939million
millionhas
hasbeen
beenreceived.
received.
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20

Group

Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts
Investment properties
Investments in group enterprises and associates
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Total investment assets related to unit-linked contracts

PFA Holding

2015

2014

6,565
3,547
57,516
164,577
713
846
3,876
237,640

5,505
2,564
46,101
156,681
538
814
3,093
215,296

2015

2014

-

-

Net assets related to unit-linked contracts, broken down into contracts with and without guarantees

Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts with guarantees
Investment properties
Investments in group enterprises and associates
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts with guarantees
Other receivables related to guaranteed plans
Other payables related to guaranteed plans
Repo liabilities related to guaranteed plans
Net investment assets related to unit-linked contracts
with guarantees
Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts without guarantees
Investment properties
Equity investments in group enterprises and associates
Equity investments
Bonds
Loans
Deposits with credit institutions
Miscellaneous
Investment assets related to unit-linked contracts without
guarantees

469
115
3,943
14,467
35
30
266
19,325

303
123
1,296
13,525
30
45
222
15,544

-

-

1,229
(657)
(3,974)

1,536
(1,094)
(4,843)

-

-

15,923

11,142

-

-

6,095
3,432
53,573
150,111
677
816
3,611

5,203
2,441
44,805
143,155
508
769
2,871

-

-

218,315

199,751

Other receivables related to plans without guarantees
Other payables related to plans without guarantees
Repo liabilities related to plans without guarantees
Net investment assets related to unit-linked contracts
without guarantees

6,981
(5,536)
(98,071)

18,370
(16,784)
(108,243)

-

-

121,689

93,095

-

-

Other items
Other receivables related to unit-linked contracts
Other payables related to unit-linked contracts
Total net investment assets related to unit-linked contracts

534
(242)
137,904

89
(247)
104,080

-

-

Repo liabilities pertain to sold bonds, which have been included in the bond portfolio at a fair value of DKK 101,819 million. Of this
fair value, an amount of DKK 79,584 million has been recognised in Midgard (2014: DKK 114,277 million, of which
DKK 99,367 million was recognised in Midgard). For more details, please see the section "Accounting policies".
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Group
2015

21

PFA Holding
2014

2015

2014

Share capital
PFA Holding A/S
The company's share capital consists of 90 shares in the denomination of DKK 5,000, 500 shares in the denomination of
DKK 1,000 and 250 shares in the denomination of DKK 200.

PFA Fonden, Sundkrogsgade 4, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark and The Confederation of Danish Employers (DA), Vester Voldgade 113,
1552 Copenhagen V, Denmark own more than 5 per cent of PFA Holding's share capital.

22

Subordinate loan capital

-

600

-

-

34

-

-

450

-

-

228,100
(37,472)
190,628

-

-

(73)

-

-

3,682
(13,675)
6,017
(12,167)
(495)
(6)
644
1
(16,000)

4,953
(24,934)
8,269
(13,955)
(559)
103
508
4
(25,611)

-

-

148,763
54,583
203,346

(181)
164,763
58,811
223,574

-

-

1,052
(1,052)
-

955
97
1,052

-

-

The loans were repaid in 2015 before their maturity dates
Interest related to subordinate loan capital for the year
Share of subordinate loan capital recognised in the capital base

12
-

In 2014, the subordinate loan capital included loans of DKK 275 million
DKK 200 million and DKK 125 million, all maturing on 11 May 2017
23

Life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance
Life insurance provisions, beginning of year
Accumulated value adjustment, beginning of year
Retrospective provisions, beginning of year
Transfer from/to unit-linked provisions and claims provisions,
FunktionærPension
Changes during the year due to
Gross premiums
Transfer to unit-linked insurance contracts
Yield after pension yield tax
Insurance benefits
Expense loading after addition of cost bonus
Balance on the claims experience account after addition of risk bonus
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital, net
Other changes
Total changes
Provisions transferred to claims provisions for sickenss and
accident insurance
Retrospective provisions, end of year
Accumulated value adjustment, end of year
Life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance, end of year
Of which
Gross provision for indirect insurance, beginning of year
Change during the year
Gross provision for indirect insurance, end of year
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(58,811)
164,763
-

2015

17

Note (DKK million)

23

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

Life insurance provisions, net of reiunsurance
Breakdown of changes in gross life insurance provisions
Change in retrospective provisions
Change recognised directly in the balance sheet
Change in accumulated value adjustment
Change in gross life insurance provisions

(16,000)
(4,227)
(20,228)

(25,865)
254
21,339
(4,272)

-

-

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change

(19,837)
(542)
151
(20,228)

4,366
(5,116)
(3,776)
254
(4,272)

-

-

Life insurance provisions without allowing for the possibility of surrender
and transfer to paid-up policy
Guaranteed benefits
199,738
Bonus potential on future premiums
3,447
Bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits
1,705
Total life insurance provisions without allowing for the possibility
of surrender and transfer to paid-up policy
204,890

220,642
4,313
1,450

-

-

226,405

-

-

in guaranteed benefits
in bonus potential on future premiums
in bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits
recognised directly in the balance sheet
in gross life insurance provisions

2015

2014

Guaranteed benefits have been calculated taking into account the conversion of contracts into paid-up policies
and surrendered policies. The probability that the individual customers surrender or transfer their insurance agreement
is estimated based on the company’s observations exclusive of intercompany transfers to PFA Plus for individual
customers between the ages of 30 and 59, both ages included. Interest group and gender-dependent surrender
percentages between 2 and 6 per cent per year are applied until age 60, when the surrender percentages are fixed at 0
per cent. In overall terms, the surrender percentages are highest in interest rate group 1 and lowest in interest rate
groups 3 and 4. The surrender percentage in the individual interest rate groups is at its highest at age 40 for both men
and women. The probability of transfer to a paid-up policy is estimated at 6 per cent per year. The calculation of
probabilities includes a risk charge of 10 per cent for surrender and 25 per cent for conversion into a paid-up policy.
net
of of
reinsurance
Life insurance
insuranceprovisions,
provisions,
net
reinsurance

Under contribution
Under
contribution
Interest rate
Interest
rate group
group 1,
1, basic
basic interest
interestrate
rateof
ofup
upto
to2.0
2.0per
percent
cent
Interest
rate
group
2,
basic
interest
rate
over
2.0
per
cent
per
cent
Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 per centand
andupuptoto3.0
3.0
per
cent
Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 per cent and up to 4.0 per cent
Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 per cent and up to 4.0 per cent
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
PFA Soraarneq A/S
PFA Soraarneq A/S
Outside contribution
Outside contribution
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Total
Total
Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance
Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

577
577
200,620
200,620

Under contribution
Under
Interest contribution
rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 per cent
Interest rate group
2.0
and up to 3.0 per cent
Interest
group 2,
1, basic
basic interest
interestrate
rateover
of up
toper
2.0cent
per cent
Interest rate group
per
cent
Interest
group 3,
2, basic
basic interest
interestrate
rateover
over3.0
2.0per
percent
centand
andupuptoto4.0
3.0
per
cent
Interest rate group
4.03.0
per per
centcent
or more
Interest
group 4,
3, basic
basic interest
interestrate
rateof
over
and up to 4.0 per cent
PFA Soraarneq
A/S 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
Interest
rate group
PFA Soraarneq A/S
Outside contribution
Miscellaneous
Outside
contribution
Total
Miscellaneous
Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance
Total

20152015
Bonus
potential
Bonus
potential
Bonus
potential
Bonus
potential
on paid-up
policypolicy
Guaranteed
on future
Guaranteed
on future
on paid-up
benefits
premiums
benefits
benefits
premiums
benefits
77,190
1,322
716 716
77,190
1,322
18,351
177 177
28 28
18,351
29,488
132
6
29,488
132
6
74,265
24
10
74,265
24
10
749
95
74
749
95
74

1,750
1,750
203,346
203,346

142
142
976
976

2014
2014 Bonus potential
Bonus potential
Bonus
potential
Bonus
potential
on paid-up
policy
Guaranteed
on future
Guaranteed
on future on paid-up
benefits
premiums
benefitspolicy
benefits
86,726
21,422
86,726
36,435
21,422
74,401
36,435
711
74,401

premiums
1,890
185
1,890
117 185
14 117
86 14

benefits
631
18 631
5 18
12
5
34 12

711

86

34

762
220,457
762

2,293
223,574
2,293

220,457

Total life insurance provisions, net of reinsurance

124
824

124
824

223,574

P FA H o l d i n g

Annual Repor t

2015
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24

25

Group

Provisions for claims, net of reinsurance
Life insurance, gross
Sickness and accident insurance, gross
Total provision for claims, net of reinsurance
Collective bonus potential
Collective bonus potential, beginning of year
Allocation for the year
Pension yield tax
Total transfer
Of which transferred from other comprehensive income
Of which collective bonus transferred to claims provisions for sickness
and accident insurance
Of which transferred from the income statement
Collective bonus potential, end of year
Allocation on contribution groups
Interest rate group 1, basic interest rate of up to 2.0 per cent
Interest rate group 2, basic interest rate over 2.0 per cent and
up to 3.0 per cent
Interest rate group 3, basic interest rate over 3.0 per cent and
up to 4.0 per cent
Interest rate group 4, basic interest rate of 4.0 per cent or more
PFA Soraarneq A/S
Risk groups
Cost groups
Total allocation on contribution groups
Bonus ratios in interest groups
Interest rate group 1, basic interest
Interest rate group 2, basic interest
up to 3.0 per cent
Interest rate group 3, basic interest
up to 4.0 per cent
Interest rate group 4, basic interest
PFA Soraarneq A/S

26

rate of up to 2.0 per cent
rate over 2.0 per cent and

PFA Holding

2015

2014

2015

2014

376
3,834
4,211

375
2,894
3,268

-

-

8,036
2,010
414
2,424
44

9,301
2,371
(3,637)
(1,265)
(11)

-

-

2,380
10,460

(56)
(1,199)
8,036

-

-

7,573

5,681

-

-

1,402

1,242

-

-

348
516
58
529
34
10,460

250
243
60
526
33
8,036

-

-

10.6 %

7.1 %

-

-

8.9 %

6.8 %

-

-

1.7 %
1.3 %
6.7 %

1.0 %
0.6 %
7.9 %

-

-

24,469
2,085
(515)
(254)
(99)
1,217
117
25,803

20,668
1
4,582
(532)
213
(614)
3,649
151
24,469

-

-

rate over 3.0 per cent and
rate of 4.0 per cent or more

CustomerCapital
CustomerCapital, beginning of year
Adjustment at beginning of year of CustomerCapital, FunktionærPension
Distribution to CustomerCapital
Disbursement of CustomerCapital
CustomerCapital's share of other activities
Pension yield tax
Total transfer from the income statement
Direct transfer from equity
CustomerCapital, end of year
For more details, please see the section "Accounting policies"
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27

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

Provisions for unit-linked contracts
Unit-linked insurance contracts
Provisions for unit-linked insurance contracts, beginning of year
Accumulated value adjustment, beginning of year
Adjustment at beginning of year, FunktionærPension
Retrospective provisions, beginning of year
Transfer to/from life provisions, FunktionærPension

104,080
(75)
104,005
-

63,370
(42)
0
63,328
127

-

-

Changes during the year due to
Gross premiums
Transfer from average interest rate products
Yield after pension yield tax
Insurance benefits
Expense loading
Balance on the claims experience account
Customers' contributions to CustomerCapital, net
Total changes
Of which transferred from other comprehensive income
Retrospective provisions, end of year
Accumulated value adjustment, end of year
Provisions for unit-linked insurance contracts, end of year

23,319
13,675
6,287
(7,876)
(260)
112
(1,441)
33,816
9
137,821
82
137,904

18,867
24,934
6,009
(8,083)
(209)
102
(1,070)
40,551
104,005
75
104,080

-

-

Of which technical provisions related to unit-linked contracts
Of which provisions for unit-linked contracts excluding technical provisions

694
137,210

494
103,587

-

-

Of which
Provisions for unit-linked contracts with guarantee
Provisions for unit-linked contracts without guarantee
Provisions for unit-linked contracts, end of year

12,922
124,982
137,904

11,140
92,940
104,080

-

-

7,697
5,225
12,922

6,817
4,323
11,140

-

-

Provisions for unit-linked contracts with guarantee include
Guaranteed benefits
Bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits
Total provisions for unit-linked contracts with guarantee

2015

2014

For policies with payout protection cover, the payout protection cover is gradually phased in, based on a technical return of up to
0.5 per cent, during the last 10 years before retirement.

28

Payables to credit institutions
Payables related to agreements for the repurchase of
bonds (repo transactions)
Other payables to credit institutions
Total payables to credit institutions

131,604
294
131,898

134,550
278
134,828

-

-

Repo liabilities pertain to sold bonds, which have been included in the bond portfolio at a fair value of DKK 131,032 million
(2014: DKK 131,615 million). Of these repo transactions, an amount of DKK 80,649 million (2014: DKK 99,367 million) has been
recognised in Midgard. For more details, please see the section “Accounting policies”.

29

Other payables
Winding-up of funds
Derivative financial instruments
Other costs payable
Total other payables
Payables falling due more than 5 years after the balance sheet date

5,594
14,007
968
20,569

21,529
16,996
874
39,399

-

-

-

-

P FA H o l d i n g
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30

Group

PFA Holding

2015

2014

2015

2014

857

1,727

-

-

10,939

18,371

-

-

Collateral
Assets as security for the insureds' savings were registreret at year-end at
a total balance sheet value of
Registrered assets include both technical provisions, net of reinsurance,
and provisions for unit-linked contracts

383,432

365,018

-

-

Bonds sold as part of repo transactions, recognised in the balance sheet

131,032

131,615

-

-

2,043

3,363

-

-

Of which ceded out of the collateral received

589

944

-

-

PFA Property Investment has a loan which, in case of default, has been
secured by a mortgage in the company

294

278

-

-

The Group is voluntarily registered for VAT purposes concerning certain
properties. In this connection, the Group has an outstanding VAT
adjustment liability of

265

-

-

Collateral and contingent assets received
Collateral received
Reverse transactions are recognised in the balance sheet under
deposits with credit institutions

Agreements regarding derivative financial instruments have been made
on the basis of ISDA agreements. Collateral agreements have been made
in respect of derivative financial instruments. In this connection, collateral
has been received in the amount of
Contingent assets
The Group has a tax loss carryforward of DKK 7,573 million, equal to a tax
asset of DKK 1,780 million, of which DKK 522 million has been recognised in
the balance sheet
Outlay from equity capital to Collective CustomerCapital amounts to DKK 106
million in 2015
31

Collateral and contingent liabilities

Ceeded security in connection with contracts for
unlisted financial instruments

Contingent liabilities
Other guarantees
Rent and operating commitments do not exceed
The company has made commitments to participate in investments in
unlisted securities amounting to
Total contingent liabilities

-

36
334

21
191

-

-

12,907
13,277

6,076
6,289

-

-

The PFA Group is party to various legal proceedings and disputes. The cases are assessed continuously and the
necessary provisions are made based on the estimated risk of loss. The pending legal proceedings are not expected
to impact the Group's financial position.
PFA Holding is jointly registreret with the group enterprises in respect of settlement of payroll tax and VAT, and are jointly
and severally liable.
PFA Holding is the administrative company for the purpose of joint Danish taxation. PFA Holding is liable for any
commitments to deduct tax at source from interest, royalties and dividends for the jointly taxed companies as in accordance
with relevant Danish tax legislation.
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32

Group

PFA Holding

Related parties
PFA Fonden, Copenhagen, owns 49 per cent of the share capital of PFA Holding.
Transactions with related parties in the financial year
Transactions with related parties are entered into on an arm's length basis or according to a cost recovery principle and following a
contractual agreement between the companies.
PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab provides administrative services, including IT, policy administration and marketing,
for the remaining group companies. PFA Asset Management A/S provides asset management and portfolio administration services
with respect to shares, bonds and related derivatives for the remaining group companies.
Intercompany balances and transactions of major significance between PFA Holding and
related parties in the financial year:
PFA Holding

Group enterprises
Administrative services
Interest income
33 Breakdown of assets and returns
33 Breakdown of assets and returns
Group
Group
Land
and buildings, directly owned
Land and
buildings, directly owned
Property
companies
Property
Total
land companies
and buildings
Total
other
Total
landsubsidiaries
and buildings
Listed
Danish
equity
investments
Total
other
subsidiaries
Unlisted
Danish equity
Listed Danish
equity investments
investments
Listed
foreign
equity
investments
Unlisted
Danish
equity
investments
Unlisted
foreign equity
Listed foreign
equity investments
investments
Total
other
equityequity
investments
Unlisted
foreign
investments
Government
bonds
(Zone
A)
Total other
equity
investments
Mortgage
creditbonds
bonds(Zone A)
Government
Index-linked
bondsbonds
Mortgage credit
Corporate
bonds,
investment grade
Index-linked
bonds
Corporate
bonds,
non-investment
grade
Corporate
bonds,
investment grade
Other
bonds
Corporate bonds, non-investment grade
Total
bonds
Other
bonds
Other
financial
Total
bondsinvestment assets

Carrying amount
Carrying amount
Beginning of year
End of year
Beginning
of year
End
of year
8,250
8,052
8,250
8,052
7,047
6,390
7,047
6,390
15,297
14,442
15,297
14,442
6,250 4,907 736
502
6,250
4,907
12,247736
14,510 502
3,663
2,298
12,247
14,510
22,896
22,217
3,663
2,298
74,401
64,736
22,896
22,217
97,880
116,460
74,401
64,736
20,731
22,865
97,880
116,460
18,743
13,032
20,731
22,865
20,884
17,330
18,743
13,032
38
31
20,884
17,330
232,677 38
234,454 31
(15,399)
(26,308)
232,677
234,454
(15,399)
(26,308)

Other financial investment assets
Derivative financial instruments to hedge net
change in assets and liabilities
18,349
Derivative financial instruments to hedge net
change in assets and liabilities
18,349
The returns table covers investment assets
apart from unit-linked assets.
The returns table covers investment assets
The note has been prepared according to the same
apart from unit-linked assets.
principles as those used for monitoring the investment assets.
The note has been prepared according to the same
principles as those used for monitoring the investment assets.

8,653
8,653

P FA H o l d i n g

2015

2014

(11)
0

(11)
0

Yield in per cent p.a.
in peryield
cent p.a.
Net
beforeYield
pension
pension
investment Net
tax andbefore
corporation
tax yield
investment
tax and corporation
(581)
9.3 % tax
(581)
(2,516)
21.3 %9.3 %
(2,516)
21.3 %
(3,097)
13.9%
0.0%
(3,097)
13.9%
(3,433) 35.3 % 0.0%
(183)
(11.1) 35.3
%
(3,433)
%
429
12.7(11.1)
%
(183)
%
(2,032) 429
24.3 12.7
%
%
(5,219)
18.4%
(2,032)
24.3 %
(15,832)
4.7 %
(5,219)
18.4%
16,673
(1.0) %4.7 %
(15,832)
1,704
2.7 (1.0)
%
16,673
%
(2,933)
8.4 %2.7 %
1,704
(5,272)
7.5 %8.4 %
(2,933)
(11)
10.9
%7.5 %
(5,272)
(5,671) (11)
2.5%
10.9 %
326
- 2.5%
(5,671)
326
(10,307)

-

(10,307)
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34 Percentage breakdown of equity investments by sectors and regions
Note
34 Percentage breakdown of equity investments by sectors and regions
The rest

North

South

Group

Denmark

The
rest
of
Europe

North
America

South
America

Group
Energy

Denmark
1.4 %
1.4
0.5 %
%
0.5
3.3 %
%
3.3
1.8 %
%
1.8
0.4 %
%
0.4
6.3 %
%
6.3
4.4 %
%
4.4
0.3 %
%
0.3
0.2 %
%
0.2
0.0 %
%
0.0
0.8 %
%
0.8 %
19.3 %
19.3 %

of Europe
1.0 %
1.0
1.4%
%
1.4
2.9%
%
2.9
3.4%
%
3.4
5.1%
%
5.1
3.3%
%
3.3 %
13.3
%
13.3
1.8%
%
1.8
1.4%
%
1.4
0.8%
%
0.8
0.4%
%
0.4 %
34.8 %
34.8 %

America
0.9 %
0.9
0.5%%
0.5
2.7%%
2.7
4.5%%
4.5
1.2%%
1.2
5.3%%
5.3 %%
11.1
11.1
6.6%%
6.6
0.3%%
0.3
0.2%%
0.2
0.0%%
0.0
%
33.2 %
33.2 %

America
0.0 %
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
0.0%%
0.0
%
0.0 %
0.0 %

Energy
Materials
Materials
Industry
Industry
Durables
Durables goods
Consumer
Consumer goods
Healthcare
Healthcare
Finance
Finance
IT

IT
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Supply
Supply
Unallocated

Unallocated
Total

Total

The rest of
of
therest
Far East
Japan The

Other

Other
Countries

Total

Japan
0.0 %the Far East
0.4 % Countries
0.3 %
0.0
0.4
%%
0.3
%%
0.2%%
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
%%
0.2
%%
0.7%%
0.6
0.2
0.7
0.6
%%
0.2
%%
0.5%%
1.0
0.1
0.5
1.0
%%
0.1
%%
0.2%%
0.3
0.0
0.2
0.3
%%
0.0
%%
0.3%%
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
%%
0.0
%%
0.5%%
1.5
2.0
0.5
1.5
%%
2.0
%%
0.3%%
1.5
0.0
0.3
1.5
%%
0.0
%%
0.2%%
0.1
0.0
0.2
%
0.1
%
0.0
%%
0.0 %
0.2 %
0.0
0.0
0.2
%%
0.0
%%
0.0%%
0.0
0.8
0.0
%
0.0
%
0.8
%
3.0 %
6.0 %
3.7 %
3.0 %
6.0 %
3.7 %

Total
4.1 %
4.13.0
%%
3.0
%%
10.5
10.5
%%
11.3
11.37.3
%%
7.3
%%
15.2
15.2
%%
32.7
32.7
%%
10.5
10.52.1
%%
2.11.3
%%
1.32.0
%%
2.0
%
100.0 %
100.0 %

A list of the shares in which PFA has invested is available at pfa.dk/aktieinvesteringer (only available in Danish)

A list of the shares in which PFA has invested is available at pfa.dk/aktieinvesteringer (only available in Danish)
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Risk management and sensitivity information

Risk management and sensitivity information

investments with the individual customer’s personal

Risk management framework

financial situation as well as age, estimated retirement

The Group’s business areas encompass pension, insurXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

date and risk tolerance.

Risk management

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

ance, asset management and banking, among other
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

activities. Thus, PFA’s risk management activities take

Risk management environment

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

into account and deal with a variety of risks.

Risk management is an integral part of PFA’s business. To

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

provide the strongest risk management setting, PFA clearly

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Pension is the Group’s core business activity. The overXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

outlines the division of responsibility and duties. The board

all objective of risk management in the pension area is

of directors of each company is responsible for determining

to ensure that customers obtain a competitive return,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

the overall framework for risk management and risk toler-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
while their pension savings are responsibly invested.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

ance. On this basis, the individual companies’ management

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

This gives our customers the best basis for maintaining

team handle the overall day-to-day control and monitoring.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

healthy finances upon retirement.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
As a supplement to the risk management system in the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

For customers with an average interest rate plan, risk

individual Group companies, the Executive Management

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

management ensures the right balance at all times

has appointed three committees on a group-wide level

between total reserves and investment risks. For
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

with related sub-working committees. Cf. the below

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
customers who have opted for a market rate plan,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

diagram.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

risk management maintains a focus on matching

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Executive Management

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Risk Committee

Commercial Committee

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Compliance Committee

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Investment Risks

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Sub-working
committees

Insurance Risks
Maximum impact on

Operational risks
Group

84

Risk

P FA H o l d i n g

1 af 1

Maximum

bonus potential on

inpact on

paid-up policy benefits

Maximum inpact

collective

before change in

on applied bonus

applied bonus potential

potential on paid-

Minimum impact

bonus

on the capital base

potential in

on paid-up policy

up policy benefits

in DKK million
2015

DKK million

benefits in DKK million

in DKK million

Annual Repor t

0.7 percentage point increase in the interest rate

0

0

0

0

0.7 percentage point decrease in the interest rate

0

0

0

0
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Group

Percentage breakdown of equity investments by sectors and regions

Identifying and assessing risks

The financial risks are primarily connected to interest

North
The Board of Directors makes an annual The
risk rest
assessment
by
Group

Denmark

of Europe

America

Energy

1.4 %

1.0 %

0.9 %

Materials

0.5 %

1.4 %

0.5 %

identifying and quantifying major company risks.

Industry
%
% company’s
2.7 %
The risk identification process 3.3
is carried
out 2.9
in the
Durables

The
rest of rate level,
Other
rateSouth
risks - fluctuations in
interest
interest
Japan the Far East

America

Countries

Total

0.3 %

4.1 %

margin and a continued low interest rate level – which
0.0 %

0.0 %

0.4 %

places
on
0.0pressure
%
0.2the
% guaranteed
0.3 % benefits
0.2products.
%
3.0 %
0.0 %rate derivatives
0.7 %
0.6 %for hedging
0.2 %of this10.5
Interest
are used
risk.%

1.8 %
3.4 %
respective business areas in which
the persons
responsi-4.5 %

0.0 %
0.5 %
0.1 %
Furthermore,
risks
connected1.0
to %
share values
as well11.3
as %

ble for the business areas in question have identified the

credit and counterparty risks are considerable, which is

Consumer goods

0.4 %

5.1 %

1.2 %

Healthcare

6.3 %

3.3 %

5.3 %

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

0.0 %

7.3 %

0.0 %

0.3 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

15.2 %

risks in connection with the company’s
business
Finance
4.4 %
13.3 %activities.
11.1 %

reflected
managed
0.0 % in a deliberately
0.5 %
1.5 % exposure.
2.0 %Currency
32.7 %

ITAfter this, each risk is described
0.3
%
1.8
% is assessed
6.6 %
qualitatively
and

%
0.3 %
1.5 %risk are0.0
% reported,
10.5 %
risk,0.0
correlation
risk
and property
also

Telecommunications

0.2 %

1.4 %

0.3 %

Supply

0.0 %

0.8 %

0.2 %

Unallocated

0.8 %

0.4 %

0.0 %

based on probability and financial consequence.

Total
19.3 %
33.2 %
Risks are categorised and consolidated
in34.8
one %
of the four

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.1 %

0.0 %

2.1 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.0 %

1.3 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.8 %

2.0 %

however, of a lower importance.

0.0market
%
3.0environment,
%
6.0 customers
%
3.7
%
100.0
In the
rate
typically
bear %

risk categories: financial risks, insurance risks, operation-

the market risk attached to their savings, and the com-

al risks or commercial and other risks. The result of this

pany is thus primarily exposed to operational, commercial

A list of the shares in which PFA has invested is available at pfa.dk/aktieinvesteringer (only available in Danish)
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will be
dealt with inand
the sensitivity
individual committees
and workRisk
management
information

and other risks. With the market rate product PFA Plus,

ing committees with a view to provide advice. The results

some customers have the option of choosing payout pro-

of the risk identification process will serve as input in the

tection cover, which is gradually phased in as retirement

Risk management

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

preparation of the Board of Director’s assessment of the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Group’s risk and solvency. The assessment contributes to

approaches. The payout protection cover is hedged via
the customer’s own investment mix.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

the management’s treatment and further monitoring of

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

risks, and to determine the propriety of PFA’s risk profile

The PFA Group is exposed to various insurance risks as

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
relative to PFA’s business activities, organisation, resources

customers frequently have various insurance coverage

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
and the relevant market conditions. The assessment of the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

plans tied to their pension plans. Insurance risks con-

Group’s own risk and solvency is made once a year or when

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

stitute the risks of losses in connection with changes in

required in connection with a change in risk profile, finanXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

disability, longevity and critical illness.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
cial situation etc.

The assessments still indicate that one of the essential risks

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

is connected to extended longevity. Extended longevity rep-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Substantial risks
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

resents a risk to the established policies, as it may result in

The most significant risk in the PFA Group derives from averXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

non-fulfilment of the requirements for payouts that rely on

age interest rate products in the pension field due to the

provisions/payments. Change in the number of death and

risk associated with offering guaranteed benefits. Aver-

sickness absence rates lead to changes in the payout of

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

age interest rate products are divided into several interest
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

death cover and disability pensions. The assumptions relat-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
rate groups with investment strategies for each group being

ed to insurance risks are analysed on an ongoing basis and

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

chosen to extensively hedge the associated guaranteed

compared to the actual development, and provisions are

benefits. For the companies in the PFA Group within asset
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

adjusted annually in accordance with the observed actual

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
management and banking, the most significant types of

development in life span.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

risks are operational, commercial and other risks.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

PFA Pension follows the Danish Financial Supervisory

Financial risks include risks relating to losses if the value
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Authority’s longevity benchmark, which applies a 30-year

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
of total assets and liabilities change due to interest
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

historic data period to predict the future longevity devel-

rate movements, fluctuations in share prices, proper-

opment. During this period, the structure in the longevity

ty prices and currencies. Financial risks also consist of

development has not been clear and unambiguous, mak-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
risks relating to losses on credits and counterparties in

ing it difficult to determine a precise estimate of the

the event of default of payment obligations. Moreover,

expected future mortality improvements. In particular,

financial risks include liquidity risks and concentration

the upcoming updates of the Danish Financial Superviso-

risks. These risks include risks in connection with losses

ry Authority’s longevity
benchmark
include considerable
Maximum
impact on

where there is a need to free liquidity quickly to settle

Maximum For thebonus
potential
uncertainty.
purpose
of theon
calculation of the

commitments, and losses due to a high concentration of

provisions, a long-term extrapolation of the expected lon-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

investments with a single issuer, a single
type of
assets
Group
Minimum
impact
or a limited number of sectors.
Risk

on the capital base
in DKK million

inpact on

paid-up policy benefits

Maximum inpact

collective

before change in

on applied bonus

gevity is
required.
bonus
applied bonus potential

potential on paid-

potential in

on paid-up policy

up policy benefits

DKK million
benefits in DKK million
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in DKK million
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0.7 percentage point increase in the interest rate

0

0

0

0

0.7 percentage point decrease in the interest rate

0

0

0

0
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Note (DKK million)
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Group

It is not suitable to apply a short historic data period

implemented safeguards against operational risks in the

for this purpose, as the last few years are not neces-

form of controls, procedures and business processes,

rest
sarily accurate for the next many years.The
Attempts
areNorth

The for
restcompliance
of
Other
and South
the person responsible
at PFA con-

Percentage breakdown of equity investments by sectors and regions

Group

Denmark

of Europe

America

Energy

1.4 %

1.0 %

0.9 %

especially made for finding a stable model according to

which fluctuations during few0.5
years
in 0.5 %
Materials
% will not
1.4 result
%
Industry
3.3 %
2.9 %
2.7
major changes in the projection
of longevity.
Therefore
it %
Durables
1.8 %
3.4 %
4.5 %

Countries

Total

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.4 %

0.3 %

4.1 %

0.0 %

0.7 %

0.6 %

0.2 %

10.5 %

Japan the Far East

America

tinuously monitors the control environment. PFA has no
unresolved
disputes
of major
0.0 % legal 0.2
%
0.3 % significance.
0.2 %

3.0 %

is found suitable to continue to apply the Danish Finan-

0.0 %
0.5 %
1.0 %
0.1 %
Commercial
and other
risks primarily
concern
strategic11.3 %

cial Supervisory Authority’s longevity benchmark based

risks and risks in connection with new or changed legis-

Consumer goods

0.4 %

5.1 %

1.2 %

Healthcare

6.3 %

3.3 %

5.3 %

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

0.0 %

7.3 %

0.0 %

0.3 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

15.2 %

on 30 years of data as the best
estimate
of the
Finance
4.4 %
13.3
% expect11.1 %

lation
and
factors
that may2.0
detract
from
0.0
% other external
0.5 %
1.5 %
%
32.7 %

ITed future longevity. Overall, the
0.3 present
%
1.8 %
6.6
assumptions
of %
Telecommunications
0.2 %
1.4 %
0.3 %

%
0.3
%
1.5 % PFA aspires
0.0 % to create
10.5 %
PFA’s0.0
reputation
or market
position.

future longevity represent PFA Pension’s best estimate.

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.1 %

0.0 %

2.1 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

0.2 %

0.0 %

1.3 %

openness and transparency in communication with cus-

Supply

0.0 %

0.8 %

0.2 %

Unallocated

0.8 %

0.4 %

0.0 %

tomers,
and individual
actively
take part2.0
in %
0.0 %
0.0 % business
0.0areas
%
0.8 %

Total
33.2 %
Operational risks comprise19.3
risks%related34.8
to IT%system

%
3.0 % and 6.0
%
3.7 %
100.0 %
the0.0
ongoing
supervision
handling
of risks
to reduce

errors, legal disputes, human errors, fraud or errors

the risk of financial losses as a result of commercial risks.

A list of the shares in which PFA has invested is available at pfa.dk/aktieinvesteringer (only available in Danish)

due to external events. PFA has, to a great extent,
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Risk management and sensitivity information
Risk management

The sensitivities towards a number of risk factors are shown below.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Maximum impact

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

on bonus poten-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

tial on paid-up

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

policy benefits
before change

Maximum impact

Maximum impact

in applied bonus

on applied bonus

on the capital

on collective

potential on paid-

potential on paid-

base

bonus potential

up policy benefits

up policy benefits

in DKK million

in DKK million

in DKK million

in DKK million

(826)

3

1,593

0

595

(1,496)

(493)

(9)

(178)

(1,889)

0

0

(146)

(693)

0

0

(38)

(355)

0

0

(612)

(2,474)

0

(16)

(1,709)

(1,616)

(37)

(12)

10 per cent increase in the mortality rate
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

41

2,976

41

0

10 per cent increase in the disability rate
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

0

(53)

(21)

0

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Minimal impact

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Risk
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
0.7 percentage point increase
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
in interest rate
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

0.7 percentage point decrease
in interest rate

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

12 per cent decrease in share prices
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
8 per cent decrease of property values
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Change in the rate of exchange at
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
a 1 per cent probability in ten days
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
8 per cent loss on counterparties

(incl. credit risks)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

10 per cent decrease in the mortality rate
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

The calculations are made in accordance with the

and any applied bonus potential on paid-up policy ben-

financial reporting rules based on market value. The

efits. The calculations are made using the reported rules

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
consequences of the risks shown in the table are stat-

ed in DKK million and are calculated as the total impact

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

assumed that the risks will occur as immediate events,

on the capital base, collective bonus potential, bonus

for which reason the effects are calculated using an all-

potential on paid-up policy benefits before any change

other-things-being-equal
scenario
on the balance
Maximum
impact based
on

in applied bonus potential on paid-up policy benefits

Maximum
sheet
at the balancebonus
sheetpotential
date. on

Group
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on the distribution of realised results. Furthermore, it is

Risk

P FA H o l d i n g

inpact on

paid-up policy benefits

Maximum inpact

collective

before change in

on applied bonus

applied bonus potential

potential on paid-

Minimum impact

bonus

on the capital base

potential in

on paid-up policy

up policy benefits

in DKK million
2015

DKK million

benefits in DKK million

in DKK million
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0.7 percentage point increase in the interest rate

0

0

0

0

0.7 percentage point decrease in the interest rate

0

0

0

0
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Group structure

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

PFA-Fonden 49%

Other shareholders 51%

PFA Holding A/S

PFA Pension.
forsikringsaktieselskab

PFA Asset
Management A/S

PFA Bank A/S

76%
PFA Property
Investment A/S

PFA Ejendomme
A/S

(incl. 2 subsidiaries)

(incl. 5 subsidiaries)

The Midgard
Fixed Income
Fund Limited

PFA
Kapitalforening

PFA Soraarneq.
forsikringsaktieselskab

Mølholm
Forsikring A/S

Investeringsforeningen
PFA Invest

PFA Pension is not the sole investor in PFA Kapitalforening

PFA’s history dates back to 1917. The share capi-

the parent company was discontinued, whereas

tal of the parent company, PFA Holding, amounts

125 Wood Street London A/S continued under a

to DKK 1 million, and the dividend distributable

new name: PFA Property Investment A/S. Two of

by the company is maximised to 5 per cent of the

PFA Property Investment A/S’ subsidiaries - 31-47

share capital, corresponding to DKK 50,000. In

Victoria Street London A/S and Great Minster

this way, the ownership structure supports PFA’s

East London A/S – then merged into PFA Proper-

objective to create the greatest possible value

ty Investment A/S.

for its customers.
This Annual Report concerns the PFA Group and
The shareholders of PFA Holding are the PFA

comprises the following companies/legal entities:

Fonden and other shareholders which primarily
comprise the founding organisations from 1917,

• PFA Holding A/S (parent company)

whose members and employees for the main

• PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab

part are customers in PFA.

• PFA Asset Management A/S
• PFA Bank A/S

In 2015, the PFA Group was adjusted as follows:

• PFA Property Investment A/S and subsidiaries

The group structure of PFA Invest Internation-

• PFA Ejendomme A/S and subsidiaries

al was changed to the effect that the previous

• The Midgard Fixed Income Fund Limited

parent company, PFA Invest International A/S,

• PFA Kapitalforening

merged with the subsidiary, 125 Wood Street

• PFA Soraarneq, forsikringsaktieselskab

London A/S. After the merger was completed,

• Mølholm Forsikring A/S
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PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab

PFA Ejendomme A/S

PFA Pension was founded in 1917 as a non-prof-

PFA Ejendomme’s primary objective is to acquire,

it organisation by a number of employers’ and

build and manage real estate in Denmark and

employees’ associations. The ambition was to

to undertake other business activities deemed

ensure financial security for employees and their

compatible with this objective by the Board of

families when they became too old to work,

Directors.

became incapacitated for work or changed jobs.
PFA Ejendomme’s investment strategy is to
PFA Asset Management A/S

obtain a long-term, stable return coupled with a

PFA Asset Management A/S was established in

low risk. Investments are made mainly in busi-

2014 through a merger between the former PFA

ness and residential properties in Danish cities,

Kapitalforvaltning, fondsmæglerselskab A/S and

with a balanced risk diversification in terms of

PFA Portefølje Administration A/S. The company

tenant composition.

is authorised to manage alternative investment
funds (FAIF) and is subject to the supervision of

PFA Ejendomme primarily invests in business

the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. The

properties and custom-made property projects,

company offers asset management of shares,

but traditional multi-use properties also form

bonds and related derivatives and management

part of the portfolio. PFA Ejendomme’s business

of investment funds and alternative investment

portfolio consists of 59 properties with approxi-

funds. PFA Pension and PFA Kapitalforening are

mately 200 leases.

its largest customers.
PFA Ejendomme owns the subsidiary PFA AbsaPFA Bank A/S

lon Ejendomme P/S. In addition, PFA Ejendomme

The bank offers advisory services about sav-

owns the subsidiary PFA Blue Star Ejendomme

ings and investments of taxed funds to PFA’s

P/S, which, at the end of 2015, owns four prop-

individual pension customers. The bank’s adviso-

erties close to Copenhagen Airport. For both

ry services and products target customers with

subsidiaries, general partner companies have

pension savings that are being paid out or close

been founded which are also subsidiaries of

to payout as well as the handling of the cus-

PFA Ejendomme (General partner company PFA

tomers’ investments in connection with savings.

Absalon Ejendomme ApS and general partner

Thus, the PFA Group offers its customers a com-

company PFA Blue Star Ejendomme ApS). In 2015,

prehensive package of savings and investment

PFA Ejendomme also acquired the subsidiary PFA

advice comprising all the customer’s savings.

Boliger ApS for which the objective is to own and
manage residential properties and related com-

PFA Property Investment A/S

mercial leases.

The objective of the company is to invest in real

90

estate outside of Denmark, directly or indirect-

The Midgard Fixed Income Fund

ly, by acquiring investments in other companies,

The Midgard Fixed Income Fund is a hedge fund

including property funds or similar companies.

that primarily invests long/short in government

The company is the parent company of two whol-

bonds, mortgage credit bonds, index-linked

ly owned subsidiaries that own one property in

bonds, swaps and derivatives issued by countries

Germany and participate in the Grosvenor

in the EU, Switzerland and Norway, with the main

London Office Fund Partnership.

focus being the Nordic interest rate market. The

P FA H o l d i n g
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transactions involved are so-called geared repo

76.3 per cent of the nominal share capital. The

transactions – a popular method for investing

Foreningen Soraarneq owns the remainder.

in short-term interest rate and spread risks. The
fund is subject to strict risk management based

The primary objective of the company is to

on value-at-risk and duration targets. In addition,

establish pension plans for salaried employees in

gearing may not amount to more than a factor of

companies and salaried employee associations in

10 for instruments with a term of more than two

Greenland. The company also offers instalment

years, and non-hedged foreign-exchange expo-

pension to private persons.

sures may not exceed the contributed capital.
The stakeholders in Soraarneq have discussed a
PFA Kapitalforening

future-proof solution for the company internal-

PFA Kapitalforening’s (PFA Capital Association)

ly and with Greenland’s Home Rule Government.

objective is to invest in funds in a manner that

The discussions are expected to be finalised in

provides the highest possible return balanced

2016.

against risk. The association’s funds are invested
in bonds, shares, cash and cash equivalents and

Mølholm Forsikring A/S

in such instruments as are mentioned in schedule

Mølholm specialises in health insurance with pay-

5 to the Danish Financial Business Act in accor-

ment guarantee and is one of the largest players

dance with the Association’s investment policy

on the market. Mølholm contributes to strength-

and risk profile. The Association caters exclusive-

ening PFA’s focus on preventive measures.

ly to professional investors, including pension
funds and other financial institutions subject to

Mølholm Forsikring A/S is an independent com-

supervision by the Danish Financial Supervisory

pany, operating under its own brand, but it

Authority. All investors are subject to approv-

cooperates closely with PFA on exchanging know-

al by the association’s board of directors. When

how and ideas.

investing in the association, an investor has the
possibility to invest on the same terms and conditions as PFA Pension.
The association is a capital association registered
with the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority
but is not under supervision.
The association is managed by the investment
management company PFA Asset Management A/S.
PFA Soraarneq, forsikringsaktieselskab
PFA Soraarneq was established by Foreningen
Soraarneq and PFA Pension. The stakeholders,
comprising employee associations in Greenland, employers and employer associations in
the private sector in Greenland etc., founded Foreningen Soraarneq. PFA Pension owns
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The directorships of the Board of Directors
and the Executive Management
Board of Directors
Svend Askær (Chairman) • Born 1952 • Chairman, the Danish Association of Managers
and Executives
Joined the Board of Directors in 1992
Up for election in 2019
Chairman: The Danish Association of Managers and Executives (Director and board member in affiliated entities)
Board Chairman: PFA Brug Livet Fonden, PFA-Fonden
Other offices: Member of the ATP Committee of Representatives, Vice President of CEC

Jens Due Olsen (Vice-Chairman) • Born 1963 • Board Member
Joined the Board of Directors in 2015
Up for election in 2019
Chairman: Auriga Industries A/S, Bladt Holding A/S and wholly-owned subsidiaries, NKT Holding A/S
and wholly-owned subsidiaries, Auris Luxembourg III S.A. and a wholly-owned subsidiary, Børnebasketfonden
Board member: Cryptomathic A/S, Gyldendal A/S, Heptagon Advanced Micro Optics Inc., Pierre.dk
Investment ApS and a wholly-owned subsidiary, Royal Unibrew A/S, PFA-Fonden
Director: JDO Invest ApS
Other offices: Fondsmæglerselskab Maj Invest A/S (member of the investment committee), Den danske komité for god selskabsledelse, Due Advice (fully responsible participant)

Torben Dalby Larsen (Vice-Chairman) • Born 1949 • Chief Editor, Managing Director, Dagbladet,
Frederiksborg Amts Avis, Nordvestnyt and Sjællandske
Joined the Board of Directors in 1992
Up for election in 2018
Managing Director: Sjællandske Medier A/S
Board Chairman: The Confederation of Danish Employers (DA), Dagbladenes Bureau, A/S Vestsjællandske Distriktsblade, Sjællandske Medier’s wholly-owned subsidiaries, Ugebladet Vestsjælland ApS,
Roskilde Mediecenter K/S and A/S
Board member: ATP, LG (the Danish Employees’ Guarantee Fund), DR (the Danish Broadcasting Corporation), the Danish Media Employers’ Association, Deal.DK A/S, PFA-Fonden
Other offices: Member of the ATP Committee of Representatives

Lars Christoffersen • Born 1972 • Representative of employee organisation, PFA Pension
Elected by the employees since 2003
Up for election in 2019
Other offices: Member of Forsikringsforbundet’s General Council
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Karsten Dybvad • Born 1956 • Director General, Confederation of Danish Industry
Joined the Board of Directors in 2013
Up for election in 2017
Board Chairman: AHTS ApS
Board member: PensionDanmark Holding A/S, PensionDanmark Pensionsforsikringsaktieselskab
Novo Nordisk Fonden, Copenhagen Business School (CBS)

Gita Grüning • Born 1949 • Board member
Joined the Board of Directors in 2008
Up for election in 2018
Board member: PFA Brug Livet Fonden

Charlotte Dahlstrøm Hovgaard • Born 1973 • Legal Senior Consultant, PFA Pension
Elected by the employees since 2015
Up for election in 2019
No other directorships

Peter Ibsen • Born 1950 • Board member
Joined the Board of Directors in 2008
Up for election in 2017
No other directorships

Thomas P. Jensen • Born 1969 • Pension Assistant, PFA Pension
Elected by the employees since 2011
Up for election in 2019
Board member: PFA-Fonden

Hanne Sneholm Jensen • Born 1958 • Manager, PFA Pension
Elected by the employees since 2007
Up for election in 2019
No other directorships
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Per Jørgensen • Born 1959 • Chairman, the Danish Engineers’ Association
Joined the Board of Directors in 2004
Up for election in 2016
Chairman: Fællesrepræsentationen (FR), FICT (Fédération International des Cadres des Transport),
Fredericia Maskinmesterskole
Board member: EMUC (Europas Maritime Udviklings Center), Søfartens Arbejdsmiljøråd, Søfartens
Fremme, Akademikernes A-kasse, Nordiske Maskinbefälsfederation, Seapress ApS, Fiskeri- og
Søfartsmuseet
Other offices: The executive committee, The Danish Maintance Society - DDV
Judge: Expert judge of the Copenhagen Maritime and Commercial Court, Expert judge of the Danish
Western High Court

Mette Risom • Born 1969 • Head of PFA’s Advisory Services Centre - East, PFA Pension
Elected by the employees since 2011
Up for election in 2019
No other directorships

Laurits Kruse Rønn • Born 1963 • Director, the Confederation of Danish Enterprise
Joined the Board of Directors in 2012
Up for election in 2016
Director: Dansk Erhverv Arbejdsgiver (The Confederation of Danish Enterprise), Dansk Erhvervs
Administrationsselskab A/S
Board Chairman: Foreningen Pension for Funktionærer
Board member: The Confederation of Danish Employers (DA), Dansk Erhvervs Administrationsselskab A/S

Per Niels Tønnesen • Born 1960 • General Secretary, HK Retail and Wholesale Trade
Joined the Board of Directors in 2013
Up for election in 2016
Board member: UNI Europa, UNI Europa Handel, UNI World Handel, Nordiske Komité, Foreningen Pension for Funktionærer
Other offices: Member of the General Council of LO, member of HK Hovedbestyrelse and Forretnings
udvalg

The age limit for members of the Board of Directors is 67.
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Executive Management
Allan Polack • Group CEO
Chairman of the Board of Directors: PFA Bank A/S and PF I A/S
Board member: PFA Asset Management A/S, FIH Holding A/S, PFA Ejendomme A/S and five whollyowned subsidiaries, PFA Property Investment A/S and two wholly-owned subsidiaries, Forsikring &
Pension, The Stockholm Environment Institute SEI, PFA Brug Livet Fonden

Anders Damgaard • Group CFO
Director: SE Blue Renewables GP ApS, SE Blue Renewables GP DK ApS, SE Blue Renewables GP DK 2
ApS, SE Blue Renewables GP DK 3 ApS, SE Blue Renewables GP DK 4 ApS
Chairman of the Board of Directors: PFA Asset Management A/S, PFA Kapitalforening, PFA Ejendomme A/S and five wholly-owned subsidiaries, PFA Property Investment A/S and two wholly-owned
subsidiaries
Board member: Blue Equity Management A/S, SE Blue Renewables K/S and four wholly-owned subsidiaries, Danish Investment Fund Association

Jon Johnsen • Group COO
Board Chairman: Mølholm Forsikring A/S
Board member: PFA Soraarneq, forsikringsaktieselskab, PFA Kapitalforening, Letpension A/S,
PensionsInfo

Mads Kaagaard • Group CCO (joined on 1 February 2016)
No other directorships
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Executive employees

Pia Irene Andreasen • Vice President, HR (joined on 1 February 2016)
Rasmus Bessing • Executive Director and COO, PFA Asset Management A/S
Michael Aagaard Biermann • Vice President, IT
Michael Bruhn • Executive Director, PFA Ejendomme A/S
Dorthe Bundgaard • Vice President, Legal Department
Jacob Carlsen • Vice President, Risk
Morten Winther Hansen • Vice President, Product Management
Jacob Thuren Falkenham Jørgensen • Vice President, Customer & Pension Services
Christian Lindstrøm Lage • Executive Director and CIO, PFA Asset Management A/S
Charlotte Møller • Vice President, Corporate Affairs & Compliance
Thomas Dyhrberg Nielsen • Vice President, Finance
Peter Ott • Executive Director, PFA Bank A/S
Henrik Nøhr Poulsen • Executive Director and CIO, PFA Asset Management A/S
Peter Rosenlind-Nissen • Vice President, Sales & Advisory Services
Sune Adam Schackenfeldt • Vice President, Corporate Customers
Per Østergaard • Vice President, Strategy
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Further information

Contact information
Anders Damgaard, Group CFO, (+45) 39 17 50 06
Thomas Dyhrberg Nielsen, Vice President, Finance, (+45) 39 17 62 80

Links
PFA Pension

pfa.dk

PFA Asset Management

pfaassetmanagement.dk

PFA Bank

pfabank.dk

PFA Ejendomme

ejendomme.pfa.dk

PFA Soraarneq

soraarneq.pfa.dk

PFA Sund

pfasund.dk

Mit PFA

mitpfa.dk

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

bruglivetfonden.dk

Financial reports etc.
Annual reports and CSR reports are available at english.pfa.dk/about-pfa

Financial calendar
Publishing dates for quarterly announcements, interim report etc. in Danish are available at
pfa.dk/finanskalender (only in Danish).
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